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Introduction

One of the most challenging problems in modern theoretical physics is the
complete unification of gravity with the principles of Quantum Mechanics
(QM). While electromagnetism, weak interaction and strong interaction can
all be accommodated within the framework of QM, leading to solid Quan-
tum Field Theories (QFT) like the Standard Model of particle physics and
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the gravitational force has always stood
apart, puzzling numerous generations of physicists. General Relativity (GR)
is a beautiful theory of gravitation, whose key success was to change the
paradigm of gravity as a force to the one of gravity as the manifestation
of spacetime dynamics. The beauty of this geometrical theory came to-
gether with a huge predictive power, with experimental and observational
confirmations that after a century still excite people all around the globe.
So, nowadays, we have both a nice understanding of elementary particles,
with their microscopic interactions, and of gravitational phenomena on large
scales. However, GR is an intrinsically classical theory and, as such, it breaks
down at some point. This means that the framework of GR is not enough
to completely describe the physics of certain gravitational phenomena, as
it happens when encountering gravitational singularities. The most notable
gravitational singularities that require to go beyond a classical theory of
gravitation are cosmological and black hole singularities. In such regimes,
quantum effects have to be taken into account and it is hence mandatory to
develop a consistent theory of Quantum Gravity (QG) if we want to know
how exactly the Universe came into existence and what happens deep inside
a black hole. Unfortunately, the straightforward and naive guess to simply
combine QFT and GR does not work to get a satisfactory answer. Indeed,
while a QFT can be placed on a fixed gravitational background without many
problems, once the spacetime becomes dynamical, meaning that it interacts
with itself and the QFT, everything becomes incredibly hard.

In such a context, String Theory (ST) provides a vibrant framework that
elegantly unifies all the fundamental forces, giving gravity a consistent quan-
tum description. The crucial change of paradigm here is on the extension of
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2 Introduction

the fundamental constituents of nature: from point-particles to strings. In-
deed, the string spectrum contains, among other particles, a graviton, namely
the quantum particle that mediates the gravitational force. This huge discov-
ery comes with a cost: ST predicts 10 spacetime dimensions, while we expe-
rience only 4 of them. The remaining 6 dimensions are believed to be really
small, so small that nowadays technology cannot detect them. It is the goal of
string phenomenology to understand how to fit our Standard Models of par-
ticle physics and cosmology, which are 4-dimensional, into a 10-dimensional
ST model. Besides extra dimensions, ST brought a novel playground and
understanding of dualities. In physics, a duality is the equivalence between
different descriptions of a theory. It came out, during the so called “first
revolution”, that there were five distinct and consistent ways to formulate a
ST: type I, type IIA, type IIB, SO(32) and E8×E8 heterotic. Then, with the
“second revolution” it became evident that these five ST were actually five
different descriptions, connected through dualities, of a single and unique
theory dubbed M-Theory, which required 11 spacetime dimensions to be de-
fined. It is not the goal of this thesis to thoroughly introduce ST, but the
main message one should take home is that after decades of results it became
the most promising and working framework for a consistent theory of QG.

Within the ST framework, one of the most important and fruitful dis-
coveries is the so called “AdS/CFT correspondence”, where “AdS” stands
for the negatively curved Anti-de Sitter spacetime while “CFT” stands for
Conformal Field Theory. This is a very special duality because it relates a
gravitational theory to a non-gravitational one. It is an exciting perspective
because a very hard problem, like QG, may be given a relatively easy so-
lution by means of a more familiar and controlled setup: a non-gravitating
theory. More precisely, Maldacena [1] conjectured that type IIB superstring
theory on the background AdS5 × S5 is dual to N = 4 super-Yang-Mills
theory with gauge group SU(N) on R1,3. The “super” ingredient, appearing
on both sides of the duality, is supersymmetry (SUSY), which is a particular
symmetry that exchanges fermions and bosons. At the moment, SUSY does
not seem to be a symmetry of Nature. Nevertheless, it is a powerful mathe-
matical tool that can be exploited in otherwise incredibly hard calculations
and that, in some specific setups, can be broken with a certain degree of
control and not just abruptly. However, the intriguing element of the corre-
spondence is not SUSY, but the fact that on one side we have a QG theory
on a ten-dimensional spacetime with negative cosmological constant and on
the other side we have a conformally invariant QFT in a lower-dimensional
spacetime. More precisely, the latter is defined on the boundary of the bulk
AdS spacetime appearing in the former. So, the AdS/CFT correspondence
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not only provides a concrete way to study QG, giving a non-perturbative
definition by means of a CFT, but it is also the first crystallization of a very
important, and relatively older, concept that will be a leitmotiv in this thesis:
holography.

The holographic principle is the idea, originally put forward in [2,3], that
QG on a bulk spacetime region could be encoded into a non-gravitational
theory defined on the boundary of that region. This idea was heavily inspired
by the Bekenstein-Hawking formula for the entropy of a black hole [4–6]

SBH =
Area (horizon)

4G
,

which tells us that, contrarily to more familiar thermodynamic objects that
do not involve QG, the entropy of a black hole grows with the surface area
of its horizon rather than with the volume inside of it.1 The previously men-
tioned seminal work [1] imbued this idea with concreteness and, later, the
AdS/CFT correspondence got generalized in many interesting ways. Most
notably, there are extensions to infinite families of dual pairs that involve
less than maximal SUSY, with or without conformal symmetry, in different
number of spacetime dimensions. There are also proposals for dS/CFT [7]
and for flat-space holography [8]. However, it is important to stress that even
the most concrete and solid example of [1] is still a conjecture. This means
that a rigorous and complete proof is missing. However, the numerous non-
trivial matching and tests of the correspondence contribute to strengthen its
status as one of the most groundbreaking discoveries of the last thirty years.
These checks mostly rely on something called holographic dictionary, which
translates quantities on the AdS side of the duality into CFT quantities and
viceversa. When a new entry is proposed, the bridge between the two quan-
tities is explored and tested for as many instances of AdS/CFT as possible.
However, sometimes this kind of “direct check” may not be amenable. In such
cases, one instead invokes holography to perform a calculation that would
otherwise be impossible to be carried out. This is precisely one of the reasons

1Here, the black hole is interpreted as a gravitational object “bounded” by a horizon,
much like a planet is “bounded” by its surface. However, the nature of the two objects is
intrinsically different, with the holographic principle concerning the former only. Besides,
the Bekenstein-Hawking formula is written in natural units: ~ = c = kB = 1. Inserting
them back, we can appreciate one of the deepest formulae in theoretical physics:

SBH =
kBc

3

4G~
Area ,

where the Boltzmann constant of Thermodynamics, the speed of light constant of Rela-
tivity, Newton’s gravitational constant and Planck’s constant of Quantum Mechanics all
appear at once.
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why this duality is really powerful. Indeed, the AdS/CFT correspondence
is a strong-weak coupling duality, which means that hard calculations in the
strongly coupled regime on one side of the correspondence become easy, or
at least doable, on the weakly coupled side. In particular, this happens when
a low-energy limit of ST is taken. In such a limit, involving a huge number
of extended objects called “branes”, ST becomes weakly-coupled and the
length of a string is very small compared to the AdS curvature radius. This
basically means that ST reduces to classical gravity. On the other side, the
CFT has a huge number of strongly interacting degrees of freedom. While
the latter scenario is clearly hard to handle, it is possible to invoke hologra-
phy and use the weakly coupled gravitational description in order to perform
CFT calculations in the strongly coupled regime.

Around twenty years ago, a new perspective on holography made a suc-
cessfull appearence. It was noted [9] that maximally extended black hole
spacetimes in the bulk are deeply connected to entangled states at the bound-
ary. Entanglement is the most iconic feature of QM and a resource for quan-
tum computations in Quantum Information (QI) theory. The idea that space-
time and entanglement are related is intriguing and initiated a whole new re-
search line in holography. The first milestone of this path was settled by Ryu
and Takayanagi [10,11], who established a concrete correspondence between
a geometric quantity in the bulk AdS side, minimal surfaces, and a particular
entanglement measure in the strongly coupled CFT at the boundary, namely
entanglement entropy. Their result not only provided a new entry in the holo-
graphic dictionary, against which one can test the AdS/CFT correspondence,
but it also strengthened the relation between spacetime and entanglement.
Building upon this, Van Raamsdonk [12] suggested that a spacetime in fact
does emerge from the entanglement pattern of fundamental quantum de-
grees of freedom in a non-perturbative description of QG. So, entanglement
somehow ensures that a spacetime has some degree of “connectedness”, it
looks smooth and classical. A similar, strong idea about the relation be-
tween spacetime and entanglement was proposed in [13], where Maldacena
and Susskind speculated about the identification of Einstein-Podolski-Rosen
pairs and Einstein-Rosen bridges, coining the slogan “ER = EPR”. Follow-
ing their new paradigm, any pair of entangled particles in a quantum theory
of gravity must be connected through a wormhole. It does not need to be
a classical connected and smooth spacetime, like the one of [9]. Instead, it
could be a highly quantum Planck-sized bridge without a classical geomet-
ric description. Nowadays, it is widely believed that gravity is an emergent
phenomenon in holography and that it can be encoded in the entanglement
pattern of quantum states in the boundary CFT.
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The influence of QI in holography definitely helped, and is helping, in
the formalization of ideas that decades ago were only insights. It is a frame-
work that sheds light on the inner mechanisms underlying holography and
it provides new entries for the holographic dictionary to further refine and
understand AdS/CFT. Entanglement has many facets, and many are the
quantities that can be used to quantify it and diagnose its pattern. However,
it seems not to be enough to fully comprehend holography [14], especially in
the presence of a black hole. Indeed, it is well known that the region behind
the horizon of a black hole is not easily accessible. In particular, entangle-
ment is not enough to probe a black hole deep into its interior. The main
reason is that a black hole interior keeps evolving in time even if the exterior
looks static. Many entries in the holographic dictionary stop evolving with
time at some point, so one would like to find a quantity in the CFT that
encodes wormhole elongation in the bulk. Minimal surfaces cannot probe
the interior elongation and entanglement entropy saturates early in time.
However, maximal volumes and spacetime gravitational actions can in fact
quantify wormhole elongation geometrically. Both these classes of objects
have a common feature when computed on wormhole backgrounds: they
grow linearly in time after a while and, in GR, they seem to grow forever.
It turns out that there is a quantity, again coming from the QI framework,
that manifests a linear growth in time for very specific systems: quantum
computational complexity, or simply complexity. This led to conjecture that
complexity may describe wormhole elongation and the study of a new entry
in the holographic dictionary began.

Roughly speaking, complexity quantifies how hard it is to perform a task,
such as the preparation of a quantum state [15]. In the context of QI the-
ory, the task is usually formalized in a discrete system, typically involving
a set of qubits and unitary transformations acting on them. As we will see,
there are many different ways to quantify complexity but the main problem,
besides a considerable degree of arbitrariness, is to define it univocally for
continuous systems, such as a CFT. In this scenario, it is crucial to pinpoint
exact matching between complexity-related quantities in boundary theories
and gravitational observables in the bulk. It could be that ambiguities can
be matched between the two sides of the correspondence, it could be that
every complexity-related quantity has its own gravitational dual, or it could
be that only one will survive as a rigorous entry in the holographic dictio-
nary. This exciting, promising, new and relatively unexplored environment
is the reason why complexity became a central topic in nowadays research
on holography. The spirit of this thesis is oriented towards filling some gaps
and uncovering new details, investigating complexity on both sides of the
AdS/CFT correspondence.
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After contextualizing the present work, in the remainder of the Introduc-
tion we will give a more formal presentation of the AdS/CFT duality, both
in its “old-fashioned garments” and under the revealing lights of QI. The
Introduction will then serve as a repository of background material relevant
to understand the core of the thesis. We will be mainly following the reviews
and lectures [16–19].

The AdS/CFT correspondence: origins

The AdSd+1/CFTd correspondence is a conjectured duality between a partic-
ular QG theory on Anti-de Sitter spacetime and a Conformal Field Theory,
with no gravity at all, defined on its boundary. More precisely, AdSd+1 is the
maximally symmetric solution to Einstein’s equations in the vacuum when
the cosmological constant is chosen to be negative, i.e.Λ < 0. On the other
hand, a CFTd is a d-dimensional QFT invariant under the conformal symme-
try group. The latter can be seen as an extension of the Poincaré symmetry
group by means of dilatation and special conformal transformations. As
a result, while the Poincaré group preserves distances, the “stretching and
twisting action” of the conformal group only preserves angles between vec-
tors and hence it still does not influence the causal structure of spacetime.
However, a rescaling may change the value of any dimensionful parameter,
like mass and coupling constants. This is why a CFT can never depend on di-
mensionful parameters, otherwise it would not be invariant under rescalings.2

In order to get a better grasp on this duality, we will review the original
example studied by Maldacena [1].

In a ST, as already mentioned, there are not only strings: there is a whole
class of non-perturbative extended objects called Dp-branes, a name that
stands for Dirichlet branes extending in p spatial dimensions. According to
this notation, a D0-brane is point-like, a D1-brane is string-like, a D2-brane
is membrane-like, and so on and so forth.3 If a string has open endpoints,
then it can be attached to these Dp-branes by means of Dirichlet boundary
conditions, whence the name. On the other hand, the endpoints of a string

2A more precise statement would be that the mass is no longer a Casimir in a CFT
and hence irreducible representations of the conformal group can no longer be interpreted
as particles of a given mass. Moreover, coupling constants in a CFT do not run.

3Considering the timelike coordinate, these spatially extended objects will span a world-
line, a worldsheet and a worldvolume, respectively. Moreover, they also act as sources for
gauge fields. Much like the electromagnetic Aµ couples to a point particle, a gauge poten-
tial with p+ 1 indexes couples to a Dp-brane.
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may coincide, forming a closed string. Both open and closed strings are
characterized by a length scale `s and their dynamics is governed by the
string coupling4 gs.

Within the type IIB ST frame, Maldacena studied a stack of N coincident
D3-branes on R1,9 from two different viewpoints:

• open string perspective;

• closed string perspective.

Open string perspective. While open strings describe excitations of the
D3-branes, closed strings describe excitations of the ten-dimensional space-
time itself. In this picture, we are not allowing the stack of branes to backre-
act on the geometry. Then, considering the system at energies E � `−1

s , all
massive string modes can be integrated-out and the only excitations allowed
are massless ones. The resulting effective theory for open strings is N = 4
super-Yang-Mills with gauge group SU(N) on the (3+1)-dimensional world-
volume of the N coincident D3-branes. On the other hand, the effective the-
ory for closed strings is a ten-dimensional gravity theory called IIB SUGRA.
More precisely, the total action for massless string modes is given by

Stot = Sbrane + Sgrav + Sint ,

where Sint is the interaction term between brane modes and gravity modes.
In the E`s → 0 limit, it can be shown [16] that brane modes fully decouple
from gravity modes, resulting in the vanishing of the interaction term. In
the same limit, also higher-derivative terms in Sbrane and Sbulk are neglected.5

Hence, we are left with two decoupled theories:

1. IIB SUGRA on R1,9;

2. N = 4 super-Yang-Mills with gauge group SU(N) on R1,3, whose cou-
pling is given by

gYM = 2
√
πgs .

4The coupling constant of a ST is not “god-given” but is dynamically determined by
the expectation value 〈eΦ〉, where Φ is the massless scalar excitation of the closed string
called dilaton.

5A way to understand this is to consider a fixed energy E and to send `s → 0. Since the
string length controls both the interaction term and higher-derivatives terms, the vanishing
of `s switches off them.
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Closed string perspective. In this picture, the stack of D3-branes is
allowed to backreact on the original background R1,9, leading to the warped
geometry

ds2 =

(
1 +

`4

r4

)−1/2

ds2(R1,3) +

(
1 +

`4

r4

)1/2

ds2(R6) ,

where the curvature radius is given by

` = 4
√

4πgsN`s .

The main difference from the previous picture is the presence of a redshift fac-
tor due to warping. Since in the open string perspective everything happens
on flat spacetime, we need to consider an asymptotic observer in the closed
string perspective in order to make a comparison. For such an observer, the
energy is given by

E =

(
1 +

`4

r4

)−1/4

E(r)

and hence there are two low-energy limits this time. On the one hand, there
are massless modes in the asymptotic region r � ` coming from closed
strings: this is basically IIB SUGRA on R1,9. On the other hand, for r � `
any mode will have low energy for the asymptotic observer due to redshift.
Hence, in the so called “near-brane limit” we will have the full type IIB ST.
In such a limit, the ten-dimensional metric takes the form

ds2 =
r2

`2
ds2(R1,3) +

`2

r2

(
dr2 + r2dΩ2

5

)
=
`2

z2

(
−dt2 + d~x2 + dz2

)
+ `2dΩ2

5 ,

where in the second line we made the coordinate redefinition z = `2

r
. It

is therefore evident that the structure emerging in the near-brane limit is
the one of AdS5 × S5, since the first term is the metric of AdS5 in the so
called Poincaré coordinates while the second one is the metric of a round
five-dimensional sphere of radius `. Moreover, as the energy decreases, it can
be shown that these two theories decouple from each other6 and we are left
with:

1. IIB SUGRA on R1,9;

2. IIB ST on AdS5×S5, where both the AdS radius and the radius of the
sphere are identified with `.

6The wavelength of bulk excitations is big compared to the typical size of the branes.
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The conjecture. Under both perspectives, we ended up with two decou-
pled theories in the low-energy regime. Since IIB SUGRA on R1,9 appears
on both pictures, it is natural to identify the remainders. Hence, it is con-
jectured that N = 4 super-Yang-Mills with gauge group SU(N) on R1,3 is
dual to type IIB ST on AdS5 × S5. Interestingly, the former is a conformal
field theory, whence the name “AdS/CFT correspondence”. Indeed, it is
not a case that the effective coupling of a super-Yang-Mills theory in four
spacetime dimensions is dimensionless and given by

λ = g2
YMN ,

also known as the ’t Hooft coupling.7 Besides, notice that

λ = 4πgsN =

(
`

`s

)4

.

The careful reader could argue that we “cheated” at some point. Indeed, in
the closed string perspective, the backreacted geometry is actually a solu-
tion of IIB SUGRA. Hence, we already left the ST regime at the beginning.
According to this objection, we should restate the conjecture specifying its
regime of validity. In particular, in order for the IIB SUGRA approxima-
tion to be fully trusted, we need both stringy and quantum corrections to be
negligible. The former requirement is achieved by `s � `, while the latter re-
quires gs � 1 and `Planck � `. So, firstly we need to consider a large ’t Hooft
coupling λ � 1 to get rid of stringy corrections, which means that the field
theory is in the strongly coupled regime. Then, since the ten-dimensional

Planck length is given by `Planck = g
1
4
s `s, combining with λ = 4πgsN one

obtains (
`

`Planck

)4

= 4πN .

So, we learn that the large-N limit is a necessary condition in order to get
rid of quantum corrections. Finally, by tuning how the limits λ → ∞ and
N →∞ are approached, we can easily achieve gs � 1.

As a result, the “honest” AdS/CFT duality conjecture would be: N = 4
super-Yang-Mills with gauge group SU(N) on R1,3 at strong coupling λ →
∞ and N → ∞ is dual to type IIB SUGRA on AdS5 × S5. In this form,

7More precisely, in p + 1 dimensional super Yang-Mills theory one can define a di-
mensionless effective coupling geff (E) that is scale dependent and roughly goes like
g2
eff (E) ∼ g2

YMNE
p−3. In the p = 3 case, which is the conformal one, the effective

coupling becomes independent of the energy scale E and the combination g2
YMN is iden-

tified with the ’t Hooft coupling λ.
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AdS/CFT is a genuine strong-weak coupling duality, where hard calculations
at strong coupling in the field theory side can be translated into relatively
easy calculations in classical gravity. This is a crucial feature of AdS/CFT
because, regardless of the profound meanings that this duality uncovers in its
generality, it provides, at the very least, an extremely powerful computational
tool. The immediate extension is to allow for stringy corrections, hence
working at fixed ’t Hooft coupling. In this version, the large-N limit is still
required to avoid quantum effects, but the gravitational theory will be a
classical type IIB ST. However, the most interesting and profound version is
the first we stated, which relates the two sides of the correspondence at any
value of couplings and parameters. Despite its current status as a conjecture,
AdS/CFT has passed numerous non-trivial tests not only in its “honest” form
but also at fixed couplings. Hence, we will always assume that the strongest
version holds true.8

The holographic dictionary. All the quantities and notions that can be
matched between the two sides of the correspondence enter the so called holo-
graphic dictionary. We already encountered one entry, namely λ = 4πgsN ,
which translates the coupling constant of the CFT into the coupling constant
of the ST. Even the number N has a double interpretation: on the CFT side
it is the rank of the gauge group, while on the ST side it is the number of
branes in the stack.

In order to highlight the most important entries in the holographic dic-
tionary, let us first recall that the AdS metric in Poincaré coordinates takes
the form

ds2 =
`2

z2

(
ηµνdx

µdxν + dz2
)
.

Since z = `2

r
, the asymptotic boundary at r → ∞ is located at z → 0.

According to AdS/CFT, the metric of the spacetime on which the boundary
CFT is defined is given, up to a conformal transformation, by the induced
metric of AdS at asymptotic infinity. In our notation, xµ = (t, ~x) parametrize
such a boundary spacetime. Notice that the AdS metric is invariant under
the diffeomorphism

(xµ, z) −→ (αxµ, αz) .

The counterpart in the CFT is the invariance under scale transformations
xµ → αxµ that also rescale the energy as E → E

α
. At this stage, one could

be tempted to identify the “extra dimension” in the bulk with the energy
scale of the CFT, i.e., z ∼ 1

E
. This is indeed what is done: the radial motion

8We are also implicitly generalizing to a CFTd and to spacetimes that are asymptotically
AdSd+1.
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in AdSd+1 that starts near the boundary region z → 0 and proceeds deep
inside the bulk is interpreted as a Renormalization Group (RG) flow9 from
the UV to the IR regime of the CFTd. This energy-radius relation is a staple
entry in the holographic dictionary and is probably the first hint that points
towards the idea of spacetime emergence in holography.

Another crucial matching regards symmetries. Indeed, considering the
Maldacena example for concreteness, the conformal group in 3+1 spacetime
dimensions is given by SO(2, 4). Since AdS5 can be defined as the coset
manifold SO(2, 4)/SO(1, 4), we realize that the isometry group of AdS5 cor-
responds to the conformal group of a CFT4. Then, also the isometry group
of the S5 factor, namely SO(6), has its counterpart. Indeed, N = 4 super-
Yang-Mills theory is invariant under a peculiar symmetry called R-symmetry,
whose group can be identified with SU(N = 4) ∼= SO(6). More generally,
it turns out that any local symmetry in the bulk is mapped to a global
symmetry in the boundary, and viceversa.

The most fundamental entry in the holographic dictionary is probably
the equivalence between partition functions, namely

ZCFT = Zstring .

To be more concrete, let J be the source, or current, for an operator O in
the CFTd. Then, the boundary generating functional can be schematically
written as10

ZCFT [J ] = 〈e
∫
JO〉CFT .

A crucial step towards the claim was made by Gubser, Klebanov, Polyakov
[20] and Witten [21], who found a relation between CFT operators O(x) and
dynamical bulk fields Φ(x, z). In particular, modulo a power of the holo-
graphic coordinate z that depends on the nature of the field, the asymptotic
value at z → 0 of the latter, i.e. Φ(0)(x), plays the role of the source for the
former, namely

Φ(0)(x) ←→ J (x) .

By means of this field-operator map, one can finally identify the generat-
ing functional of the CFTd with the bulk AdSd+1 gravity theory partition
function with non-normalizable boundary condition

〈e
∫
ddxΦ(0)(x)O(x)〉CFT = Zstring

[
Φ(0)(x)

]
.

Clearly, the r.h.s. is an incredibly complicated object in general. However,
as we mentioned, AdS/CFT is computationally powerful when the CFT is

9Any theory in Physics comes with an energy scale. Roughly speaking, the RG flow
tells us how a theory behaves as we vary that energy scale.

10For simplicity of notation, we are switching to Euclidean signature.
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strongly coupled and has a huge number of degrees of freedom, while the ST
reduces to semiclassical gravity. In such a regime, we can evaluate the ST
partition function using a saddle-point approximation, obtaining

〈e
∫
ddxΦ(0)(x)O(x)〉CFT ∼ e−Ibulk[Φ

(0)(x)] .

At this stage, while computing a correlator directly in the CFT would be
extremely challenging, we can resort to the holographic dual description. In-
deed, since perturbative methods are not allowed in the CFT side, taking
functional derivatives explicitly from the l.h.s. is harder than taking ordi-
nary derivatives of a classical gravity action. So, thanks to AdS/CFT, one
can basically obtain correlators of a strongly coupled holographic CFTd by
solving equations of motion in a classical AdSd+1 spacetime.

Notice that, in the previous matching, the bulk field could be any field.
For instance, in the case it is a scalar bulk field, the boundary source will
couple to a scalar operator. Interestingly, the metric tensor in the bulk will
source the energy-momentum tensor in the boundary. This correspondence
between bulk fields and boundary operators constitutes a very important
entry in the holographic dictionary.

Besides operators, also quantum states have a holographic dual. In its
strongest version, AdS/CFT claims something very strong: there is a one-to-
one correspondence between the Hilbert space of the CFT and the Hilbert
space of the dual QG theory. This claim is far from being rigorously and
completely proved. However, there are many indications that it can be true.
For instance, there exist a subset of CFT states that admit a dual description
as smooth spacetime geometries. Recalling the matching between symme-
tries, it is easy to realize that the vacuum state of the CFTd corresponds to
empty AdSd+1: they are both invariant under SO(2, d). Then, the vacuum
can be excited, which leads to a partial breaking of the conformal symmetry.
In such a case, there still exists a smooth bulk spacetime in the dual picture,
but is only asymptotically-AdSd+1. A low-energy excitation could be the in-
sertion of a scalar CFT operator, whose bulk dual is empty AdS perturbed by
the presence of a scalar condensate. The latter geometry differs from empty
AdS inside the bulk, but at large distances it looks like it. Also high-energy
excitations preserve this structure. For instance, a thermal CFT state at a
sufficiently high temperature is dual to a black hole in AdS. For comparison,
the metric of the spherical Schwarzschild-AdSd+1 black hole can be written
as

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 +
dr2

f(r)
+ r2dΩ2

d−1 ,

f(r) = 1 +
r2

`2
− rd−2

h

`d−2

(
1 +

r2
h

`2

)
,
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where rh is the horizon radius, while the metric of AdSd+1 in the so called
global coordinates takes the form

ds2 = −
(

1 +
r2

`2

)
dt2 +

dr2

1 + r2

`2

+ r2dΩ2
d−1 .

It is evident that for rh = 0 the former reduces to the latter, but we should
also notice that for r →∞ they share the same asymptotic structure.

In the next section, we will further inspect the holographic dictionary
under the lenses of a new framework: QI theory.

Holography and Quantum Information

As previously mentioned, QI theory kickstarted an incredibly alluring and
proficuous research direction within holography. The core idea is that the
bulk spacetime emerges from the entanglement pattern of microscopic degrees
of freedom in the dual CFT state. This idea mainly stems from [10,11], which
were inspired by black hole thermodynamics, the holographic principle and
the seminal work [22], where the Bekenstein-Hawking formula for the entropy
of a black hole was microscopically derived for the very first time.11 It was
argued that, much like the thermal entropy of a black hole can be computed
by measuring the area of a surface, specifically the event horizon, the so called
entanglement entropy in a CFTd can be obtained by measuring a minimal
surface in asymptotically AdSd+1 spacetimes.

Given a pure bipartite quantum state, entanglement entropy quantifies
how much the two subsystems are entangled. It is important to stress that
this entanglement measure requires a bipartition of the full Hilbert space of
the theory, i.e.H = HA ⊗HB. For any quantum state ρ, one can define the
von Neumann entropy by

SvN(ρ) = −Tr [ρ log ρ] .

This quantity is useful especially because it distinguishes pure states from
mixed states: the former have vanishing von Neumann entropy, while the
latter have positive von Neumann entropy. In a bipartite system, one can

11In classical gravity, a black hole should have vanishing thermal entropy because it can
be in exactly one (micro)state, specified by the value of its mass, angular momentum and
charges. On the other hand, a black hole has an entropy, proportional to the area of its
horizon, whose origin is necessarily quantum. Within the ST framework, and AdS/CFT,
[22] were able to trace the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy formula back to the counting of
the quantum degeneracy of microstates in a CFT.
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define the reduced density matrix ρA of the subsystem A by taking a partial
trace over the subsystem B:

ρA = TrB(ρ) =
∑
i

〈iB| ρ |iB〉 ,

where {|iB〉} is an orthonormal basis forHB. Then, the entanglement entropy
of subsystem A is given by the von Neumann entropy of the reduced density
matrix ρA, namely

SA = −TrA [ρA log ρA] .

For many applications, the bipartition is intended as a spatial bipartition,
where the physical space is split into two complementary regions. However,
especially in continuous systems like a QFT, it is notoriously challenging to
compute the entanglement entropy [23,24].

Ryu and Takayanagi proposed to compute the entanglement entropy in a
strongly coupled CFTd for any spatial subregion A with boundary ∂A using
the holographic formula

SA =
Area(γA)

4G
,

where γA is a codimension-2 minimal surface anchored at ∂A that extends
into the bulk, see fig. 1. Notice that the Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) formula

Figure 1: A pictorial representation of the RT formula. In blue a CFT time-
slice, in purple a spatial subregion A of it. The dashed purple line represents
the boundary ∂A. Anchored to the latter we can see the codimension-2
minimal surface γA that extends into the bulk, in red. The time direction
has been suppressed in the figure.

strongly resembles the Bekenstein-Hawking formula. This is not a case and,
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actually, if the subregion A is expanded until covering the whole spatial
region, then γA will wrap the horizon and SA = SBH .

In order to better understand the relation between entanglement entropy
and black holes, and more in general between QI and gravity, let us introduce
a very special state called thermofield double (TFD). Consider the Hilbert
space H = HL ⊗ HR of a theory, where subscripts stand for “Left” and
“Right” for reasons that will become clear in a moment. The TFD state is
a pure entangled state that takes the form

|TFD〉 =
1√
Z(β)

∑
i

e−
1
2
βEi
∣∣EL

i

〉
⊗
∣∣ER

i

〉
,

where Z(β) is a normalization constant, the sum runs over all energy eigen-
states of the system and β = 1/T is the inverse temperature. We are also
assuming that the Left subsystem is an exact copy of the Right subsystem,
whence the “double”. Now, let us take a partial trace over the Left subsys-
tem. The resulting reduced density matrix is given by

ρR = TrL(|TFD〉 〈TFD|)

=
1

Z(β)

∑
i

e−βEi
∣∣ER

i

〉 〈
ER
i

∣∣
=
e−βHR

Z(β)
,

where HR is the Hamiltonian of the Right subsystem. So, the TFD state
is built in such a way that the partial trace, either of the Left or Right
subsystem, leads to a thermal state, whence the name. In particular, the
resulting entanglement entropy

SR = −TrR [ρR log ρR]

= −TrR [ρR (−βHR − logZ)]

= β(〈HR〉 − F )

= Sth ,

where we defined the free energy F = −T logZ, is equal to the thermal
entropy of the thermal state. Now, in case the theory describing either
subsystem Left or Right is a CFT with holographic dual, we get

SvN(ρR) = Sth(ρR) = SBH =
Area (horizon)

4G
,

where on the l.h.s we have a QI quantity while on the r.h.s we have a gravi-
tational geometric quantity. In particular, according to the above reasoning,
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we can interpret the black hole entropy as the entanglement entropy between
the Left and Right subsystems. Recall that both of them are CFT, they are
actually two copies of the same CFT, but neither are they defined on a unique
spacetime, nor do they interact with each other in any way. In order to better
understand this fact, it is useful to take a look at the holographic dual of the
TFD state in a CFTd. In [9], Maldacena argued that the dual bulk geometry
is the maximal extension of a Schwarzschild-AdSd+1 black hole, also known
as two-sided black hole or eternal black hole. Contrarily from a black hole
formed by gravitational collapse, which is by definition non-eternal and has
only one asymptotic region, i.e. it is one-sided, the eternal black hole in AdS
has two asymptotic regions, call them Left and Right. It is on these regions
that the two CFT appearing in the definition of the TFD are defined, gen-
eralizing AdS/CFT to a setup with two conformal boundaries in the case of
an eternal black hole. So, the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is nothing but
the holographic entanglement entropy between CFTL and CFTR in the TFD
state and also the thermal entropy of (either of) the reduced density matrix.

The RT formula that we previously introduced is a sort of generalization
of this relation between the entanglement entropy and the black hole entropy,
since it relates a QI object to a minimal surface. Actually, the (bifurcate)
horizon itself is a minimal surface. More precisely, consider a time-slice in
the eternal black hole represented in fig. 2 that connects the two asymptotic

CFTRCFTL

t
R
=0t

L
=0

Figure 2: Left: Penrose diagram of an AdS eternal black hole. In the diagram,
the t = 0 slice is represented in light blue and it intersects the bifurcate
horizon. The event horizon lines are in red. Right: embedding diagram of
the t = 0 slice. In a dark shade of blue we highlighted the minimal surface
located at the bifurcate horizon.

regions and is anchored at tL = 0 and tR = 0, respectively time coordinates in
the Left and Right subsystems. The geometry of the t = 0 slice in the bulk
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is a wormhole, or Einstein-Rosen bridge, that connects the two boundary
regions. It is non-traversable, larger near the boundaries and it shrinks as
the horizon is approached, making it a minimal surface within the time-slice.
It is important to stress this because the RT formula specifically works for
static spacetimes and time-independent configurations. Nevertheless, their
prescription was made fully covariant in [25] by Hubeny, Rangamani and
Takayanagi. The so called HRT formula then states that the entanglement
entropy of any spacetime subregion A in a CFT with a holographic dual
corresponds to the area of the codimension-2 minimal surface ΓA in the bulk
that is anchored to ∂A:

SA = min
∂Γ̃A=∂A

Area (Γ̃A)

4G
=
Area (ΓA)

4G
,

where the minimization procedure is over all the extremal codimension-2
bulk surfaces Γ̃A anchored on ∂A in the boundary and homologous12 to A.
In some sense, the HRT formula provides a “lamp” that sheds light on the
bulk, letting us reconstruct the “hologram” from the entanglement at the
boundary.

Let us go back to the eternal black hole dual to the TFD state. While we
stated that a CFT state is dual to a bulk geometry, it is also important to
specify a time-evolution for states. Consider the time-evolved TFD state:13

|TFD(tL, tR)〉 = e−iHLtLe−iHRtR |TFD〉

=
1√
Z(β)

∑
n

e−
1
2
βEne−iEn(tL+tR) |En〉∗L ⊗ |En〉R .

There are two natural choices at this stage: tL = tR and tL = −tR. The latter
is clearly a symmetry of the TFD state, since |TFD(−tR, tR)〉 = |TFD〉.
This symmetry also corresponds to i) choosing a common time tb for both
subsystems at the boundary and ii) evolving with Hamiltonian Hsym = HL−
HR. Such a time-evolution, generated by Hsym, corresponds to the boost
symmetry in the bulk geometry, which is the isometry generated by the
Killing vector ∂t. The resulting state is completely independent of time. On
the other hand, choosing tL = tR corresponds to a genuine time-evolution of
the state [26]. For later convenience, let us choose tL = tR = tb

2
, which is the

12This roughly means that one has to consider only Γ̃A surfaces that can be retracted
back to the boundary region A in a smooth way. In particular, it must exist a bulk
spacetime region contained in the union of Γ̃A and A. This is the so called homology
constraint.

13In general, the Left subsystem has to be the CPT-conjugate of the Right subsystem.
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same as evolving with a common time and Hamiltonian H = HL +HR. The
genuinely time-evolved TFD will be

|TFD(tb)〉 =
1√
Z(β)

∑
n

e−
1
2
βEne−iEntb |En〉∗L ⊗ |En〉R .

It is important to stress that tracing-out either the Left or Right subsystems
always gives a time-independent thermal density matrix. So, the entan-
glement entropy related to the Left/Right bipartition will always equal the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of the eternal black hole, regardless of the time-
evolution we have chosen. More in general, any quantity that depends only
on one side will always be time-independent. However, the situation does
change if we consider, for instance, the entanglement entropy of a subregion
that lies partially on the Left and partially on the Right subsystems. Indeed,
according to the HRT formula, this is dual to the area of a codimension-2
minimal surface that extends into the bulk and connects the two boundary
(sub)regions. If the time-evolution follows Hsym, then the resulting entangle-
ment entropy will be time-independent. On the other hand, if the state con-
sidered is |TFD(tb)〉, then the entanglement entropy will depend on time [26].
In particular, the minimal area surface will cross the horizon, exploring the
black hole interior for a small portion of time, called scrambling time, roughly
t∗b ∼ β logSth. Within this time-window, entanglement entropy is able to de-
tect an elongation of the wormhole that is linear in time. However, soon after
that time, a phase transition occurs and the minimal surface “pinches-off”,
becoming two disconnected bulk surfaces anchored to the two disconnected
boundary subregions, see fig. 3. So, entanglement entropy saturates and the
dual minimal surface is not able to probe further the black hole interior. We
then conclude that while there is no doubt that entanglement entropy is a
powerful probe for the bulk spacetime, it is certainly not enough to fully
explore it [14]. It is evident that we need a new diagnostic tool to charac-
terize a spacetime geometry in the AdS/CFT correspondence, especially if a
black hole is involved. In particular, we first need a gravitational quantity
that measures the “size” of the wormhole since it is clear that it grows for
a very long time. Since the latter is a codimension-1 object, a natural guess
is to measure its size using a volume instead of an area. Secondly, we need
a dual quantity in the boundary CFT that explains the wormhole elonga-
tion, namely the fact that the “size” of time-slices connecting Left and Right
boundaries keeps growing with time, long after entanglement entropy and
other observables reached their saturation value.

Around 2013, Susskind conjectured a relation between the size of a worm-
hole, or black hole interior, and a QI quantity called quantum computational
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CFTL CFTR

Figure 3: Pictorial representation of the time evolution of the RT surface.
Time evolves from the top to the bottom. The originally connected RT sur-
face between two boundary regions becomes disconnected after a scrambling
time t∗b ∼ β logSth.

complexity [27]. This idea was later refined, quantifying the size as the vol-
ume of the maximal codimension-1 time-slice connecting the Left and Right
boundaries, leading to the complexity=volume (CV) conjecture [28]. An
alternative proposal was then made, that goes under the name complex-
ity=action (CA) conjecture [29,30], according to which the size of the worm-
hole is measured using the gravitational action on a special codimension-0
region called Wheeler-DeWitt (WDW) patch. Both of these quantities probe
the black hole interior for arbitrarily late times, without saturation, and turn
out to manifest a linear growth. This is a feature shared by the complexity of
a special class of quantum circuits called fast scramblers. It is believed that
black holes are the fastest scramblers in nature [31] and an observable like
complexity has the power to encode more information than entanglement,
shedding light on the black hole interior from CFT data, as AdS/CFT is
supposed to do. However, it is too early to claim that a new entry in the
holographic dictionary has been found. While entanglement entropy probes
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only one of many facets in the entanglement structure of a quantum state
and is well-defined, even in a QFT, complexity is a much broader concept,
much harder to handle. Currently, there are many different ways to define
complexity in a QFT and this could be problematic, since it would be prefer-
able to have a clear, unique definition to test. On the other hand, there are
many different proposals to measure the size of a wormhole, so it could very
well be that different complexity notions may correspond to different “size”
notions. As should be clear by now, complexity is a recent research field in
high-energy theoretical physics that needs further investigation. This thesis
focuses on the effect of rotation on this new observable, both on the QFT
side and on the gravity side, with the hope to uncover similar behaviors on
the two sides and to fill some gaps in the literature.

Outline of the thesis

The core of the thesis will be organized as follows.
In chapter 1 we will introduce the concept of quantum circuit complex-

ity, starting from discrete systems of qubits and ending with proposals that
quantify it in continuous systems, like a QFT and a CFT.

We will then proceed with chapter 2, where the main proposals for holo-
graphically computing complexity will be presented.

After the first two chapters, whose purpose is to broadly review what a
high-energy theorist means when talking about “complexity”, chapters 3 and
4 will be dedicated to the original results of the work.

In chapter 3 we will study the complexity of CFT states dual to rotating
eternal black holes. Specifically, we will focus on the rotating TFD of a CFT2,
whose dual geometry is the rotating BTZ black hole, and on the rotating TFD
of a CFT3, whose dual state is the Kerr-AdS4 black hole. In the former case,
we will test three different proposals for holographic complexity: CV, CA,
CV2.0. For all of them, we will obtain the full time dependence and its late-
time growth rate. We will also consider the so called complexity of formation.
Since our results can be expressed in terms of thermodynamic quantities,
we will focus on the microcanonical and grandcanonical ensembles. In the
higher-dimensional rotating case, which is far less symmetric than other black
holes, we are able to obtain some partial results: the late-time growth rate
using the full CA prescription and the complexity of formation using the CV
prescription.

We will complement this analysis with a toy-model in chapter 4, where
we will study the circuit complexity of a rotating TFD in a free scalar field
theory on a circle. Specifically, we will study the time dependence and the
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complexity of formation directly in the QFT. Results will be expressed in
terms of the grandcanonical ensemble variables, which let us make a direct
comparison with the holographic calculation in the rotating BTZ case.

Finally, in chapter 5 we will collect the main results, commenting them
and discussing about possible future research directions.

Note: most of the original work in this thesis is contained in [32], while
part of the results, especially regarding the holographic complexity in ro-
tating BTZ black holes, already appeared in the M.Sc. thesis “Holographic
complexity of rotating black holes”, discussed in July 2019 at the University
of Florence by Lapo Faggi.
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Chapter 1

Quantum Computational
Complexity

In this chapter we would like to introduce the reader to the concept of quan-
tum computational complexity, or complexity for short. We will particularly
focus on the quantum circuit model, and hence on circuit complexity, first
by presenting the discrete model involving qubits and then extending it to
continuous systems, like a QFT. We will be mainly following [15,33]. The so
called Nielsen approach [34–36] is central for this thesis and, despite being
an approximation to circuit complexity for an ordinary quantum mechanical
system, we will adopt it as a definition for continuous systems, as it is usually
done in literature. Passing by, we will highlight some of the most peculiar
features of fast scramblers in order to clarify why the holographic complexity
proposals of chapter 2 have been conjectured. Finally, we will apply this
machinery in a concrete example, a (non-rotating) TFD state, reviewing the
work [37].

1.1 Quantum computing and complexity

First and foremost, complexity roughly quantifies how hard it is to perform
a task. The task could be anything, but for the sake of concreteness let us
stick to the following: we want to prepare a target state starting from a given
reference state. The hardness of the task may be intuitively quantified by, for
instance, how much the two states differ. In principle, one can adopt the usual
inner-product distance on the Hilbert space of quantum states and claim that
the hardness of going from a reference to a target state increases with the
distance. However, in such a case, we would only learn that orthogonal
states are as distant as possible. In particular, the states |0〉 , |1〉 are both at

23
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maximal distance and as distant between each other as the states |any〉⊗|0〉,
|any〉 ⊗ |1〉, regardless of the state |any〉. On the other hand, it is quite
“easy”, at least operationally, to make a qubit flip. Intuitively, if |any〉 is,
for instance, the quantum state of the Sun, then it would not change that
much if we flip the spin of a nearby electron. So, we would like to define a
different notion of distance, one that quantifies the intuitive idea that the
Sun plus a spin-up electron and the Sun plus a spin-down electron are not
maximally distant as quantum states, rather very close to each other. This
notion is complexity. Let us formalize it.

1.1.1 The quantum circuit model

Quantum computers have become of great interest from many different points
of view, ranging from cryptography to the exploration of our own universe via
simulations, without the need of performing an actual experiment.1 The true
power of quantum computing resides in the speed-up of classical operations.
While it is believed that a quantum computer cannot do anything that a
classical computer cannot do, the former requires exponentially less time to
perform the same operation of the latter. Much like a classical computer, a
quantum computer requires an hardware to work. Instead of bits and logical
gates, we will need qubits and quantum gates acting on them. Together with
some form of wiring we have a quantum circuit, the hardware of a quantum
computer.

Let us start from a qubit. This is basically the quantum version of a bit,
the binary unit of classical information, namely a quantum two-level system
whose vector state can be parametrized by

|ψqubit〉 = a |0〉+ b |1〉 , |a|2 + |b|2 = 1, a, b ∈ C , (1.1.1)

where the basis {|0〉 , |1〉} is usually called computational basis and it is the
canonical choice for the Hilbert space of a single qubit. Notice that the
(pure) state of a qubit parametrizes a 2-dimensional sphere, called Bloch
sphere, which is nothing but the projective Hilbert space CP 1. Typically, in
a quantum system there are many qubits involved. Suppose to work with
K qubits, whose Hilbert space has complex dimension 2K . This system can
be in many different states and two states are considered to be equivalent if
they differ by a global phase only. Analogously to the one-qubit case, the
(pure) state of K qubits parametrizes the complex projective plane CP 2K−1.

1Imagine a scenario of “LHC without LHC”, or, more ambitiously, simulating a black
hole or a cosmological universe in the Lab.
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A natural generalization is to consider a d-level quantum system, known as
qudit, such that

|ψqudit〉 =
d−1∑
i=0

ai |i〉 ,
d−1∑
i=0

|ai|2 = 1, ai ∈ C . (1.1.2)

Clearly, the Hilbert space of K qudits has complex dimension dK and the pro-
jective Hilbert space is CP dK−1. We introduced qudits for later convenience,
since the TFD state can be interpreted as a thermodynamic generalization of
two entangled qudits with d→∞. However, let us continue the introduction
to quantum circuits sticking to qubits.

Besides states of qubits, a quantum circuit is made of operations acting
on them. These operations must follow the laws of QM and, in particular,
they must be unitary transformations. These unitaries, or gates, can affect
a single qubit, or many qubits at once, and can be combined to produce the
desired transformation.

In the quantum circuit model, one starts with a reference state |ψR〉 and
has the task to prepare a target state |ψT 〉 through the application of a
unitary transformation U such that

|ψT 〉 = U |ψR〉 , (1.1.3)

where U can be represented as a 2K × 2K unitary matrix. However, one has
to build U combining building-block unitaries, the gates, and has typically
access to a limited set of them. Moreover, since U ∈ SU(2K) is an element
of a (continuous!) Lie group, it could happen that a limited set of discrete
gates acting on the reference state can never be finitely combined and reach
the target state. On the other hand, it can be shown that there actually
exist limited sets of discrete gates that can reach any element of SU(2K)
with arbitrary accuracy. These sets are called universal gate sets.2

2More precisely, the accuracy is quantified by the tolerance ε. A gate set G = {gi}
for SU(2K) is called universal if it is a finite set and there exist a unitary operator Uε =∏N(ε)
i gi and a number N(ε) ∈ N, such that ‖U − Uε‖ < ε, ∀ε. Here, ‖ · ‖ is a distance

between unitaries. Usually, the trace-distance is adopted, i.e.

‖U1 − U2‖Tr =
1

2
Tr
√

(U1 − U2)†(U1 − U2) .

Allowing infinite sets leads to the notion of exact universality, since in that case it is
possible to reach exactly any element of the Lie group, without the need of introducing
a tolerance. Another situation in which we do not need to introduce a tolerance is by
working with continuous gate sets, as we will see later in the chapter.
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1.1.2 Circuit complexity

Now that a specific task has been chosen, namely the preparation of a circuit
that, starting from a reference state, prepares the target state, we can finally
define the complexity for such a task: circuit complexity. Given a universal
gate set G, it is the minimal number of gates that are needed to build the
smallest unitary Uε, approximating U such that |ψT 〉 = U |ψR〉 within the
tolerance ε.

This definition is intuitively reasonable, since a task should be as hard
as its “most efficient” way to perform it. For instance, if g, g† ∈ G, then
applying two more gates in the combination g†g to an Uε that already does
the required task would be a waste of gates, or resources. Besides this naive
example, there could be very different combinations of gates within G that
prepare, let us say, U

(1)
ε and U

(2)
ε , both approximating the desired U . In such

a case, one has to count how many gates have been used, identifying the
optimal circuit between the two and hence the circuit complexity of the task.

By now, a high-energy theorist could be quite disappointed by the “degree
of arbitrariness” in the definition of circuit complexity. The major foggy
points are:

• how do we choose the gate set G among different sets? If one plays
with G1 and another one plays with G2, both universal, it could be
that G1 admits a sub-optimal combination that requires fewer gates
than the optimal combination of G2. Hence, the above definition of
circuit complexity somehow loses its power. Currently, optimality of
the choice of gate set is not particularly explored and hence the choice
seems completely arbitrary;3

• how do we choose the tolerance ε? If one considers two tolerances ε1
and ε2, it could be that, within the same gate set G, one could find
two optimal circuits, Uε1 and Uε2 , having, let us say, N(ε1) < N(ε2)
gates. Both of them are the smallest circuits within their tolerance,
hence one can estimate their circuit complexity. However, this opens
a scenario with “multivalued complexity” and the choice of tolerance
seems, again, completely arbitrary;

3Nevertheless, computer scientist are much more interested in complexity classes rather
than to the actual value of complexity. Complexity classes can be seen as boxes full of
problems, or tasks, that can be as physically different as computationally similar. For
instance, two classes may differ for the complexity increasing polynomially or exponen-
tially in the number of degrees of freedom. Within the same class, complexity behaves
in the same way and the choices of gate sets are irrelevant since they contribute with a
multiplicative overall factor of order one.
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• since there are uncountably-many unitaries and only countably-many
gates and since every gate costs the same non-infinitesimal price, it
is clear that, differently from the inner product, circuit complexity
is discontinuous on the Hilbert space. Moreover, two states can be
arbitrarily close in the inner product metric but exponentially far in
circuit complexity.

So, from the high-energy theorist’s point of view, we would like a notion of cir-
cuit complexity that does not necessarily rely on discrete gates. Thankfully,
the work of Nielsen and collaborators [34–36] paved the way to a continu-
ous notion of complexity called complexity geometry. Before motivating and
exploring it, let us analyze some features of circuit complexity in discrete
circuits that rapidly spread information, namely fast scramblers.

1.2 Fast scramblers

We know that the space of unitaries acting on K qubits is SU(2K). Among
them, there are gates ranging from acting on one qubit to K qubits at once.
We would like to work with “relatively small” building blocks, namely gates
that act on k qubits at once, with k � K. These are called k-local gates.4

Then, let us choose a universal gate set G such that if g ∈ G, then g† ∈ G.
Now we can build a k-local circuit, but we need something more to discuss
fast scrambling. We allow k-local gates to act on any combination of k qubits,
regardless of their position on the circuit. This kind of “interaction” between
qubits is called all-to-all. Furthermore, the circuit will be completely random,
which means that gates will be randomly chosen among G and will act on
a random combination of k qubits. The resulting circuits are called random
k-local all-to-all circuits and will be central to introduce fast scrambling. For
concreteness, and without loss of generality, we now set k = 2, allowing only
gates acting on pairs of qubits. Finally, we assume that parallel computation
is at play, meaning that at each step of the circuit there is a gate acting on
every pair of qubits.

1.2.1 Linear growth, plateau and recursion

With the above assumptions, if we measure the time τ in “step-units”, then
the number of gates acting per unit time is necessarily K

2
. We are interested in

4This notion of locality must not be confused with spatial locality. The latter can
be implemented by considering lattices of qubits and allowing gates that only act, for
instance, on nearest neighbors. We will not consider spatial locality in our argument.
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the preparation of a generic unitary U(τ) implementing a random 2-local all-
to-all circuit and, in particular, we want to understand how circuit complexity
depends on time. The answer is surprisingly simple. Indeed, at least for a
while and certainly not forever, it is fair to say that the optimal circuit is the
defining circuit and hence the circuit complexity simply coincides with the
number of gates applied, i.e.

C(U(τ)) = Ngates =
K

2
τ , τ . eK . (1.2.1)

This is a reasonable assumption for sub-exponential times since, figuratively,
the path is too short too admit shortcuts.5 So, we learn that complexity of
random 2-local all-to-all circuits grows linearly in time as long as τ . eK .
Past that time, complexity stops growing and starts oscillating around its
maximal value. The existence of such a plateau comes from the fact that any
unitary can be implemented by a circuit with no more than exponentially
many gates in K. Hence

Cmax ∼ KeK ∼ eK+logK ∼K→∞ eK . (1.2.2)

After reaching Cmax, it is intuitively impossible to make it change.6 In order
to give a rough, but better, estimation of the maximum complexity, let us
consider the following reasoning. Since we are interested in the asymptotic
behavior in K, which washes-out the dependence on arbitrary details about
the complexity definition, let us assume that our universal gate set consists of
only one element, which will be repeatedly applied. Now, we want to compare
the number of unitaries in SU(2K) with the number of circuits that, after
an exponential time, can reach any element of SU(2K) and have maximum
complexity.

Let us start by introducing a tolerance ε. We will assume that only one
unitary is contained within an ε-ball in SU(2K). Then, we want to estimate
how many ε-balls are there in SU(2K). First, the volume of SU(2K) is given
by

V ol
[
SU(2K)

]
=

π
(2K+2)(2K−1)

2

1!2! · · · (2K − 1)!
2

2K+K−1
2 . (1.2.3)

5As an auxiliary picture, the sequence of gates building up U(τ) can be interpreted as
the discrete motion of a non-relativistic particle on the manifold SU(2K). In this sense
there are paths and, possibly, shortcuts.

6Indeed, throwing random gates past exponential times, namely the time required to
implement almost any unitary, the complexity will certainly not grow anymore since the
extra gates are basically wasted. On the other hand, it is exactly because of this waste
that complexity could certainly decrease. Indeed, for τ ∼ eK , U(τ) and U(τ + 1 > eK)
will have complexity of order Cmax, but the latter admits a new optimal choice of gates.
This leads to a stable plateau of small oscillations around Cmax.
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Second, the volume of an ε-ball in a space of dimension 4K − 1 is

V ol [ε-ball] =
π

4K−1
2

Γ
(

4K+1
2

)ε4K−1 , (1.2.4)

where Γ is the Euler Gamma function. Hence, the number of unitaries can
be estimated, for large K, as

#unitaries =
V ol

[
SU(2K)

]
V ol [ε-ball]

∼K→∞
(

2K

ε2

) 4K

2

. (1.2.5)

Now, the number of different choices to build each layer of the circuit is
given by the number of possible arrangements of the K qubits divided by
the number of possible arrangements of the K

2
gates, namely

#circuits at each step =
K!
K
2

!
∼K→∞

(
2K

e

)K
2

. (1.2.6)

Considering τ steps, we will get

#circuits at step τ ∼K→∞
(

2K

e

)Kτ
2

=

(
2K

e

)C(τ)

. (1.2.7)

So, assuming that maximal complexity is reached when all unitaries can be
reached, we can estimate it by imposing(

2K

e

)Cmax
=

(
2K

ε2

) 4K

2

, (1.2.8)

leading to
Cmax ∼ 4K+log4 K−log4 logK ∼ 4K . (1.2.9)

As we mentioned, complexity continues to hover around Cmax for a long
time. One can get an estimation of that time by considering quantum recur-
rences. These are the quantum analogue of Poincaré recurrences in dynamical
systems. Briefly, if a system starts in a specific state and can visit a phase
space, it will certainly come back to the initial condition after some long,
but finite, time. In our circuit model, the situation will be like throwing ran-
dom gates for a very long time till the circuit admits an optimization that
only requires a bunch of gates. Notice that this does not result in a small
decrease in complexity, like an oscillation around the plateau. This would
rather be a huge drop in complexity, from C ∼ Cmax ∼ 4K to C ∼ O(1),
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after which it will start increasing again for the above reasoning. Such a
quantum recurrence is extremely rare and typically takes place at times that
are doubly-exponential7 in the number of degrees of freedom of the system,
namely τ ∼ ee

K
.

So, to summarize, random k-local all-to-all circuits have a circuit com-
plexity that manifest the following behavior:

1. ramp of linear growth for τ . eK ;

2. plateau of complexity-equilibrium between τmax ∼ eK and τrecur ∼ ee
K

;

3. drop-and-ramp around τrecur ∼ ee
K

.

Fig. 1.1 provides a sketch for such a behavior.

Figure 1.1: Expected behavior for the time dependence of the complexity of
fast scrambling quantum circuits.

1.2.2 Switchback effect

Random k-local all-to-all circuits are considered to be chaotic. Chaos is when
a little change in the state of a system leads to a huge difference in later states.
A quite effective pictorial representation of chaos is the famous butterfly
effect. In a chaotic system, the evolution is extremely sensible to initial
conditions, so that a little perturbation spreads very rapidly, potentially
affecting the whole system in a dramatic way.

Here, we need to be somehow more precise. We are interested in quantum
chaos, which can be probed by the so called precursor operator

W (τ) = U(τ)WU †(τ) , (1.2.10)

7Assuming the system is non-integrable.
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where U(τ) is the time-evolution operator and W is an operator, with com-
plexity of order one, that affects a small number of qubits. Without loss of
generality, let us assume that W acts on one qubit only and let us call it
the “butterfly operator”. We would like to study the complexity of (1.2.10).
Even if it looks like the Heisenberg evolution of the butterfly operator, we will
consider the precursor operator in the Schrödinger picture. The complexity
of such an operator will necessarily grow in time. Indeed, if the butterfly
operator is different from the identity,8 then it will be difficult for single
gates in U(τ) and U †(τ), say gi and g†i , to cancel each other out. This is
because the butterfly does not commute with every gate and hence with the
time-evolution.

We can interpret the precursor as a time-evolution “back to the past”,
followed by the insertion of a butterfly, followed by a time-evolution “back
to the future”. Our expectation is that the butterfly causes a huge change
in the complexity with respect to the case without any butterfly. Indeed,
in the latter case W = 1, U(τ)U †(τ) = 1 and the complexity will never
change because of the full cancellation between forward and backward time-
evolution. On the other hand, while the butterfly only acts on one qubit,
after a while the precursor will act on every qubit, meaning that information
spreads. Let us show that, in the case at hand, this spread is quite rapid.
First, it is reasonable to assume that

C (W (τ)) ≤ C (U(τ)) + C (W ) + C
(
U †(τ)

)
, (1.2.11)

since there could be some gates that commute with the butterfly. Indeed, if
the butterfly only acts on one qubit, it will act as the identity for any other
qubit. If a gate gi commutes with the butterfly, then its action is certainly
canceled by its companion g†i and complexity does not change, as if the
butterfly was an identity. However, if a k-local gate acts on the qubit affected
by the butterfly, since it does not commute with the latter, it will spread its
action to the remaining k− 1 qubits. So, as time passes, it will be more and
more difficult for cancellations between forward and backward gates to occur.
This cancellation effect is called switchback effect and it lasts for a scrambling
time τscr, which is the time required for the butterfly to affect every qubit in
the circuit.9 This switchback effect has a very important consequence on the
complexity of the precursor. Indeed, during the scrambling time, complexity
does not grow (significantly). This is because for τscr steps, K

2
forward gates

will cancel K
2

backward gates, where we are again considering k = 2 for direct

8Which is the reason why we required C(W ) ∼ O(1).
9Or, more generally, it is the time required for a perturbation to be spread over almost

the whole system.
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relation with our circuit example above. As a result, the total complexity of
the precursor will be given by the sum of the complexities of single pieces10

minus the offset due to the switchback effect, i.e.

C (W (τ)) ∼ K (τ − τscr) , τscr � τ . eK . (1.2.12)

We can be somewhat more precise treating the random 2-local all-to-
all circuit with the butterfly insertion as an epidemic model. Imagine the
butterfly spreads a disease on the qubit it acts on, a disease that will be
spread by 2-local gates to other qubits. The “size” of the infection follows
the differential equation [33]

ṡ(τ) = s(τ)

[
1− s(τ)

K

]
, (1.2.13)

whose solution is the logistic function

s(τ) =
Keτ

K + eτ
= K

eτ−τscr

1 + eτ−τscr
, τscr = logK . (1.2.14)

Notice that logK can be interpreted as the scrambling time for such a model
because, at that time, s(logK) = K

2
, namely the size of the infection is of

the same order of the population. For τ � τscr the infection will be spread
over the whole population K. Besides, notice that at early times τ � τscr,
the size grows exponentially in time, namely searly ∼ eτ . This makes sense
because, back to the strict circuit model, every infected qubit will infect two
other qubits and so on and so forth until saturation.

At this stage, the complexity of the precursor is simply given by the
“sum” of infected qubits at each step or, in the epidemic model,

C (W (τ)) =

∫ τ

0

dτ ′s(τ ′)

= K log
(
1 + eτ−τscr

)
= K log

(
1 +

eτ

K

)
.

(1.2.15)

So, at early times we have a fast exponential growth

C (W (τ)) ∼ Keτ−τscr = eτ , τ � τscr = logK , (1.2.16)

while at late times we have a slow linear growth

C (W (τ)) ∼ K (τ − τscr) , τ � τscr = logK , (1.2.17)

10Backward evolution, butterfly and forward evolution.
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with a delay given by the switchback effect. Such a delay is a peculiar feature,
if not a defining one, for the complexity of such circuits, which we will call
fast scramblers since there is no way to scramble information faster than
logarithmically in the number of degrees of freedom.11

1.2.3 Negative curvature and second law of complexity

Previously, we learned from (1.2.7) that the sub-volume (counted in ε-balls)
of unitaries of complexity C in SU(2K) grows exponentially in the complexity,
namely

sub-volume ∼ eC logK . (1.2.20)

This relation is notable under different points of view.
Firstly, if we think about the complexity C as a “length”, or better a

distance from the origin of SU(2K), namely the identity from where we always
started, to the unitaries of complexity C, then (1.2.20) tells us that SU(2K)
is negatively curved. Indeed, having a sub-volume that grows exponentially
in the distance from the origin is a signal of negative curvature. On the
other hand, special unitary groups are usually thought as compact balls of
positive curvature. However, this is because a canonical notion of metric is
often assumed, while here we are suggesting that complexity may admit a
non-canonical interpretation as a continuous metric.

Secondly, since the sub-volume of states of defined entropy is exponen-
tial in the entropy, according to classical statistical mechanics, the relation
(1.2.20) also suggests to view complexity as the entropy of an auxiliary clas-
sical system, namely

Saux ∼ C logK . (1.2.21)

The auxiliary system is nothing but a non-relativistic particle visiting SU(2K).
Indeed, it is safe to say that the entropy of such a system is given by the

11As an aside, among fast scramblers, black holes seem to be the fastest. Indeed, the
scrambling time of fast scramblers can be precisely quantified by the relation

τscr =
1

λL
log(d.o.f.) , (1.2.18)

where λL is a quantity called “Lyapunov exponent”. Under reasonable assumptions, it
can be shown that a bound (on chaos) exists in the form [38]

λL ≤
2π

β
(1.2.19)

and since black holes at temperature T = β−1 saturate this bound, they are the fastest
scramblers.
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logarithm of the number of possible configurations it can be in. Considering
again (1.2.7), the possible configurations are roughly KKτ and taking the
logarithm we recover (1.2.21). In particular, since K is fixed, it is possible to
formulate a 2nd law of complexity by interpreting complexity as the entropy
of the auxiliary classical system. This explains the tendency of complexity
to grow.

Both of these features can be reproduced in a toy model, called analog
model in [39]. In particular, the motion on a very special hyperbolic plane,
one of very high genus, that starts from the origin and approaches the bound-
ary, reproduces many features of complexity in random k-local all-to-all cir-
cuits provided that minimal geodesic distance is identified with complexity.
For instance, this distance is sensitive to the switchback effect and shows a
ramp of linear growth, followed by a plateau and occasional drops. This is
only one, and probably the most recent, indication that complexity may be
given a continuous definition, leading to the concept of complexity geometry.
In what follows, and throughout the rest of the thesis, we will adopt the first
proposed perspective on how gate complexity can be “smoothed out”.

1.3 Complexity geometry

The first attempt to geometrize complexity came from Nielsen [34–36]. His
original goal was to estimate lower bounds on gate-complexity by means of a
clever approach that we are going to review. Recently, this approach has been
considered sufficiently solid as to define complexity for continuous quantum
systems. This section is dedicated to the exploration of the so called Nielsen
approach to complexity and we will mainly follow [37,40].

Nielsen approach

Let us start by recalling and re-framing the complexity problem: starting
from a reference state |ψR〉, find how hard it is to prepare the target state
|ψT 〉 by means of a unitary circuit UT such that

|ψT 〉 = UT |ψR〉 . (1.3.1)

We mentioned that, within a universal gate set G, there could be different
combinations of gates that may be used to implement UT . Suppose that

G =
{
g1, g2, g3, g

†
1, g
†
2, g
†
3

}
and that there are three different ways to prepare
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the target state:
UT ∼ U (1) = g1g3g

†
2g1

∼ U (2) = g2g1g
†
3

∼ U (3) = g3g
†
1 .

(1.3.2)

From what we learned, C(UT ) = 2 because the circuit that requires the least
amount of gates to be prepared is U (3), composed of two gates. For later
convenience, let us introduce the subsets of gates

I(1) =
{
g1, g3, g

†
2, g1

}
=
{
u

(1)
j

}
j=1,2,3,4

,

I(2) =
{
g2, g1, g

†
3

}
=
{
u

(2)
j

}
j=1,2,3

,

I(3) =
{
g3, g

†
1

}
=
{
u

(3)
j

}
j=1,2

,

(1.3.3)

where we just renamed gates so that they are now ordered and multiple
copies of an element are allowed within the set. Using this notation, we can
rewrite

UT ∼ U (1) =
D(1)=4∏
j=1

u
(1)
j

∼ U (2) =
D(2)=3∏
j=1

u
(2)
j

∼ U (3) =
D(3)=2∏
j=1

u
(3)
j ,

(1.3.4)

so that
C(UT ) = min

{
D(1), D(2), D(3)

}
= D(3) = 2 . (1.3.5)

The quantity D(i), counting how many gates are there in a circuit, can be
defined for any circuit and it is usually called circuit depth. Then, the com-
plexity is just the minimal circuit depth.

It should be quite clear why gate-counting becomes an unwieldy definition
for most physical systems. Even assuming to get rid of ambiguities, like the
choice of tolerance and universal gate set, one should find every combination
of gates that gives UT and determine circuit depths by hand. It is then
mandatory to develop a way for, at least, get estimations for lower bounds
on complexity. It turns out that this can be done by endowing the space
of circuits with a suitable notion of distance d(·, ·). Namely, if C(UT ) is the
minimal circuit depth, or complexity, then it can be shown that

d(1, UT ) ≤ C(UT ) . (1.3.6)
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This does not only allow to obtain lower bounds on gate-complexity, which
are crucial to distinguish complexity classes of problems, but it also opens
to the use of powerful mathematical tools coming from differential geometry,
which are far more familiar and versatile, especially for a high-energy theorist.

The basic idea is to “substitute” the discrete sequence of gates in a circuit
with a continuous path on circuit space, schematically

UT = uj,last · · ·uj,first = e−iδτ
′Oj,last · · · e−iδτ ′Oj,first

−→ UT = ~Pe−i
∫ 1
0 dτ

′H(τ ′) ,
(1.3.7)

where UT , uj ∈ G are elements of a Lie group G, Oj ∈ g are elements of the

related Lie algebra g, δτ ′ is an infinitesimal parameter and ~P is the path-
ordering symbol.12 The “Hamiltonian” H(τ ′) is usually expanded in a series
of hermitian operators Oi, i.e.

H(τ ′) =
∑
j

Y j(τ ′)Oj , (1.3.8)

where Y j(τ ′) are called control functions and contain the dependence on

“circuit time”, here denoted by τ ′. Intuitively, ~Y (τ ′) controls which gates
have to act at the time-step τ ′. There is, on the other hand, a “smoother”
interpretation of them and, in general, of this whole setup. Indeed, not
only the unitary UT admits a continuous representation, but we can give a
continuous representation to the circuit at any step, namely

U(τ) = ~Pe−i
∑
j Oj

∫ τ
0 dτ ′Y j(τ ′) , (1.3.9)

so that
U(0) = 1, U(1) = UT . (1.3.10)

Since (1.3.9) is nothing but the solution to the Schrödinger equation

dU(τ)

dτ
= −iH(τ)U(τ) = −i

(∑
j

Y j(τ)Oj

)
U(τ) , (1.3.11)

the evolution of the circuit is then interpreted as the motion of a non-
relativistic particle on G that starts at the identity, with ~Y (τ) its velocity
along the trajectory U(τ). We stress that the “Hamiltonian” H(τ) must not
be confused with the Hamiltonian of a physical system. Indeed, while the
former is the Hamiltonian for the non-relativistic particle moving freely on

12Our notation reflects the fact that in a sequence of gates it is the rightmost one that
acts first.
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the group manifold, or circuit space, the latter could be the Hamiltonian of
a strongly coupled CFT with many degrees of freedom.

Now that we have a continuous circuit setup, we can proceed with the
definition of complexity. First of all, one introduces the so called depth
functional

D[U ] =

∫ 1

0

dτ F
(
U(τ), ~Y (τ)

)
, (1.3.12)

where F
(
U(τ), ~Y (τ)

)
is a local function of positions and velocities called

cost function. The depth functional represents the total computational cost
of a circuit and is, indeed, defined as an integral of a local function. The
idea is then to minimize the depth, which actually mirrors what one does
in the discrete version of the problem to obtain complexity. However, in
the continuum the optimization consists in finding the equations of motion
for (1.3.12) subject to the boundary conditions (1.3.10). Then, the depth
functional is evaluated on-shell and complexity is defined to be the minimal
one, namely

C(UT ) = min
U
D[U ] . (1.3.13)

At this stage, there is a huge arbitrariness in the choice of a cost function
F . The requirements for it, and for the whole method to reproduce lower
bounds on gate-complexity, are:

1. smoothness. F ∈ C∞ in its arguments. This is just a stronger version
of continuity, which is the core idea of the whole method;

2. positivity. F
(
U, ~Y

)
≥ 0, ∀U, ~Y , saturated if and only if ~Y = 0. Much

like in gate-counting when we add gates, complexity either increases or
stays the same. There is no rule for “negatively counting” the applica-
tion of a gate and the same must hold here;

3. positive homogeneity. F
(
U, λ~Y

)
= λF

(
U, ~Y

)
, ∀U, ~Y , ∀λ ≥ 0. This

is the translation of the idea that doubling the amounts of gates, i.e.
the value of the control function, while running the circuit for half time
should not change the complexity of the circuit;

4. triangle inequality. F
(
U, ~Y + ~Y ′

)
≤ F

(
U, ~Y

)
+F

(
U, ~Y ′

)
, ∀U, ~Y , ~Y ′.

This condition is required to ensure the existence of a minimum for the
depth functional.

It is now worth noticing that while the above conditions are reasonable in
order to draw a continuous parallel of gate-counting, they are also conditions
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that define a so called Finsler manifold. The latter is a manifold equipped
with a quasimetric structure, namely a functional that can be used to mea-
sure lengths, or norms, without them being induced by a metric tensor. In
particular, we now have a setup where optimal circuits are basically geodesics
on a Finsler manifold, with complexity being the length of the shortest one.

Cost function zoology

Even restricting the cost F to be a Finsler structure, there is still a lot of ar-
bitrariness in the choice of its explicit expression. Moreover, there are choices
of cost function that are not strictly finslerian but still can be approximated
arbitrarily well by finslerian ones. So, one can be quite creative on how to
measure distances on circuit space. The main distinctions are probably:

• whether or not the cost depends on the state. For instance, do we want
to work with a notion of length that only depends on control functions
or are we going to consider expectation values of the Hamiltonian?
Both are allowed;

• whether or not the cost depends on the choice of basis of hermitian
operators in which we decide to expand the Hamiltonian;

• whether or not we strictly stick to positive homogeneity of degree one.
Indeed, if one is not particularly interested in a specific gate-counting
problem but still wants a complexity definition based on “lengths”, then

it is completely fine to allow F
(
U, λ~Y

)
= λpF

(
U, ~Y

)
with p > 1.

Some viable choices of costs are:

F1

(
U, ~Y

)
=
∑
j

|Y j| , F
(p)
1

(
U, ~Y

)
=
∑
j

pj|Y j| ,

F2

(
U, ~Y

)
=

√∑
j

(Y j)2 , F
(p)
2

(
U, ~Y

)
=

√∑
j

pj (Y j)2 ,

Fκ

(
U, ~Y

)
=
∑
j

|Y j|κ , F (p)
κ

(
U, ~Y

)
=
∑
j

pj|Y j|κ .

(1.3.14)
All of them are state-independent costs. In the left column there is a “basic”
cost, while on the right we can find its “penalized” version. In the latter,
moving along a specific direction in circuit space may be harder than moving
along other directions. This is quantified by the “penalties” pj, but we will
not consider them throughout this thesis. Let us comment rows. In the first
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one, the cost is basis-dependent and is homogeneous of degree one. On the
other hand, we lose smoothness13 and differential calculus, so that the F1

cost can be said to be the closest to gate-counting. In the second row we find
our “favorite” costs since they are riemannian. This means that the circuit
space is not just Finsler, it has a metric structure and, because of this, it is
the most “user-friendly” cost. Not only that, but the F2 cost is also basis-
independent,14 which is usually considered a desirable feature in continuous
systems, and still homogeneous of degree one. While very suitable under
many points of view, we should mention that the F2 fails about some details
in approximating gate-counting and, since we are ultimately interested in
holography, it also manifests some behaviors that explicitly deviate from
holographic proposals. Finally, the third line shows a class of costs that are
homogeneous of degree κ and, for κ 6= 2, basis-dependent. The case κ = 2
is special because it is the “square” of the previous row, i.e. Fκ=2 = F 2

2 . In
particular, it inherits the riemannian structure and one can easily compute
geodesics on the circuit space. This is nothing but the very well known trick
to “square” the Lagrangian in a riemannian length functional in order to
obtain the equations of motion in a easier way. As in that case, the price to
pay is to lose reparametrization-invariance. This is the main issue with the
Fκ>1 costs, and more in general with costs that are homogeneous of degree
p > 1, meaning that the complexity of a circuit under reparametrization
τ → σ(τ) does change. Nevertheless, Fκ=2 mirrors some behavior expected
from holography and is hence a candidate that should not be discarded from
the beginning.

Let us stress now that, most of the time, computations are based on
riemannian geometry. This means that we will adopt the variational calculus
in a riemannian geometry and then compute the depth functional (1.3.12)
on-shell, regardless of the choice of cost function. In particular, this means
that the choices F2 and Fκ=2 will give the actual complexity of a circuit,
while any other non-riemannian cost will lead to upper bounds on what the
true value of complexity would be.

Towards a QFT definition

Let us go back to the case of K qubits and circuit space SU(2K). After
collecting a bunch of qubits, the circuit space becomes quite big and the
explicit computation of geodesics becomes intractable. A QFT would have
infinitely-many degrees of freedom, which means that infinitely many k-local
gates would act on them in the circuit model. So, the optimal circuit cannot

13Nevertheless, they admit an approximation by means of strictly finslerian costs.
14Its penalized version is not, since penalties may depend on the choice of basis.
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have fewer than an infinite number of gates and hence a divergent complexity.
This is an intrinsic problem of QFT in the case we want to brutally translate
complexity evaluation in that language.

One of the most natural ways to deal with such kind of divergences,
namely an UV-divergence, is to introduce some sort of cutoff. This can
be achieved either putting the QFT on a discrete lattice or, staying in the
continuum, by imposing an upper bound on momenta. Then, even if the
Hilbert space is potentially infinite-dimensional (think about the harmonic
oscillator), one can still find a result regularized by the cutoff. In passing, we
learn that the “absolute” value of complexity could be very well meaningless
in a QFT and, instead, complexity differences will be central. These can be
either derivatives or “renormalized” quantites, where the value of complexity
for a similar system is subtracted in order to obtain an UV-finite quantity.

Then, recall that an ingredient of the complexity problem is the reference
state |ψR〉. We have not commented it, but in a qubit system it is usually
defined to be the completely disentangled state with all qubits being either
all |0〉 or all |1〉. Such a notion of reference state, while extremely simple and
natural in a qubit system, becomes highly non-trivial in a QFT. Indeed, in
a QFT the vacuum state has always entanglement, which intuitively comes
from the creation of virtual pairs. So, it will be important not to confuse the
vacuum state and the reference state.

Finally, back to the group structure, we would like to avoid working
on infinite-dimensional group manifolds because they are notoriously chal-
lenging. So, tentative applications of Nielsen approach in QFT are often
restricted to a submanifold of finite dimensionality. This means that one
will focus on a limited set of hermitian operators Oi, and hence on a limited
set of gates, such that they close a Lie algebra, i.e. [Oi,Oj] = ifkijOk. The
closure of a Lie algebra ensures that a manifold on which the determina-
tion of geodesics can be explicitly done at least exists. For instance, in the
evaluation of complexity for preparing the vacuum state in a free scalar field
theory, the group structure GL(N,R) does emerge [41], while O(2N) controls
the preparation of fermionic Gaussian states [42]. In the next section, we will
review how the symplectic group underlies the preparation of TFD states in
a free scalar field theory.

Before moving on, let us stress that Nielsen approach, and more in gen-
eral complexity geometry, gets rid of the major “drawbacks” regarding gate-
counting. First of all, we can eliminate tolerances since infinitesimal actions
of “gates” are now allowed, letting us reach any point in a group manifold
exactly. Secondly, we have a continuous notion of complexity. With this, we
do not only mean a tautology, rather we can appreciate that states that are
very close in the complexity geometry stay very close in the inner-product
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distance, and viceversa. On the other hand, the choice of a “universal gate
set” is still there, since now we can actually choose which bases of hermitian
generators are being used.

1.4 Complexity of the TFD in a toy model

We will now apply the machinery of complexity geometry to estimate the
complexity of a TFD in a toy model: a free scalar on a circle. This is a
very condensed review of [37], which we will closely follow. However, we will
not pedantically report every step of the procedure, for which the reader is
addressed to the original paper. The goal here is to outline the application
of Nielsen approach to a specific example, the non-rotating TFD, since the
rotating case is a generalization of it, as we shall see in chapter 4.

1.4.1 Single-mode TFD

Let us start by studying the TFD state that entangles two copies of a har-
monic oscillator (HO), call them “Left” and “Right”. This is the “building-
block system” of the QFT we will consider, since lattice regularization makes
it equivalent to a set of harmonic oscillators, one Left-Right pair for every
momentum mode. So, we can also call this warm-up single-mode TFD.

The Harmonic Oscillator

The Hamiltonian for a single HO is

H =
1

2M
P 2 +

Mω2

2
Q2 , (1.4.1)

where M is the mass of the oscillator, ω is its frequency and P,Q are the
momentum and position operators, respectively. It is very well known that
the Hamiltonian can also be written as

H = ω

(
a†a+

1

2

)
= ω

(
N +

1

2

)
(1.4.2)

by introducing the annihilation and creation operators, respectively

a =

√
Mω

2

(
Q+ i

P

Mω

)
, a† = i

√
Mω

2

(
Q− i P

Mω

)
, (1.4.3)
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and defining the number operator N = a†a. The normalized energy eigen-
states are obtained applying creation operators to the vacuum state, i.e.

|n〉 =

(
a†
)n

√
n!
|0〉 , (1.4.4)

and satisfy

H |n〉 = En |n〉 = ω

(
n+

1

2

)
|n〉 . (1.4.5)

Single-mode TFD at t = 0

The time-independent single-mode TFD, which is the same as considering a
combination of Left and Right times such that t = tL + tR = 0, is given by

|TFD〉ω =
√

1− e−βω
∞∑
n=0

e−
βω
2
n |n〉L |n〉R . (1.4.6)

Using (1.4.4) and resumming, the state (1.4.6) takes the form of a squeezed
state

|TFD〉ω = eαω(a†La
†
R−aLaR) |0〉L |0〉R , (1.4.7)

where

αω =
1

2
log

(
1 + e−

βω
2

1− e−βω2

)
. (1.4.8)

Using (1.4.3), we have

a†La
†
R − aLaR = −i (QRPL +QLPR) , (1.4.9)

whose exponential is a unitary operator that, as we can see from (1.4.7),
entangles two copies of the vacuum. On the other hand, there is a basis of
operators where the TFD factorizes and we will call it diagonal basis. Indeed,
introducing

Q± =
1√
2

(QL ±QR) , P± =
1√
2

(PL ± PR) , (1.4.10)

the squeezed state takes the form

|TFD〉ω = e−iαω
Q+P++P+Q+

2 |0〉+ ⊗ e
iαω

Q−P−+P−Q−
2 |0〉− , (1.4.11)

where operators acting on |0〉±, namely the ground states of the Hamiltonian
in the diagonal basis, are still unitary.
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At this stage, it is useful to give a wavefunction representation of the
TFD, namely the target state in our example, and, by passing, also of the
vacuum state and the reference state. Let us start from the vacuum state.
The “total” Hamiltonian of our system composed by two non-interacting HO
reads

Htot =
1

2M

[
P 2
L + P 2

R +M2ω2
(
Q2
L +Q2

R

)]
=

1

2M

[
P 2

+ + P 2
− +M2ω2

(
Q2

+ +Q2
−
)]
,

(1.4.12)

whose (normalized) vacuum wavefunction can be represented by Gaussians,
as usual:

ψ0(Q+, Q−) = ψ0(Q+)ψ0(Q−) =

√
Mω

π
e−

Mω
2 (Q2

++Q2
−) . (1.4.13)

For the reference state, we will assume it to be the ground state of a Hamilto-
nian similar to (1.4.12), where the frequency ω is substituted by a “reference
frequency” µ, namely15

ψR(Q+, Q−) =

√
Mµ

π
e−

Mµ
2 (Q2

++Q2
−) . (1.4.14)

Finally, thanks to the factorization (1.4.11) and to canonical commutation
relations, it is evident that

ψTFDω(Q+, Q−) = ψ0(e−αωQ+)ψ0(eαωQ−)

=

√
Mω

π
e−

Mω
2 (e−2αωQ2

++e2αωQ2
−) .

(1.4.15)

Using (1.4.10), we can also rewrite the target wavefunction in the so called
physical basis :

ψTFDω(QL, QR) =

√
Mω

π
e−

Mω
2 [cosh(2αω)(Q2

L+Q2
R)−2 sinh(2αω)QLQR] . (1.4.16)

15While this may sound unjustified, since we are basically comparing states of different
theories, in the specific different HO, the requirement that the frequency of the reference
state has to be a constant is quite strong and takes its manifest meaning only considering
many-body systems. Indeed, the frequency ω usually satisfies a dispersion relation that
tells us how it depends on momentum. On the other hand, the reference frequency µ =
const is independent on the momentum. The latter is a key requirement to obtain a
disentangled state.
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Time-dependent single-mode TFD

The time-dependent single-mode TFD, where now tL = tR = t
2
, takes the

form

|TFD(t)〉ω = e−i
ω
2
t
√

1− e−βω
∞∑
n=0

e−
βω
2
ne−iω(n+ 1

2)t |n〉L |n〉R . (1.4.17)

Again, using (1.4.4) and resumming, the state (1.4.17) can be rewritten as
the squeezed state16

|TFD(t)〉ω = eαω(t)a†La
†
R−α

∗
ω(t)aLaR |0〉L |0〉R , (1.4.18)

where
αω(t) = αωe

−iωt . (1.4.19)

In the physical basis we have

e−iωta†La
†
R − e

iωtaLaR

= −i cos(ωt)(QLPR +QRPL)− i sin(ωt)

(
MωQLQR −

1

Mω
PLPR

)
,

(1.4.20)
which means that, in order to prepare the time-dependent TFD, we need
every bilinear combination of generators {QL, PL, QR, PR}. Such bilinear
combinations, taken as new generators, can be shown to close the sp(4,R)
algebra.

On the other hand, in the diagonal basis we get

e−iωta†La
†
R − e

iωtaLaR =− i cos(ωt)Q+P+ −
i

2
sin(ωt)

(
MωQ2

+ −
1

Mω
P 2

+

)
+ i cos(ωt)Q−P− +

i

2
sin(ωt)

(
MωQ2

− −
1

Mω
P 2
−

)
,

(1.4.21)
meaning that also the time-dependent TFD factorizes, i.e.

|TFD(t)〉ω = e−iαωO+(t) |0〉+ ⊗ e
iαωO−(t) |0〉− , (1.4.22)

where

O±(t) =
1

2

[
cos(ωt) (Q±P± + P±Q±) + sin(ωt)

(
MωQ2

± −
1

Mω
P 2
±

)]
.

(1.4.23)

16We ignored the time-dependent global phase since it does not change the physical
state.
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So, in the diagonal basis, the required bilinears are different and close into a
smaller algebra, namely an sp(2,R) for each factor.

Notice that, in both basis, the new generators are generally dimensionful.
Hence, we will define dimensionless canonical operators as

q• = ωgQ• , p• =
1

ωg
P• , (1.4.24)

where • stands for a generic basis. The parameter ωg is usually called gate
scale and, in terms of dimensionless coordinates, we can rewrite the wave-
functions of our time-independent states as

ψR(q+, q−) =

√
λR
π
e−

λR
2 (q2

++q2
−) ,

ψ0(q+, q−) =

√
λ

π
e−

λ
2 (q2

++q2
−) ,

ψTFDω(q+, q−) =

√
λ

π
e−

λ
2 (e−2αω q2

++e2αω q2
−) ,

(1.4.25)

where we defined the dimensionless quantities

λR =
Mµ

ω2
g

, λ =
Mω

ω2
g

. (1.4.26)

However, since the wavefunction representation of the time-dependent TFD
is not really handy, we now move to the formalism of covariance matrices.

Covariance matrices

In a system consisting of N degrees of freedom, the two-point function of an
arbitrary state |ψ〉 can be expressed as

〈ψ| ξaξb |ψ〉 =
1

2

(
Gab + iΩab

)
, (1.4.27)

where ~ξ = (q1, ..., qN , p1, ..., pN) is the vector of canonical coordinates, Gab =
G(ab) is a real symmetric tensor and Ωab = Ω[ab] is a real antisymmetric tensor.

In case |ψ〉 is a pure bosonic Gaussian state with 〈ψ| ξa |ψ〉 = 0, ∀a =
1, ..., 2N , it can be represented by the symmetric component of its two-point
function, i.e.

|ψ〉 ←→ Gab = 〈ψ| ξaξb + ξbξa |ψ〉 . (1.4.28)
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In such a case, Gab is referred to as the covariance matrix of the state. Since
the states we are interested in are pure bosonic Gaussian, we can immediately
translate (1.4.25) into covariance matrices:

G
(±)
R =

 1
λR

0

0 λR

 , G
(±)
0 =

 1
λ

0

0 λ

 , G
(±)
TFDω

=

 e±2αω

λ
0

0 λe∓2αω

 .

(1.4.29)
Now, the idea is to consider the space of covariance matrices as the circuit

space for complexity. It turns out that there is a subgroup of transformations
such that, starting from a pure bosonic Gaussian reference and finishing to a
pure bosonic Gaussian target, only visits pure bosonic Gaussian states. It is
the group of Bogoliubov transformations, which is generated by hermitian op-
erators quadratic in ξa and linearly acts on them, preserving canonical com-
mutation relations. In our specific example, assuming there are N harmonic
oscillators on the Left and N on the Right, the underlying group structure is
isomorphic to Sp(4N,R) in the physical basis and to Sp(2N,R)×Sp(2N,R)
in the diagonal basis.

We still need to find a representation of the time-dependent single-mode
TFD. Since there is a correspondence between the unitary operator that
generates time-evolution of the TFD, namely

|TFD(t)〉(±)
ω = U(±)(t) |TFD〉(±)

ω , U(±)(t) = e−i
t
2
H(±) , (1.4.30)

and a Bogoliubov transformation B(t) moving through covariance matrices,
one can work out the explicit form of B(t) and obtain the time-dependent
covariance matrix from the time-independent one:

G
(±)
TFDω

(t) = B(t)G
(±)
TFDω

B†(t)

=

 1
λ

(cosh 2αω ± sinh 2αω cosωt) ∓ sinh 2αω sinωt

∓ sinh 2αω sinωt λ (cosh 2αω ∓ sinh 2αω cosωt)

 .

(1.4.31)

1.4.2 Complexity of the single-mode TFD

Recall that in order to obtain the complexity we need to specify how do we
measure distances on circuit space. For the current example, we choose the
Fκ=2 cost function in (1.3.14). This has the advantage of being riemannian,
which means that the optimization procedure will lead to an exact value of
complexity and not to upper bounds on it, and basis-independent, which
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means that we can decide to work in the diagonal basis and hence with the
most manageable circuit space Sp(2,R). We will focus on the “+” component
and drop that index until the final result.

Metric structure and geodesics on Sp(2,R)

Let us start by parametrizing a generic path on the circuit space by

B(σ) = ~Pe
∫ σ
0 dσ′O(σ′) , O(σ) = Y j(σ)Oj = (∂σB)B−1 . (1.4.32)

Starting from GR, the path (1.4.32) leads to the covariance matrix

G(σ) = B(σ)GRB
†(σ) (1.4.33)

and we are clearly interested in reaching GTFDω . In other words, we are
following the circuit with σ ∈ [0, 1] subject to boundary conditions

B(0) = 1 , GTFDω = B(1)GRB
†(1) . (1.4.34)

Choosing the cost Fκ=2 is equivalent to choosing F2 for the purpose of de-
termining the geodesic equations. In particular, the metric structure is the
same. Let us work for a moment with F2. Using a positive definite matrix
G̃ , this cost can also be defined as

F2(σ) =

√√√√Tr
(
O(σ)G̃O†(σ)G̃−1

)
2

, (1.4.35)

which equips Sp(2,R) with a riemannian metric structure that, around the
point B ∈ Sp(2,R), takes the form

ds2 = F 2
2 (σ)dσ2 =

1

2
Tr
[
dBB−1G̃(dBB−1)T G̃−1

]
. (1.4.36)

For concreteness, let us choose G̃ = GR and, moreover, let us fix λR = 1.
The latter condition incredibly simplifies the optimization procedure and
boils down to choosing reference and gate scales to be equal.17 In particular

G̃ = GR = 1 . (1.4.37)

17Other than this, the choice may sound unjustified. However, recall that the whole
complexity definition is affected by ambiguities and considering simplified cases is a rea-
sonable way to get started.
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Now, a generic element of Sp(2,R), which is topologically R2 × S1, can
be parametrized by three coordinates (ρ, θ, ϕ) as

B(ρ, θ, ϕ) =

cosϕ cosh ρ− sin θ sinh ρ − sinϕ cosh ρ+ cos θ sinh ρ

sinϕ cosh ρ+ cos θ sinh ρ cosϕ cosh ρ+ sin θ sinh ρ

 ,

(1.4.38)
where (ρ, θ) are the polar coordinates for the plane R2 and ϕ ∈ [−π, π]
parametrizes the circle S1. Combining (1.4.36), (1.4.37) and (1.4.38) we can
finally obtain

ds2 = dρ2 + cosh(2ρ) cosh2 ρdϕ2 + cosh(2ρ) sinh2 ρdθ2 − sinh2(2ρ)dθdϕ ,
(1.4.39)

which is the one used to compute geodesics. Moreover, notice that using
(1.4.37) and assuming B(1) takes the generic form (1.4.38), the covariance
matrix of the target becomes

GTFDω = B(1)B†(1)

=

cosh 2ρ− sin(θ + ϕ) sinh 2ρ cos(θ + ϕ) sinh 2ρ

cos(θ + ϕ) sinh 2ρ cosh 2ρ+ sin(θ + ϕ) sinh 2ρ

 .

(1.4.40)
The dependence on the combination θ + ϕ is a symptom of a redundancy.
Indeed, one should take into account the so called stabilizer, namely the
subgroup of transformations that leaves the reference state invariant. We
will not enter in details, but in our case the stabilizer is isomorphic to U(1)
and it does not play a relevant role as long as (1.4.37) is imposed.

Let us proceed with the geodesics. The initial condition B(0) = 1, for a
generic B(0), fixes

γ(σ = 0) = (ρ0, θ0, ϕ0) = (0, θ0, 0) , (1.4.41)

while the final condition can be generically expressed as

γ(σ = 1) = (ρ1, θ1, ϕ1) . (1.4.42)

The full geodesic solution γ(σ) is not particularly illuminating, in general.
However, there is a very interesting situation where the optimal circuit dra-
matically simplifies. This is the case where θ0 = θ1, for which the circuit
becomes a straight line, i.e.

γstraight(σ) = (ρ1σ, θ1, 0) , (1.4.43)
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whose line element along the affine parameter σ reads

ds = ρ1dσ . (1.4.44)

It can be shown that, as long as λR = 1, the choice θ0 = θ1 is actually optimal
and hence the straight-line circuit is the one that we should use to estimate
complexity.

Complexity at t = 0

First of all, we need to match (1.4.40) evaluated at σ = 1 with

GTFDω =

 e2αω

λ
0

0 λe−2αω

 . (1.4.45)

Since ϕ1 = 0, we can easily obtain by inversion

ρ1 =
∣∣∣1
2

log λ− αω
∣∣∣ , θ1 =

π

2
sgn

(
1

2
log λ− αω

)
. (1.4.46)

Substituting into (1.4.38) and using (1.4.43), we finally get the optimal circuit

B
(±)
opt (σ) = e(±αω−

1
2

log λ)σ diag{1,−1} = e
∫ σ
0 dσ′Y

(±)
opt O(±) , (1.4.47)

where we reintroduced the “±” label. Notice that (1.4.47) is nothing but

the (continuous) application of a single gate for Y
(±)
opt =

(
±αω − 1

2
log λ

)
times, where the latter is, moreover, a constant control function.18 Since
the integration over σ is rendered trivial and “± circuits” commute, the
complexity is just given by

Cκ=2(t = 0) = C2
2(t = 0) =

[
Y

(+)
opt

]2

+
[
Y

(−)
opt

]2

=

(
αω −

1

2
log λ

)2

+

(
−αω −

1

2
log λ

)2

=
1

2
log2 λ+ 2α2

ω

=
1

2

[
log2 ω

µ
+ log2

(
1 + e−

βω
2

1− e−βω2

)]
,

(1.4.48)

18Recall that we are using the straight-line geodesic, namely a curve of constant speed,
and that the control functions admit an interpretation as components of the tangent vector
to the path.
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where in the last line we used (1.4.8) and (1.4.26).
For a TFD state, it is interesting to quantify how much harder it is to

prepare it with respect to two copies of the vacuum, since the TFD is a state
that entangles them. Hence, we define the complexity of formation as

∆C = CTFD(t = 0)− 2Cvacuum , (1.4.49)

which is specifically evaluated at t = 0. Since

lim
β→∞

|TFD〉 = |0〉+ ⊗ |0〉− , (1.4.50)

the complexity of two vacuum copies is simply given by the β →∞ limit of
(1.4.48), leading to

∆Cκ=2 = 2α2
ω =

1

2
log2

(
1 + e−

βω
2

1− e−βω2

)
. (1.4.51)

Notice that the complexity of formation obtained from the Fκ=2 cost does
not depend on the reference scale µ. This is a nice feature because, as we
will see, in the holographic computation the notion of a “reference” is rather
unnatural and the holographic complexity of formation does not depend on
any “exotic parameter” that could possibly be related to a reference scale.
On the other hand, had we chosen the F2 cost, we would have gotten a µ-
dependent complexity of formation, hence deviating from holographic results.
Besides, notice that a very energetic oscillator leads to a divergent complexity,
namely

lim
ω→∞

Cκ=2(t = 0) =
1

2
log2 ω

µ
→∞ . (1.4.52)

This is a symptom of a UV-divergence. However, the complexity of two
vacuum copies exactly cancels this divergence, meaning that the complexity
of formation is a nice UV-finite quantity.

Complexity at generic t

For the time-dependent case, again at λR = 1, we need to match (1.4.40)
evaluated at σ = 1 with (1.4.31). The calculation is slightly more involved
and does not bring much to the discussion. We only mention that the optimal
circuit B

(±)
opt (σ) in the time-dependent case turns out to be the exponential of

a linear combination of three generators. Hence, there will be three optimal
control functions for each “± circuit”, while in (1.4.47) there was only one
for each factor. The final result takes the form

Cκ=2(t) =
[
ρ

(+)
1 (t)

]2

+
[
ρ

(−)
1 (t)

]2

, (1.4.53)
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where

cosh 2ρ
(±)
1 =

1

2

[(
µ

ω
+
ω

µ

)
cosh 2αω ±

(
µ

ω
− ω

µ

)
sinh 2αω cosωt

]
.

(1.4.54)
The first thing we can realize is that the complexity of the single-mode TFD
oscillates in time. Besides, contrarily to the t = 0 case, now the complexity
also depends on the reference scale µ. These are both features in stark
contrast with the holographic results that we will comment on in the next
chapter. However, the harmonic oscillator is certainly not a fast scrambler,
so the mismatch makes sense.

We also want to stress the difference between the “real time” t and the
“circuit time” σ. For each of the ± factors, the line element in the time-
dependent case reads

ds(±) = ρ
(±)
1 (t)dσ . (1.4.55)

So, in the straight-line circuit, complexity always grows linearly in the circuit
time. On the other hand, the dependence on the real time can be completely
different from linearity. One should then interpret t as a physical parameter,
just like the temperature T = β−1 or the frequency ω, that enters through
boundary conditions on the circuit. Recall that the “size” of a wormhole
linearly grows in real time.

1.4.3 Extension to a free QFT

Now, we want to extend the above machinery to the realm of QFT. In order
to do so, we focus on a free scalar field theory in 1 + 1 dimensions, where
the spatial direction is a circle of circumference L. The Hamiltonian of the
model reads

H =

∫ +L
2

−L
2

dx

[
1

2
π2 +

m2

2
φ2 +

1

2
(∂xφ)2

]
, (1.4.56)

where π is the conjugate momentum to φ and periodic boundary conditions
are imposed. Since, as we mentioned, the QFT realm is intrinsically affected
by UV-divergences, we can adopt two alternative regularization prescriptions:

• either we immediately put the theory on a lattice with spacing

δ = L/Ñ , (1.4.57)

where Ñ is the number of sites;

• or we work in the continuum and insert an UV regulator later in the
procedure.
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The first route was taken in [37], where a close parallel to the single
harmonic oscillator can be drawn. The idea is to introduce many copies of
canonical position and momenta operators, then use Fourier transform to go
in the momentum space and realize that the model is nothing but a sum
of Ñ independent harmonic oscillators, each of mass M = δ−1 and whose
frequency is given by the familiar dispersion relation

ωk =

√√√√m2 +

(
2Ñ

L
sin

πk

Ñ

)2

. (1.4.58)

Instead, we would like to follow the second route because it comes with
a lighter notation and, ultimately, we are interested in working in a setup
where the spatial direction is continuous. With respect to the previous route,
that discretizes space, imagine to consider Ñ → ∞ sites and introduce, as
UV-regulator, a cutoff Λ = N

2
on momentum modes. The “new” dispersion

relation becomes

ωk =

√
m2 +

(
2π

L
k

)2

=
√
m2 + p2

k , k ∈
[
−N

2
,
N

2

]
. (1.4.59)

Momenta pk = 2π
L
k are clearly discrete, since we are on a circle, but the

space is continuous. We then expand the hamiltonian coordinates in Fourier
modes, as in canonical quantization, namely

φ(x, t) =
∑
k

1√
2Lωk

[
ei(pkx−ωkt)ak + e−i(pkx−ωkt)a†k

]
,

π(x, t) = −i
∑
k

√
ωk
2L

[
ei(pkx−ωkt)ak − e−i(pkx−ωkt)a†k

]
,

(1.4.60)

so that the Hamiltonian takes the simple form

H =
∑
k

ωk

(
a†kak +

1

2

)
. (1.4.61)

Because of mode-decoupling, it is easy to see that the TFD state in momen-
tum space factorizes into N + 1 copies,19 one for each mode, i.e.

|TFD〉 =
⊗
k

|TFD〉k , (1.4.62)

19There are N
2 positive modes, N

2 negative modes and the zero-mode.
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where |TFD〉k is the single-mode TFD that we extensively reviewed. Recall
that each of them can be further factorized in the diagonal basis, which means
that the complexity will be sum20 of 2(N + 1) minimal lengths on Sp(2,R).

A quite important aspect in the QFT case is the reference state. Indeed,
we need to eliminate entanglement “by hand”. This is done by considering
as our reference state the ground state of an ultralocal Hamiltonian, which
is a Hamiltonian where the spatial derivative term is absent, i.e.

Href =

∫ +L
2

−L
2

dx

[
1

2
π2 +

µ2

2
φ2

]
. (1.4.63)

As a result, the dispersion relation for the reference model will be ωk = µ,
∀k. From here, the story is exactly the same as in the single-mode example
provided we substitute:

ω −→ ωk , α −→ αk ,

ω2
g

M
−→ µg , λ −→ λk ,

(1.4.64)

where µg will be called gate scale, as its counterpart ωg. In the end, in this
QFT toy model the complexity of the time-dependent TFD is given by

Cκ=2(t) =
∑
k

C(k)
κ=2(t)

=
1

4

∑
k

[
log2

(
f

(+)
k +

√(
f

(+)
k

)2

− 1

)
+ log2

(
f

(−)
k +

√(
f

(−)
k

)2

− 1

)]
,

(1.4.65)

where f
(±)
k = cosh 2ρ

(±)
1 in (1.4.54) and we are adopting the translation

(1.4.64). It is also worth reporting the complexity of formation, which is
computed by

∆Cκ=2 =
∑
k

∆C(k)
κ=2 = 2

∑
k

α2
k

=
1

2

∑
k

log2

(
1 + e−

βωk
2

1− e−
βωk

2

)
.

(1.4.66)

In chapter 4, we will generalize the above construction to the rotating
TFD. In particular, we will again focus on the λR = 1 case, for which the
straight-line circuit is optimal. The cost function that we will adopt are the
Fκ=2, for which we outlined the optimization procedure, and the F1 in the

20The way to sum is dictated by the cost function, in our case Fκ=2.
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physical basis. For the latter, the reader is addressed to the original paper on
the TFD [37]. It is now the time to switch the picture and treat complexity
holographically.



Chapter 2

Holographic Complexity

In this chapter we will introduce the reader to holographic complexity, which
is a term that broadly refers to a class of gravitational observables that are
conjectured to be dual to complexity of CFT states admitting a holographic
description. We first start from drawing an analogy between quantum cir-
cuits and black holes, so that we can translate some circuit behaviors into
gravitational terms. Then, we illustrate how and why the two most acknowl-
edged holographic complexity proposals came into existence. These are the
complexity=volume (CV) and complexity=action (CA) conjectures. Espe-
cially for the latter, we will review all the gravitational terms that must be
accounted for in the action if one wants to make a meaningful comparison
with circuit complexity. In particular, we will comment about the impor-
tance of the counterterm in the CA prescription. Finally, we will present
some alternative holographic complexity proposals, like the CV2.0 that we
will later use in this thesis.

2.1 Black hole circuits

As we mentioned in the introduction, the relation between black holes and
quantum information dates back to the early days of holography, or probably
before if we consider the black hole information paradox. Indeed, while not
completely formulated in the modern QI framework, the latter was born as
a paradox involving black holes and quantum mechanics, so that, broadly
speaking, quantum information is necessarily involved. However, it is espe-
cially with the work [43], by Hayden and Preskill, that the modern language
of QI entered the black hole realm. While there is no completely consistent
way to describe a black hole as a collection of qubits, the Hayden-Preskill
model is a quantum circuit that very well mimics some black hole properties

55
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and that can be used as a toy-model to understand its quantum-information
processing. In particular, it is a random k-local all-to-all circuit with K
qubits, like the one introduced in the previous chapter. Recall that such
circuits are fast scramblers and we would like to draw a parallelism between
them and black holes.

Firstly, if we believe that black holes can be modeled by a collection of
K qubits, it is reasonable to assume that we need at least S of them, where
S is the thermal entropy of the black hole:

K ∼ S =
A

4G
. (2.1.1)

Secondly, under the perspective of a quantum circuit model, one could ask
what physical quantity can be used as the “clock” of the black hole circuit.
In order to answer, it is useful to consider the scrambling time, namely the
time required for a small perturbation to be spread over almost all of the
system. It can be shown that the scrambling time of a black hole is given by

tscr =
β

2π
logS , (2.1.2)

while we already know that the scrambling time in a fast scrambling cir-
cuit, like the epidemic model, is given by τscr = logK. Hence, upon the
identification K ∼ S, a natural candidate for a “clock” of black holes is

τ =
2π

β
t , (2.1.3)

which is nothing but the relation between asymptotic time t, or boundary
time,1 and the so called “Rindler time” of the black hole. A natural guess is
then to assume that “black hole gates” are analogue to random k-local all-
to-all gates. In particular, since the latter are not supposed to be spatially
local, we are assuming that the black hole circuit, being a fast scrambler,
involves non-local interactions between its degrees of freedom.

From (1.2.1) we know that the rate of computation, namely the number
of gates acting per unit time in the optimal circuit, is

dC

dτ
=
K

2
(2.1.4)

as long as the circuit runs longer than scrambling time and for at most sub-
exponential times. So, with the above considerations, we should expect that

1In what follows, we will use tb for the boundary time and t for the bulk time.
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an asymptotic observer would estimate a complexity growth rate that goes
like

dC

dt
∼ ST . (2.1.5)

This is a very important relation, one that we would like to reproduce through
holographic complexity proposals if we want a minimal quantitative match-
ing. However, it is also a rough estimation that has to be refined.

Notice that the r.h.s. of (2.1.5) could be interpreted as the integrated
first law of thermodynamics

dE = TdS , (2.1.6)

where E is the energy of the system, which in the case of a black hole is
its mass M . At this point, it is worth mentioning that a bound on classical
computation was conjectured by Lloyd in [44] and later given the infinitesimal
form

dC

dt
≤ 2M

π~
(2.1.7)

in the context of holographic complexity [30]. This bound is telling us that
the computation rate of a system can never exceed its energy. In particu-
lar, (2.1.5) describes the sub-exponential ramp of complexity, whose slope is
roughly ST ∼M and, assuming (2.1.7) is true, can never exceed it. However,
it turns out that, depending on the holographic complexity proposal, (2.1.7)
can be violated. This does not mean that a holographic proposal violating
Lloyd bound is wrong, since ultimately the assumptions leading to the bound
could be too strict to be meaningful in black hole physics. Nevertheless, it
is extremely curious that, as we shall see, the late time limit of complexity
growth rate differs only slightly from a saturation value that could potentially
be interpreted as a generalization of Lloyd bound.

2.2 Complexity equals Volume

The first geometric quantity employed to measure wormhole elongation was
an extremal codimension-2 surface, or holographic entanglement entropy.
As we mentioned, this choice failed to probe the black hole interior past
scrambling time. So, a codimension-1 observable was later proposed [14], in
particular the volume of a bulk time-slice. A practical requirement for it
to probe the black hole interior and express its “size” in terms of boundary
quantities is the “boundary anchoring”. Namely, we ask the bulk time-slice
to asymptotically end on the boundary time-slice, the place where the CFT
state dual to the geometry is defined. In particular, such time-slices should
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be parametrized by the boundary time tb, which we recall is moving in the
same direction both on the Left and the Right boundary systems in order to
have a non-trivial time evolution, see fig. 2.1. It is then mandatory to ask

CFTRCFTL

t
b t

b

Figure 2.1: A representation of the elongation of a maximal volume time-slice
for an eternal AdS black hole.

two, or more, different slices not to intersect with each other. In other words,
we need to foliate the bulk.

It turns out that this comes “for free” in asymptotically-AdS spacetimes.
Indeed, as shown for instance in [45], if a foliation of the AdS boundary ex-
ists, it always induces a foliation of the bulk by means of maximal volume
time-slices. So, maximal volume time-slices are natural candidates to prop-
erly measure wormhole elongation in AdS. Furthermore, they have two nice
additional features. On the one hand, they are coordinate-invariant. On the
other hand, they stay away from large curvature regions, particularly the
singularity. There is an intuitive reason for the latter statement. Indeed, the
singularity in GR has zero volume, while the volume of the wormhole grows
with time. So, there must be a region of spacetime deep inside the black hole
interior that cannot be probed by maximal volume slices since a zero-volume
slice can certainly not be approached by maximal volume slices.

By symmetry, one can realize that there is actually a limiting slice, fully
behind the horizon. There is a sort of “pile up” of maximal volume time-
slices that approach it as tb →∞. This space-slice has been used in [14, 28]
to argue that

dV (tb)

dtb
∼tb→∞ G`CV ST , (2.2.1)

where `CV is a length-scale that depends on the geometry analyzed. More
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precisely:

`CV =

{
` if the black hole is large

rhor if the black hole is small
. (2.2.2)

Notice that (2.2.1) looks like (2.1.5) provided we identify V ∼ G`CVC. This
is the main reason that led to the following:

Complexity=Volume conjecture (CV). The complexity of a CFT state
defined on the boundary time-slice Σ is holographically dual to the volume of
the maximal codimension-1 bulk time-slice B anchored on Σ and is computed
by the formula

CV [Σ] = max
B: Σ=∂B

V [B]

G`CV
. (2.2.3)

The main drawback of this proposal is the dependence on a dimensionful pa-
rameter `CV that is geometry-dependent, which means that CV cannot give
universal results.2 Furthermore, apart from the practical utility of the slicing
argument, there is no clear reason to prefer the maximal volume time-slice
among other bulk time-slices ending on the boundary time-slice on which the
CFT state is defined. These are the reasons that led to the CA proposal for
holographic complexity. Before presenting it, let us comment on key results
in the literature regarding CV.

UV-divergences of CV. Since the geometry has infinite extension, and
so the volume in the CV proposal, it is important to introduce a regulariza-
tion scheme to deal with UV-divergences. These where studied in [46, 47],
exploiting Fefferman-Graham expansion [48], and turn out to be both power-
laws and logarithmic, depending on the spacetime dimension. In particular,
their coefficients can all be expressed as local integrals of geometric bound-
ary quantities, something reminiscent of holographic entanglement entropy
divergences. For instance, the leading divergence takes the form

C(UV−div)
V ∼ `d−1

(d− 1)G

V (Σ)

δd−1
, (2.2.4)

where V (Σ) is the spatial volume of the boundary time-slice Σ, d is the
dimension of the spacetime boundary and δ is a small cutoff. In the work [41],

2We should mention that [45] proposed a way to recover a sort of universality. Indeed,
for spherical black holes with d ≥ 3, they noticed that (2.2.3) would also hold, up to an
order one factor, substituting the arbitrary parameter `CV with the time needed to fall
from the horizon to the limiting maximal slice. Since the latter is geometry-independent,
one could use it to achieve a “more universal result” in the CV proposal.
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the leading UV-divergence for circuit complexity in the toy-model that we
reviewed in the previous chapter was estimated. In particular, one can get

C(UV−div)
2 ∼

√
V (Σ)

δd−1
log

1

µδ
, C(UV−div)

κ ∼ V (Σ)

δd−1

∣∣∣∣ log
1

µδ

∣∣∣∣κ , (2.2.5)

both differing from (2.2.4) by a logarithmic factor.3

Time dependence of CV. Many works explored the time dependence of
CV, most notably [28, 49–51]. Here, we want to report some features. First
of all, the late-time growth rate is a constant and, for planar AdS neutral
black holes, is given by

lim
tb→∞

dCV
dtb

=
8π

d− 1
M . (2.2.6)

Such a late-time value is always approached from below in the CV prescrip-
tion. Notice that this behavior very well fits with the aforementioned Lloyd
bound (2.1.7). We mention that the saturation value gets modified in the
presence of charges and rotation, in much the same way as the internal energy
changes according to the first law of thermodynamics

dM = TdS + ΩdJ + µQdQ , (2.2.7)

where Ω and µQ are the chemical potential for the angular momentum J and
the electric charge Q, respectively. In particular, there are two conjectured
values for the late time growth rate in the literature:

• in the first one, instead of proportionality to the mass one has

lim
tb→∞

dCV
dtb
∝ (M − ΩJ − µQQ)− (M − ΩJ − µQQ)gs , (2.2.8)

where the subscript stands for “ground state”. The latter could be
either empty AdS or an extremal black hole, depending on the values
of chemical potentials;

• in the second one

lim
tb→∞

dCV
dtb
∝ (M − ΩJ − µQQ)+ − (M − ΩJ − µQQ)− , (2.2.9)

where the subscripts now stand for the outer and inner horizons of the
black hole.

3This does not mean that “CV is wrong”. It just means that F2 and Fκ=2 costs do not
reproduce CV results.
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Intuitively, a portion of the total energy is tied to rotational energy and
electric energy, so it cannot be “expended” to complexify, effectively slowing
down the growth rate. While the first proposal is problematic when an
extremal black hole is involved as the ground state, the second one turns out
to be a nice guess, confirmed in many situations and, in particular, in the
case studies that we will analyze later in this thesis.

Finally, let us mention that the CV proposal reproduces the switchback
effect, which is a highly non-trivial test for a candidate observable to describe
complexity holographically [51].

2.3 Complexity equals Action

Following a “democratic principle”, we would like to consider the union of
all the codimension-1 spacelike hypersurfaces in the bulk that are anchored
to the same time-slice in the boundary, not only the one of maximal volume.
Alternatively, consider any one of them and deform it as long as it remains
spacelike. The spacetime region obtained in either ways is called Wheeler-
DeWitt patch (WDW), which is more rigorously defined as the causal domain
of dependence of any of such slices and, by construction, it is necessarily
bounded by some lightlike hypersurfaces, see fig. 2.2. It is evident that

CFTRCFTL

t
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t
L

Figure 2.2: A representation of a WDW patch, in light blue, for an eternal
AdS black hole.
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the WDW patch is a codimension-0 object and a quite natural guess is to
measure its “gravitational action”. Indeed, notice that, starting from CV,
one can multiply both numerator and denominator to get

CV =
V

G`
=

V `

G`2
∼ −ΛW

G
, (2.3.1)

where we introduced a cosmological constant Λ ∝ `−2 and W ∼ V ` has the
dimension of a worldvolume, or the classical action of the worldvolume. This
heuristic reasoning was used in [29, 30] to develop a refinement of the CV
conjecture:

Complexity=Action conjecture (CA). The complexity of a CFT state
defined on the boundary time-slice Σ is holographically dual to the gravita-
tional action evaluated on its WDW patch and is computed by the formula

CA [Σ] =
IWDW [Σ]

π~
. (2.3.2)

The CA prescription includes any sort of term in the gravitational action
IWDW [Σ] and particular attention must be paid for intersection loci between
edges. The Einstein-Hilbert bulk term is clearly considered, but we will com-
ment on every different possible boundary term in the gravitational action.
Before doing so, let us notice that the CA prescription as stated above is truly
universal, since it does not depend on any spacetime-dependent parameter,
contrarily to CV.

2.3.1 A first draft for the gravitational action

In the seminal papers [29,30], the authors considered a pretty standard grav-
itational action, involving the Einstein-Hilbert (EH) term and the Gibbons-
Hawking-York (GHY) term. The latter is needed in order for the variational
principle to be well-defined. A matter term was also included in the form
of an Einstein-Maxwell action, in order to account for electrically charged
configurations. So, the first set of ingredients reads

IEH =
1

16πG

∫
WDW

dd+1x
√
|g| (R− 2Λ) ,

IGHY =
1

8πG

∫
∂WDW

ddx
√
|h|K ,

IEM = − 1

4g2
c

∫
WDW

dd+1x
√
|g|FµνF µν ,

(2.3.3)
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where R is the Ricci scalar, Λ = −d(d−1)
2`2

is the cosmological constant, g is
the determinant of the full metric, h is the determinant of the induced metric
on ∂WDW , K is the extrinsic curvature of ∂WDW and gc is the coupling
constant for the gauge field.

It should now be noted that the GHY term is a boundary term related to
spacelike and timelike codimension-1 hypersurfaces only. Since ∂WDW has
also lightlike boundaries, one should consider contributions analogous to the
GHY term, namely gravitational terms on codimension-1 lightlike hypersur-
faces, that make the variational principle well-defined. Moreover, as noted
by Hayward in [52], when codimension-1 hypersurfaces intersect with each
other, a new term should be introduced in order to correctly account for the
full gravitational action. All of these contributions were extensively studied
in [53], where particular attention was dedicated to null boundaries and their
intersection terms, which are carefully derived from the variational principle.
The latter are usually called corners or joints. Unfortunately, terms involving
null boundaries bring with them ambiguities that we comment on in what
follows.

2.3.2 Null boundaries and joints

Let us start from recalling that a null hypersurface N can be described by
the constraint equation

Φ(xµ) = const. , (2.3.4)

where Φ is a smooth function of the d+ 1 spacetime coordinates xµ and the
normal to N is null, i.e.

kµ ∝ ∂µΦ , k2 = 0 . (2.3.5)

Contrarily to spacelike and timelike hypersurfaces, the condition k2 = 0 pre-
vents us from univocally setting an overall normalization for the null normal.
The best we can do is, for the moment, to adopt a reasonable convention for
normalizing the null vector. So, we require that the scalar product between
the null vector kµ and the asymptotic Killing time vector ∂t, which indicates
the time flow at the boundary of AdS, is constant:

kµ(∂t)µ = ±α , α > 0 , (2.3.6)

where the + sign is chosen ifN is a future boundary of the WDW patch, while
the − one is chosen for the past. Notice that α represents an ambiguity in
the parametrization of a lightlike hypersurface. Another ambiguity emerges
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from the geodesic equation4

kµ∇µk
ν = κ̃kν , (2.3.7)

where κ̃ is a function that tells us if the geodesic is affinely parametrized. In
case of affine parametrization, κ̃ = 0. Otherwise, an action term of the form

Iκ̃ =
1

8πG

∫
∂WDW

dλdd−1y
√
γκ̃ , (2.3.8)

has to be accounted for, where (λ, ya) are intrinsic coordinates on the null
boundary and γ is the determinant of its induced metric. So, (2.3.8) is a
peculiar term in the gravitational action in presence of null boundaries, one
that stems from the failure of the coordinate λ along the null boundary to be
affine. Usually, the “inaffinity” κ̃ can be chosen to vanish “by hand”, simply
forcing the parametrization to be affine, but this is not always done.5

Besides codimension-1 loci in the WDW boundaries, one has necessarily
to deal with codimension-2 loci, the latter being intersections of the former.
The gravitational action associated to them takes the generic form

Ijoint =
1

8πG

∫
∂2WDW

dd−1y
√
σajoint , (2.3.9)

where σ is the determinant of the metric induced on the intersection locus and
ajoint depends on which kind of hypersurfaces are involved. Now, joint terms
involving at least one lightlike hypersurface spoil the additivity property of
gravitational action.6 It is possible to restore it by appropriately choosing
ajoint, which amounts again to a specific parametrization of null boundaries.
We address the reader to the “action user manual” of [46] for specific details,
of which we only report that

ajoint =


ε log |t1 · k2| , ε = −sign(t1 · k2)sign(n̂1 · k2)

ε log |k1 · n2| , ε = −sign(k1 · n2)sign(t̂2 · k1)

ε log
∣∣k1·k2

2

∣∣ , ε = −sign(k1 · k2)sign(k̂1 · k2)

, (2.3.10)

where ki, ti, ni are, respectively, null, timelike and spacelike outward-directed
one-forms normal to the intersecting hypersurfaces considered, while “hatted

4Indeed, a null vector kµ defines a congruence of null geodesics, namely a set of non-
intersecting null geodesics. Congruences are characterized by the way geodesics evolve
within them. The so called expansion Θ measures if geodesics focus towards a locus, the
twist ω̃ tells us if geodesics are rotating and the shear σ̃ indicates if geodesics get squashed.
It is only when ω̃ = 0 that the congruence is said to be surface forming, namely tangent
to a hypersurface. Hence, only twist-free null congruences define null hypersurfaces.

5Indeed, in [54,55] the inaffinity term is relevant.
6With additivity we mean I [V1 ∪ V2] = I [V1] + I [V2] for spacetime regions V1,V2.
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objects” are outward-directed vectors tangent to the appropriate hypersur-
face and orthogonal to the joint.

Since many of the ambiguities of the gravitational action stem from the
parametrization of null boundaries, it would be nice if we could achieve
reparametrization-invariance in some way. As shown in [53], this can ac-
tually be done by introducing the so called counterterm

Ict =
1

8πG

∫
∂WDW

dλdd−1y
√
γΘ log |LctΘ| , (2.3.11)

which is an action term supported on the null boundaries and related to the
expansion

Θ = ∇µk
µ = ∂λ log

√
γ (2.3.12)

of the null geodesic congruence kµ that generates them. As we can see,
reparametrization-invariance is obtained at the cost of introducing a new
dimensionful parameter in the CA prescription, Lct, which has the dimension
of a length to make the argument of the logarithm dimensionless.7 We should
mention that the counterterm is not needed for a well-defined variational
principle and it does not interfere with it.

2.3.3 The full CA prescription

Now that we pedagogically introduced different action terms, we can finally
collect them in a “total action” representing the full CA prescription. To
ease the reader, we now report it:

IWDW = Ibulk + Iboundary + Ijoint ,

Ibulk = IEH + Imatter

=
1

16πG

∫
WDW

dd+1x
√
|g|
(
R +

d(d− 1)

`2

)
+ Imatter ,

Iboundary = IGHY + Inull ,

IGHY =
1

8πG

∫
S,T

ddy
√
|h|K ,

Inull = Iκ̃ + Ict

=
1

8πG

∫
N
dλdd−1y

√
γκ̃+

1

8πG

∫
N
dλdd−1y

√
γΘ log |LctΘ| ,

Ijoint =
1

8πG

∫
N∩S,N∩T ,N∩N

dd−1y
√
σajoint ,

(2.3.13)

7After the introduction of the counterterm the gravitational action becomes α-
independent, with α the ambiguous dimensionless parameter in (2.3.6).
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where S, T ,N denote spacelike, timelike and lightlike boundaries of the
WDW patch, respectively.

UV-divergences of CA. As in the CV conjecture, CA is intrinsically
UV-divergent since the WDW patch extends all the way to the asymptotic
region. So, one has to introduce a timelike regulator surface near the asymp-
totic boundary. There are two natural ways to regularize CA: i) either the
regulator surface “cuts” the WDW patch, or ii) we define the WDW to be
anchored to the regulator surface. These two regularization schemes lead to
different terms in IWDW . Nevertheless, it turns out that universal features,
like UV-divergences, are independent of this choice. In [46], adopting ii), the
structure of the leading UV-divergence of CA without the counterterm was
found to be

C(UV−div)
A ∼ `d−1

4π2G

V (Σ)

δd−1

[
log

`

αδ
− 1

d− 1

]
∼
(
`d−1V (Σ)

4π2G

)
1

δd−1
log

`

δ
,

(2.3.14)

which was later refined in [47] by considering the counterterm contribution

C(UV−div)
A ∼

(
`d−1V (Σ)

4π2G
log

Lct
`

)
1

δd−1
. (2.3.15)

We highlighted the presence of the two arbitrary parameters α and Lct since
they characterize the results without and with the counterterm, respectively.
However, since α is dimensionless, it actually enters at subleading order in
the structure of UV-divergences. So, the leading UV-divergence without
the counterterm is independent on the arbitrary parameter α and contains
a logarithmic divergence. On the other hand, the leading divergence when
the counterterm is considered depends on the arbitrary scale Lct, but it is
not logarithmic. So, we can say that the arbitrary parameters both enter
at the same order, 1

δd−1 , which is leading with counterterm but subleading
without it. Besides, notice that, in both of the cases, UV-divergences are
proportional to the volume of the boundary time slice Σ, as in (2.2.4). The
latter, namely the leading UV-divergence of CV, is more akin to the case
with the counterterm since they are both proportional to V (Σ)

δd−1 .
Let us make a comparison with the leading divergence in the QFT toy-

model, namely (2.2.5). Notice that the Fκ result correctly reproduces the
proportionality to V (Σ), but it is only with the F1 cost that the result could
look like (2.3.14). In the above reasoning, we were assuming α and Lct to be
some finite parameters. However, we could allow them to depend on the UV-
cutoff δ. For instance, if Lct ∝ 1

δ
, then the structure of the UV-divergences
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of CA with or without the counterterm would be much more similar and, in
particular, different from the CV expectations. Naively, if

α =
`
˜̀
, Lct =

`˜̀

δ
, ˜̀=

1

µ
, (2.3.16)

then (2.3.14), (2.3.15) and (2.2.5) would look the same. This observation
opened to the speculation about matching ambiguities in the definition of
circuit complexity and ambiguities of holographic complexity. However, there
is no definitive answer to the problem. For instance, the reference state is
something that, at the moment, is completely “alien” to the bulk gravity
language.

Time dependence of CA. The time evolution of IWDW is richer than the
one of the maximal volume. In particular, while the late-time growth rate
shares many similarities with the one obtained using CV, for instance the
structure of the saturation value is conjectured to be [56]

lim
tb→∞

dCA
dtb

=
2

π
[(M − ΩJ − µQQ)+ − (M − ΩJ − µQQ)−] , (2.3.17)

the two proposals disagree on the early-time behavior. While the CV growth
rate monotonically increases with tb and approaches the saturation value from
below, the CA growth rate is not a monotonic function of tb and approaches
the saturation value from above [49]. This means that CA almost always
violate the conjectured Lloyd bound that we previously introduced around
(2.1.7). This violation is infinitesimal at late times, but is finite at early times,
a fact that lead to question if the Lloyd bound is meaningful for holographic
complexity at all. Another difference between CV and CA growth rate is
that while the former is always positive, the latter can be negative. Actually,
in the neutral black hole case, it is negatively divergent at a critical value of
time [49], a phenomenon that is not completely understood.

Let us now make some comments about the importance of including the
counterterm in the CA prescription. While it does not affect the late-time
behavior of the growth rate, it affects the early time one. This is a statement
about two-sided AdS black holes. However, the one-sided case explored in [50]
manifested an unexpected growth rate, one for which holographic complexity
decreases in time. It is only including the counterterm that the expected
growing behavior is restored, approaching (2.3.17) at late times. Besides,
and perhaps more importantly, in the two-sided case we are interested in,
the switchback effect is reproduced only if we include the counterterm in the
CA prescription [51]. So, without the counterterm we would lack a signature
behavior for a holographic quantity to be the dual counterpart of complexity.
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2.4 Alternative proposals

At the moment, the two most characterizing features for a gravitational quan-
tity to be associated to complexity are:

1. the linear growth at late times, i.e. the “ramp”;

2. the switchback effect.

While the latter is more difficult to check, it is possible to find different
gravitational quantities that manifest the former behavior.

In [57] it was noted that, for many black hole solutions, the growth rate of
the spacetime volume of the WDW patch is constant at late times. Moreover,
it can be expressed in terms of thermodynamic quantities, albeit unusual
ones. Indeed, since Ibulk ∝ −PVWDW , one gets

lim
tb→∞

dVWDW

dtb
∝ PV , (2.4.1)

where

P = − Λ

8πG
(2.4.2)

is the “spacetime pressure” and V is the so called thermodynamic volume of
the black hole. The latter is the thermodynamic conjugate to the pressure
according to the generalized first law of AdS black hole thermodynamics
[58–60], i.e.

dM = TdS + ΩdJ + µQdQ+ V dP . (2.4.3)

This led to the formulation of the

Complexity=Volume 2.0 conjecture (CV2.0). The complexity of a
CFT state defined on the boundary time-slice Σ is holographically dual to
the spacetime volume of its WDW patch and is computed by the formula

CV 2.0 [Σ] =
1

~
PVWDW [Σ] . (2.4.4)

In case of charged and rotating black holes, the late-time growth rate satu-
rates at

lim
tb→∞

dCV 2.0

dtb
= P (V+ − V−) , (2.4.5)

where V± are the thermodynamic volumes of the outer (+) and inner (−)
horizons. Interestingly, it seems that CV2.0 does not violate the Lloyd bound
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in situations where the CA prescription violates it [57]. On top of that, [51]
showed that CV2.0 reproduces the switchback effect and is hence a good
candidate for holographic complexity.

A very similar proposal to CV2.0 was advocated in [61], which reduces
to it in case of pure Einstein gravity. It was noted that the quantity PV
controls the late-time behavior of the gravitational action contribution I(Λ)

proportional to the cosmological constant Λ. So, [61] conjectured a “com-
plexity=action 2.0” prescription for which, using the same notation of CA,

CA2.0 [Σ] =
I

(Λ)
WDW [Σ]

π~
. (2.4.6)

As we mentioned, many different gravitational quantities of codimension
one and zero can reproduce the constant growth rate at late times. Partic-
ularly, starting from CA one can focus on different combinations of terms,
like considering boundaries only, or just the bulk contribution as in CV2.0.
Recently, in [62], an infinite class of codimension-1 gravitational quantities
have been shown to reproduce both the constant late-time growth rate and
the switchback effect. It is hence mandatory to investigate the holographic
complexity proposals in more detail, going beyond universal features and
testing them against QFT models. This is what we are looking for in the
next two chapters.

Before proceeding, let us stress that according to all of the holographic
complexity proposals considered, the “size” of the wormhole behind the hori-
zon of an eternal AdS black hole grows forever. In other words, the “com-
plexity ramp” does not stop at exponential times (in the entropy), contrarily
to the fast-scrambling circuit expectation depicted in fig. 1.1. The common
belief is that classical GR is not enough to reproduce the complexity curve
composed of ramp, plateau and recursion. The recent work [63], in the con-
text of 2D-gravity, may hint towards the importance of non-perturbative
contribution of semi-classical gravity in order to fully reproduce the com-
plexity curve of fast scramblers.
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Chapter 3

Holographic Complexity in
rotating black holes

In this chapter we are going to test holographic complexity proposals in
rotating black holes, where the presence of a rotation parameter allows us
to check and compare the different conjectures. Specifically, we will focus on
rotating BTZ [64, 65] in d + 1 = 3 dimensions and Kerr-AdS in d + 1 = 4
dimensions [66,67].

Regarding rotating BTZ, partial results already appeared in literature.
The seminal paper [30] obtained the late-time growth rate using the “in-
complete” CA prescription, namely the one with just bulk and GHY terms.
They conjectured a universal structure for the saturation value, which was
later modified in [56], where the authors tested their own conjecture against
several black hole solutions, including Kerr-AdS4. However, the first analysis
of the “almost full” CA prescription applied to rotating black holes appeared
in [68], where the authors considered warped-AdS black holes, which include
the rotating BTZ as a subcase. They obtained a late-time growth rate in
agreement with [56] and argued that the saturation value obtained using the
full CA prescription, namely including the counterterm, would not differ from
theirs. The inclusion of the counterterm is however expected to influence the
early and intermediate time behavior. The full time dependence of the CV
growth rate was obtained in [69] for warped-AdS black holes, showing that
it monotonically increases until reaching a saturation value at late times, the
structure of which resemble the one conjectured in [56]. Later, [70] explored
exotic AdS3 black holes, which reduce to BTZ black holes for certain pa-
rameter choices, and outlined the calculation using the full CA prescription,
including the counterterm. Even though there is partial overlap with the
aforementioned works, we provide a thorough analysis regarding the holo-
graphic complexity in the rotating BTZ. In particular, we will test CA, CV

71
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and CV2.0, obtaining not only the late time limit but also the full time
dependence of holographic complexity. We will comment on analogies and
differences, on the role of the counterterm and, in view of a comparison with
circuit complexity of the next chapter, a particular attention will be directed
to the grandcanonical ensemble.

Regarding Kerr-AdS black holes, the works [71, 72] explored holographic
complexity, particularly CV and CA, in odd-dimensional cases with equal
spin parameters. These rotating black hole solutions exhibit a symmetry
enhancement that greatly simplifies calculations, which turn out to be very
similar to non-rotating setups. On the other hand, in this thesis we will con-
sider the Kerr-AdS4 black hole, for which there is no symmetry enhancement.
We are not able to solve for the complete time-dependence of holographic
complexity. Nevertheless, we are able to obtain the late-time growth rate
using the full CA prescription, confirming the conjectured saturation value
of [56], and the complexity of formation using CV.

3.1 The rotating BTZ black hole

The BTZ is a black hole solution of three-dimensional AdS gravity discovered
by Bañados, Teitelboim and Zanelli in [64], whence the name. Their finding
came as a surprise, since three-dimensional gravity is known to be “locally
trivial”. Indeed, by a simple counting argument, pure Einstein gravity in
d + 1 dimensions has (d + 1)(d − 2) degrees of freedom, which is zero if
d = 2. This is also reflected in the newtonian limit of the theory, where the
acceleration of a test particle vanishes for d = 2. On the other hand, provided
Λ < 0, which ensures the presence of a timelike boundary at asymptotic
infinity, locally equivalent solutions of pure AdS3 gravity may be globally
different. This is the case of the BTZ black hole, which locally looks like
empty AdS3 but has a completely different topology. The “singularity” is
not a curvature singularity but only a causal singularity. Indeed, being BTZ
locally equivalent to empty AdS3, the curvature is everywhere constant and,
in particular, it cannot diverge. On the other hand, the BTZ is less symmetric
than empty AdS3: the former has only two Killing vectors compared to the
six of the latter, which is a global difference. This symmetry reduction traces
back to the fact that the BTZ black hole can be obtained from folding empty
AdS3 on itself. We suggest to follow [65] for a modern introduction to this
topic and we proceed introducing the metric of the rotating BTZ black hole
and commenting about its thermodynamics.
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3.1.1 Metric and causal structure

In Schwarzschild-like coordinates, the metric of the rotating BTZ reads

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 +
1

f(r)
dr2 + r2 [dϕ− ω(r)dt]2 , (3.1.1)

where

f(r) =
(r2 − r2

+)(r2 − r2
−)

`2r2
,

ω(r) =
r+r−
`r2

(3.1.2)

are called lapse function and angular velocity, respectively. Here, r is a radial
coordinate ranging from the origin r = 0 to the asymptotic region r → ∞,
where

ds2 ∼ −r
2

`2
dt2 +

`2

r2
dr2 + r2dϕ2 (3.1.3)

is the same asymptotic metric of empty AdS3 in global coordinates, provided
ϕ ∈ [0, 2π] and ϕ ∼ ϕ + 2π. In particular, at large, fixed radius, the metric
at the two-dimensional boundary reads

ds2
bdy =

r2

`2

[
−dt2 + `2dϕ2

]
, (3.1.4)

which is conformally equivalent to the flat metric on a lorentzian cylinder of
radius `, the conformal factor relating the two being r2

`2
.

In (3.1.2), r± are the zeroes of the lapse function f(r) and hence, by
definition, the locations of the outer (+) and inner (−) horizons, with r+ ≥
r−. The former is the familiar event horizon that shields the causal singularity
at r = 0, while the latter is a Cauchy horizon.1 When the locations of the
two horizons coincide, i.e. r+ = r−, the black hole is said to be extremal.

Since the metric components in (3.1.1) do only depend on r, we can imme-
diately recognize two Killing vectors: ∂t and ∂ϕ. However, the solution is not
static. Indeed, due to the fact that gtϕ 6= 0 as long as r− > 0, the rotating
BTZ metric is only stationary and axisymmetric. Contrarily to the non-
rotating case, i.e. r− = 0, in the rotating BTZ the equation gtt(r) = 0 does
not define either of the horizons. Instead, its positive zero rerg =

√
r2

+ + r2
−

signals the presence of a codimension-2 spacelike hypersurface called ergocir-
cle. Outside of it, namely for r > rerg, ∂t is timelike and t can properly be

1It is believed that spacetime should stop at the inner Cauchy horizon due to the strong
cosmic censorship conjecture [73]. The question is much debated and we will not enter in
details. We only mention that [74] showed that strong cosmic censorship seems to hold
for every AdS black hole with the incredibly unusual exception of the rotating BTZ.
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considered as a “bulk time”, while inside of it ∂t becomes spacelike, much
in the same way the time coordinate of the Schwarzschild solution becomes
spacelike beyond the event horizon. Notice that in the non-rotating case
the ergocircle collapses to the outer horizon. However, the locus r = rerg is
not pathological, the metric (3.1.1) is well-behaved from radial infinity all
the way down to the outer horizon. So, it would be nice to have a time-
coordinate that behaves like time until r+ is reached. Since ∂t and ∂ϕ are
Killing vectors, it turns out that a linear combination of them, specifically

ξ+ = ∂t + Ω+∂ϕ , Ω+ =
r−
`r+

, (3.1.5)

is timelike for r > r+ and becomes spacelike beyond the outer horizon. Notice
that, using (3.1.2),

Ω+ = ω(r+) , (3.1.6)

so that we can identify Ω+ as the velocity at which the outer horizon rotates.
One can check that ξ+ has null norm at the outer horizon and, in particular,
it can be shown to be the null congruence that generates it, making the
event horizon a Killing horizon as in more familiar black hole solutions. In
particular,

ξµ+∇µξ
ν
+ = κ+ξ

ν
+ , κ+ =

r2
+ − r2

−

`2r+

, (3.1.7)

where κ+ is the surface gravity of the outer horizon.
As we mentioned, r± are just coordinate singularities. Let us show it by

introducing a useful set of coordinates that penetrate the outer horizon. The
ingoing Eddington-Finkelstein (EF) coordinates (v, r,Φ) and the outgoing
ones (u, r,Ψ) are defined by{

v = t+ r∗(r)

Φ = ϕ+ r̃(r)
,

{
u = t− r∗(r)
Ψ = ϕ− r̃(r)

, (3.1.8)

where the tortoise coordinates satisfy

dr∗

dr
=

1

f(r)
,

dr̃

dr
=
ω(r)

f(r)
. (3.1.9)

These equations can be analytically solved and give

r∗(r) =
`2

2(r2
− − r2

+)

(
r+ log

r + r+

|r − r+|
− r− log

r + r−
|r − r−|

)
,

r̃(r) =
`2

2(r2
− − r2

+)

(
r− log

r + r+

|r − r+|
− r+ log

r + r−
|r − r−|

)
,

(3.1.10)
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with r∗(∞) = 0 = r̃(∞). Then, the metric of the rotating BTZ in ingoing
EF coordinates reads

ds2 = −f(r)dv2 + 2dvdr + r2 [dΦ− ω(r)dv]2 (3.1.11)

and is perfectly regular at the outer horizon, contrarily to (3.1.1). Similar
sets of coordinates can be defined to penetrate the inner horizon and ex-
plore further the geometry, see for instance [74]. However, for the relevant
calculations in this chapter it is sufficient to work with ingoing/outgoing EF
coordinates. The Penrose diagram of the eternal rotating BTZ can be seen in
fig. 3.1, were we also reported some details about the holographic complexity
prescriptions for later convenience.

I

II

III

Figure 3.1: Penrose diagram of rotating BTZ. Left: the WDW patch of a
boundary time slice with tL = tR. The radial bulk cutoff is denoted by rmax.
By symmetry tmin = 0. Right: the blue slices are the maximal ones according
to the CV conjecture. The minimal radius rmin is defined through ṙ|rmin = 0.
For tb →∞, the maximal bulk slice is at constant r = r̃min.
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3.1.2 BTZ charges and thermodynamics

As we mentioned, (3.1.1) has two Killing vectors, to which one can associate
conserved charges

∂t ←→ M =
r2

+ + r2
−

8G`2
,

∂ϕ ←→ J =
r−r+

4G`
,

(3.1.12)

where M is the mass and J is the angular momentum. In the microcanon-
ical ensemble, characterized by the thermodynamic coordinates (M,J), the
locations of the two horizons are given by

r± = 2`
√
GM

√√√√
1±

√
1−

(
J

M`

)2

. (3.1.13)

So, for a 2-parameter solution2 in the microcanonical variables to be called
a rotating BTZ, one needs M > 0 and |J | < M`, so that 0 < r− < r+.
The case |J | = M` is the extremal BTZ, which is the black hole solution
having r+ = r−. More precisely, the equation |J | = M` identifies infinitely
many extremal black holes, with different values of masses. Among them,
the so called zero-mass black hole is the special solution M = 0 = J , for
which r+ = 0 = r−. While the term could be misleading, since there are no
horizons, it has been introduced to distinguish it from empty AdS3 in global
coordinates. Indeed, the latter is a non-trivial solution with J = 0 and
a negative value of mass M = − 1

8G
. To clarify this peculiarity, in terms of

microcanonical variables one can find a general solution of pure AdS3 Einstein
gravity which is stationary, axisymmetric and that behaves like empty AdS3

at r →∞. It is (3.1.1) with

f(r) = −8GM +
r2

`2
+

16G2J2

r2
,

ω(r) =
4GJ

r2
,

(3.1.14)

which agrees with (3.1.2) provided (3.1.13) are real-valued. It is now perfectly
fine to consider negative values of M . Then, the microcanonical phase space
is characterized by:

• black holes for M > 0 and |J | < M`;

2Here, we are assuming that both the Newton constant G and the AdS-radius ` are
kept fixed.
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• extremal black holes for M > 0 and |J | = M`;

• the zero-mass black hole for M = 0 = J ;

• naked singularities and closed timelike curves for M > 0 and |J | > M`;

• conical defects for − 1
8G

< M < 0 and |J | < −M`;

• global AdS3 for M = − 1
8G

and J = 0;

• conical excesses for −∞ < M < − 1
8G

and |J | < −M`;

• closed timelike curves for M < 0 and |J | > −M`.

Similarly to higher-dimensional black holes, we can associate a thermal
entropy and a temperature to the BTZ. The former is proportional to the
area of the event horizon which, in three spacetime dimensions, corresponds
to the length of a circumference:

S+ =
1

4G

∫
r=r+

ds =
1

4G

∫ 2π

0

dϕ
√
|gϕϕ(r+)| = 1

4G

∫ 2π

0

dϕ r+ =
πr+

2G
.

(3.1.15)
The latter is proportional to the surface gravity of the event horizon in (3.1.7):

T+ =
κ+

2π
=
r2

+ − r2
−

2π`2r+

. (3.1.16)

It is easy to check that the first law of black hole thermodynamics

dM = T+dS+ + Ω+dJ (3.1.17)

holds, provided we identify the chemical potential for the angular momentum
with the speed at which the event horizon rotates. We insisted on labeling
thermodynamic quantities with a + because also the inner horizon of BTZ
satisfies its own first law [75]

dM = −T−dS− + Ω−dJ , (3.1.18)

where

T− = −T+

∣∣
r+→r−

, S− = S+

∣∣
r+→r−

, Ω− = Ω+

∣∣
r+→r−

. (3.1.19)

Nevertheless, from now on we will stick to the thermodynamics of the outer
horizon and drop the label in favor of ΩH .
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Notice that, in the grandcanonical phase space (T,ΩH), the |J | = M`
lines of extremal black holes collapse to the point T = 0, ΩH = 1

`
. So, the

extremal BTZ in the grandcanonical ensemble is a black hole whose horizon
rotates at the speed of light and has vanishing surface gravity. In terms of
the grandcanonical ensemble variables, the locations of the horizons can be
expressed as

r+ =
2π`2T

1− (`ΩH)2
, r− =

2π`2TΩH

1− (`ΩH)2
. (3.1.20)

The extremal BTZ consistently has r− = r+, but this is not the only speed-
of-light rotating BTZ that one can consider. Indeed, there is a class of BTZ
at fixed temperature T that approach `ΩH → 1 as r± → ∞. Contrarily
to the former, whose causal structure is radically different from the one in-
troduced above,3 the latter share the same causal structure of any other
sub-extremal BTZ. We will be particularly interested in this kind of black
holes when discussing holographic complexity. Besides, let us mention that
BTZ competes against empty AdS3 for the dominance of the grandcanonical
partition function. The difference in Gibbs free energies is [76]

∆GGibbs = GGibbs [AdS3]−GGibbs [BTZ]

= −1

8
+

π2`2T 2

2 (1− `2Ω2
H)

,
(3.1.21)

so that it is only when ∆GGibbs > 0, namely T >

√
1−`2Ω2

H

2π`
, that BTZ is a

globally stable solution in the grandcanonical ensemble.
We conclude this section commenting on the so called “extended thermo-

dynamics”, or black hole chemistry [59,60]. The main difference between the
first law of black hole thermodynamics and the first law of thermodynamics
resides on the absence of the PdV term in the former, relating pressure and
volume. This difference is only apparent for non-flat black hole geometries.
Indeed, provided Λ 6= 0, one can associate a pressure

P = − Λ

8πG
(3.1.22)

to the cosmological constant, and hence to the black hole spacetime, while
the “volume” is its conjugate quantity, i.e. V = ∂M

∂P
. In d+1 bulk dimensions,

it can be shown that the generalized first law takes the form [59,60]

dM = TdS + ΩdJ + µQdΦ + PdV , (3.1.23)

3See for instance [65].
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while the so called Smarr formula relating different thermodynamic quanti-
ties reads4

(d− 2)M = (d− 1)TS + (d− 1)ΩJ + (d− 2)µQQ− 2PV . (3.1.24)

The special case d = 2, namely BTZ, was studied in [77] and it was found
that

V = πr2
+ , (3.1.25)

which is nothing but the “naive volume” contained in the BTZ interior.
Here, we are not referring to the maximal volume of the CV proposal, which
depends on time. Rather, one can compute the spacetime volume behind
the event horizon, which is a non-evolving quantity. As we will see, this is a
peculiarity of working in d = 2. Indeed, for d > 2 one can distinguish between
the so called geometric volume, namely the (non-evolving) volume contained
inside the event horizon, and the so called thermodynamic volume, which is
the thermodynamic conjugate to the pressure (2.4.2) and the relevant object
for our holographic complexity analysis.

3.2 CA for the rotating BTZ

In this section we apply the CA prescription to the rotating BTZ. We consider
tb as the boundary time at r →∞ and we are going to introduce a timelike
regulator surface near the asymptotic boundary at r = rmax. Without loss of
generality, we consider J > 0 from now on and choose to evolve the system
forward in time with tL = tR = tb

2
≥ 0.

3.2.1 Wheeler-DeWitt patch

Recall that the WDW patch is the codimension-0 spacetime region defined
as the causal domain of dependence of any bulk codimension-1 spacelike
slice that ends on the boundary time-slice, fixed by tb

2
in our conventions.

Since this definition is rather abstract, we adopt a more practical way to
characterize the WDW patch. Indeed, this spacetime region can be identified
by “shooting light rays” from the boundary time-slice, both in the future
and in the past, into the bulk. For better grasping the situation, take a
look at the Penrose diagram in fig. 3.1 (left). The light rays from the “Left”
will encounter the ones from the “Right” on null-null joints, bounding the
codimension-0 region we are interested in.

4Here we reported the case of a single rotation parameter and a single charge, see for
instance [59,60] for multiple rotation parameters and charges.
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For the rotating BTZ, we can adopt the EF coordinates introduced in
(3.1.8). Lines at (v = const.,Φ = const.) and lines at (u = const.,Ψ =
const.) identify twist-free null geodesic congruences and constitute the null
boundaries of our WDW patch. Their normal one-forms, directed outward
from the interior of the WDW, are given by

k
(future)
L = −αdu , k

(future)
R = αdv ,

k
(past)
L = αdv , k

(past)
R = −αdu ,

(3.2.1)

where α is the arbitrary normalization of null normals (2.3.6). Let us focus
for a moment on the Right-future boundary, but analogous considerations
hold also for the other boundaries. This codimension-1 null hypersurface can
be parametrized by intrinsic coordinates (λ, y) such that

xµ(λ, y) = (t(λ, y), r(λ, y), ϕ(λ, y))

= (v − r∗(r(λ, y)), r(λ, y),Φ− r̃(r(λ, y)))
(3.2.2)

and

kµ =
∂xµ

∂λ
, eµ =

∂xµ

∂y
, (3.2.3)

where eµ is the spacelike vector tangent to the transverse direction of the
Right-future boundary, i.e. kµe

µ = 0. Because of the symmetry of the prob-
lem, we can reasonably assume that r(λ, y) = r(λ) and identify y = Φ for
the transverse coordinate. Hence

kµ =

(
− 1

f
∂λr(λ), r(λ),−ω

f
∂λr(λ)

)
, eµ = (0, 0, 1) . (3.2.4)

For consistency with

kµ = α∂µv = α

(
1,

1

f
, 0

)
(3.2.5)

it needs to be r(λ) = αλ, which, in turn, guarantees that the null geodesics
along the lightlike hypersurface are affinely parametrized, i.e. kµ∇µk

ν = 0.
Let us now sketch how to determine the location of the null-null joints.

We denote the future tip of the WDW patch with rm1 and the past one with
rm2. First of all, notice that the boundary circle at ( tb

2
, r = ∞) lies on the

same constant v-slice as the future joint circle and on the same constant
u-slice as the past joint circle by construction. Hence

v = const. −→ tb
2

+ r∗(∞) = 0 + r∗(rm1) ,

u = const. −→ tb
2
− r∗(∞) = 0− r∗(rm2) ,

(3.2.6)
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which for the BTZ case reduce to

tb
2

= r∗(rm1) ,
tb
2

= −r∗(rm2) . (3.2.7)

These are transcendental equations that can only be solved numerically in
the r− > 0 case. From (3.2.7) and (3.1.10) we also get

drm1

dtb
=
f(rm1)

2
,

drm2

dtb
= −f(rm2)

2
, (3.2.8)

which will become useful later on.
Before going on, let us recall that the WDW patch is intersected by the

timelike regulator surfaces at r = rmax. So, the relevant portion of WDW
patch for the CA calculation will be the dark orange region in fig. 3.1 (left).

3.2.2 Evaluation of the gravitational action

Having the WDW patch, we can now compute every single term present in
the full CA prescription (2.3.13). Because of the Left-Right symmetry, we
will focus on the Right half of the WDW for explicit computations.

The bulk term. This is the first term we need to evaluate and it requires
some care. We start by writing

Ibulk = IEH =
1

16πG

∫
WDW

d3x
√
|g|
(
R +

2

`2

)
, (3.2.9)

where R = − 6
`2

and
√
|g| = r. The integration is left implicit since we need

to divide the WDW in a Left part and a Right part, each composed of three
integration zones (fig. 3.1, left):

• region I covers the interior future portion rm1 ≤ r ≤ r+ with t
(I)
min ≤

t ≤ t
(I)
max. By symmetry, t

(I)
min = 0 and t

(I)
max can be obtained by the

condition v = const., namely

t(I)max + r∗(r) =
tb
2

+ r∗(∞) −→ t(I)max =
tb
2
− r∗(r) ; (3.2.10)

• region II covers the exterior portion r+ ≤ r ≤ rmax with t
(II)
min ≤ t ≤

t
(II)
max. In this region, t

(II)
max = t

(I)
max while t

(II)
min is determined by the con-

dition u = const., namely

t
(II)
min − r∗(r) =

tb
2
− r∗(∞) −→ t

(II)
min =

tb
2

+ r∗(r) ; (3.2.11)
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• region III covers the interior past portion rm2 ≤ r ≤ r+ with t
(III)
min ≤

t ≤ t
(III)
max . By symmetry, t

(III)
max = 0 while t

(III)
min = t

(II)
min.

All together, we need to evaluate

Ibulk = 2
(
I

(I)
bulk + I

(II)
bulk + I

(III)
bulk

)
(3.2.12)

with

I
(I)
bulk = − 1

4πG`2

∫ 2π

0

dϕ

∫ r+

rm1

drr

∫ t
(I)
max

t
(I)
min

dt

= − 1

2G`2

∫ r+

rm1

drr
(
t(I)max − t

(I)
min

)
= − 1

2G`2

∫ r+

rm1

drr

(
tb
2
− r∗(r)

)
,

I
(II)
bulk = − 1

4πG`2

∫ 2π

0

dϕ

∫ rmax

r+

drr

∫ t
(II)
max

t
(II)
min

dt

= − 1

2G`2

∫ rmax

r+

drr
(
t(II)max − t

(II)
min

)
=

1

G`2

∫ rmax

r+

drrr∗(r) ,

I
(III)
bulk = − 1

4πG`2

∫ 2π

0

dϕ

∫ r+

rm2

drr

∫ t
(III)
max

t
(III)
min

dt

= − 1

2G`2

∫ r+

rm2

drr
(
t(III)max − t

(III)
min

)
=

1

2G`2

∫ r+

rm2

drr

(
tb
2

+ r∗(r)

)
.

(3.2.13)

Thus,

Ibulk =
1

G`2

{
tb
4

(r2
m1 − r2

m2) +

∫ rmax

rm1

drrr∗(r) +

∫ rmax

rm2

drrr∗(r)

}
, (3.2.14)

where r∗(r) is given by (3.1.10) and the locations of the joints are determined
by (3.2.7). If we explicitly perform the integrals and expand in a large cutoff
position rmax →∞ we finally get

Ibulk ∼
1

4G

{
2(rm1 + rm2 − 4rmax)− r+ log

(r+ + rm1)(r+ + rm2)

(r+ − rm1)(r+ − rm2)

}
,

(3.2.15)
which correctly reproduce the non-rotating result of [49] upon setting r− =
0 = rm1.
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GHY terms. In the rotating BTZ, the only GHY terms we need to eval-
uate are related to the timelike regulator surfaces at r = rmax that cut the
WDW patch. Focusing on the Right we have

I
(R)
GHY =

1

8πG

∫
T
d2y

√
|h|K , (3.2.16)

where T is the intersection between the WDW patch and the regulator sur-
face, K = habKab is the trace of its extrinsic curvature Kab = ∂xµ

∂ya
∂xν

∂yb
∇µnν

and nν is the outward-directed unit normal to it. The latter read

nµdx
µ =

dr

f(rmax)
, K =

2r2
max − (r2

+ + r2
−)

`2rmax
√
f(rmax)

, (3.2.17)

while∫
T
d2y =

∫ 2π

0

dϕ

∫ t
(II)
max

t
(II)
min

dt = 2π
(
t(II)max − t

(II)
min

)
= −4πr∗(r) (3.2.18)

has to be evaluated at r = rmax. Putting all together and considering the
Left-Right symmetry we get

IGHY = 2I
(R)
GHY = −

r∗(rmax)
[
2r2

max − (r2
+ + r2

−)
]

G`2

=
2rmax
G

+O

(
1

rmax

)
,

(3.2.19)

which is a purely UV-divergent term.

Joint terms. There are both null-null joint terms, related to the future
and past tips of the WDW patch, and time-null joints, corresponding to the
intersection between the regulator surface at r = rmax and the null boundaries
of the WDW patch (fig. 3.1, left).

Let us start from the future tip of the WDW patch, located at r = rm1.
It contributes to the gravitational action with

I
(future)
joint =

1

8πG

∫
N∩N

dy
√
σ log

∣∣∣∣kL · kR2

∣∣∣∣ , (3.2.20)

where

kR = α

(
dt+

dr

f(r)

)
, kL = α

(
−dt+

dr

f(r)

)
, (3.2.21)
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σ = r2 and everything is evaluated at r = rm1. Performing the integral gives

I
(future)
joint =

rm1

4G
log

(
− α2

f(rm1)

)
(3.2.22)

and since analogous considerations hold for the past tip of the WDW patch,
the total contribution due to null-null joints reads

I
(NN )
joint =

1

4G

{
rm1 log

(
− α2

f(rm1)

)
+ rm2 log

(
− α2

f(rm2)

)}
. (3.2.23)

Let us now consider time-null joints. There are four of them, each con-
tributing with the same gravitational action term

I
(future,R)
joint = − 1

8πG

∫
N∩T

dy
√
σ log |n · kR| . (3.2.24)

Using (3.2.17), (3.2.21) and the fact that the other three time-null joints
yield the same result, their total contribution is

I
(NT )
joint = −rmax

G
log

(
α`

rmax

)
+O

(
1

rmax

)
, (3.2.25)

which is a purely UV-divergence.

Counterterm. Let us now consider lightlike boundaries. For concreteness,
we focus on the Right-future one. We already know that the “inaffinity term”
is vanishing since kµR∇µk

ν
R = 0. So, we only need to evaluate the counterterm

I
(future,R)
ct =

1

8πG

∫
N
dλdy

√
γΘ log |LctΘ| , (3.2.26)

where dλ = dr
α

, γ = gµνe
µeν = r2, Θ = ∂λ log

√
γ = α

r
. Hence we get

I
(future,R)
ct =

1

4G

∫ rmax

rm1

dr log

(
αLct
r

)
=

1

4G

{
rmax

[
1 + log

(
αLct
rmax

)]
− rm1

[
1 + log

(
αLct
rm1

)]}
,

(3.2.27)
while the Right-past contribution is straightforwardly obtained by substitut-
ing rm1 → rm2. Then, given the Left-Right symmetry of the problem, the
total contribution coming from lightlike boundaries reads

Ict =
rmax
G

[
1 + log

(
αLct
rmax

)]
− 1

2G

{
rm1

[
1 + log

(
αLct
rm1

)]
+ rm2

[
1 + log

(
αLct
rm2

)]}
,

(3.2.28)

where in the first line we isolated the UV-divergence.
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Total gravitational action. Combining the results from the previous
paragraphs, the full CA prescription applied to the rotating BTZ black hole
leads to

CA(tb) =
1

4πG

{
4rmax

(
1 + log

Lct
`

)
− r+ log

(r+ + rm1)(r+ + rm2)

(r+ − rm1)(r+ − rm2)

− rm1 log
L2
ct(r

2
+ − r2

m1)(r2
m1 − r2

−)

r4
m1`

2

− rm2 log
L2
ct(r

2
+ − r2

m2)(r2
m2 − r2

−)

r4
m2`

2

}
+O

(
1

rmax

)
,

(3.2.29)

where we can notice that the α-dependence completely dropped in favor of
an Lct-dependence, as expected. Recall that the tb-dependence is implicitly
contained in the null-null joints locations (3.2.7).

3.2.3 Growth rate of CA

We can now study the growth rate of CA in the rotating BTZ case. Instead
of differentiating (3.2.29) with respect to tb, it is simpler to focus on the
time-dependent terms in the gravitational action. A priori, we know that
the only time-dependent terms must be related to the black hole interior
since, from the outside observer, nothing really changes. So, our expectation
is that the bulk term necessarily contributes, as well as the null-null joints.
The counterterm should contribute only for the portion behind the horizon
and the GHY should be time-independent, as well as time-null joints. This
is indeed what we found in (3.2.15), (3.2.19), (3.2.23), (3.2.24), (3.2.28).
Combining their tb-derivative yields

dCA
dtb

=
1

4πG

{
r2
m1 − r2

m2

`2

+
f(rm1)

2
log

(
− α2

f(rm1)

)
− rm1

2
f ′(rm1)

− f(rm2)

2
log

(
− α2

f(rm2)

)
+
rm2

2
f ′(rm2)

− f(rm1) log

(
αLct
rm1

)
+ f(rm2) log

(
αLct
rm2

)}
,

(3.2.30)

where the first line comes from the bulk term, the mid lines come from the
null-null joints and the last line comes from the counterterm. Using the
explicit expression for f(r) and noticing that there is a cancellation between
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α-dependent terms we get

dCA
dtb

=
1

4πG

{
r2

+r
2
−

`2

r2
m2 − r2

m1

r2
m2r

2
m1

− f(rm1)

2
log

(
−L

2
ctf(rm1)

r2
m1

)
+
f(rm2)

2
log

(
−L

2
ctf(rm2)

r2
m2

)}
.

(3.2.31)
Notice that at tb = 0 we have rm1 = rm2 from (3.2.7), which means that the
growth rate vanishes at early time.

Late-time limit. Since rm1 → r− and rm2 → r+ in the tL = tR = tb
2
→∞

limit, while f(r±) = 0, it is easy to check that the second line of (3.2.31)
vanishes and the first line leads to

lim
tb→∞

dCA
dtb

=
r2

+ − r2
−

4πG`2

=
2

π
(M − ΩHJ)

=
2

π
[(M − ΩJ)+ − (M − ΩJ)−] ,

(3.2.32)

where we used (3.1.12), (3.1.5) to express the result in terms of thermody-
namic quantities. This late-time saturation value is in perfect agreement
with the bound conjectured in [56] and, in particular, it is a constant as
expected. Let us show that, despite the agreement on the saturation value,
the bound is generally violated in the rotating BTZ.

We decompose the inverse lapse function (3.1.2) by isolating its poles

1

f(r)
=

1

r+ − r−

[
r+

rF (r+)(r − r+)
− r−
rF (r−)(r − r−)

+H(r)

]
, (3.2.33)

where

F (r) =
f(r)

(r − r+)(r − r−)
=

(r + r+)(r + r−)

`2r2
,

H(r) =
F (r+)r − F (r)r+

rF (r)F (r+)(r − r+)
− F (r−)r − F (r)r−
rF (r)F (r−)(r − r−)

=
`2

2

r+ − r−
r+ + r−

r(r+ + r−) + r+r−
(r + r+)(r + r−)

(3.2.34)

are non-negative functions, regular at the horizons locations. Solving at first
subleading order the equations (3.2.7) defining the null-null joints, we get

rm1 ∼tb→∞ r−

[
1 + c−e

−F (r−)(r+−r−)

2
tb
]
,

rm2 ∼tb→∞ r+

[
1− c+e

−F (r+)(r+−r−)

2
tb
]
,

(3.2.35)
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where

c± =

(
r+ − r−
r±

)F (r±)

F (r∓)

e
±F (r±)

∫∞
r±

dr̃H(r̃)
. (3.2.36)

Finally, substituting the approximate late-time locations for the joints into
(3.2.31) leads to

dCA
dtb
∼tb→∞

2

π
(M − ΩHJ) + tb

(r+ − r−)2

16πG`2
×

×
[
c+r+F

2(r+)e−tb
(r+−r−)F (r+)

2 − c−r−F 2(r−)e−tb
(r+−r−)F (r−)

2

]
.

(3.2.37)

Since F (r+)
F (r−)

= r−
r+

< 1, the saturation value in (3.2.32) is approached from
above. Notice that there is no contribution from the counterterm scale Lct at
late times, at least at the order of approximation we considered. Besides, we
realize that in the extremal limit r− → r+ the growth rate vanishes. This is
true not only at late times, but for any tb. Indeed, if r− → r+, then horizons
and joints locations always coincide, making (3.2.31) vanish.

Semi-analytic results and plots. In order to better grasp the behavior of
the time-dependence, we proceed by solving numerically (3.2.7) for rm1 and
rm2. The result depends on Lct but is insensitive to the choice of normaliza-
tion α if the counterterm is included, while the opposite holds if we drop the
counterterm from the CA prescription. We perform a qualitative compari-
son between the two cases in fig. 3.2, where we work in the microcanonical
ensemble and report sample plots for fixed M` and varying J .
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Figure 3.2: π dCA
dtb

with M = 2, ` = G = α = Lct = 1 and J = 0.1 (left),

J = 1 (center), J = 1.999 (right). The CA rate with the counterterm is
depicted in solid blue, in dashed red without. In dotted black the late time
value (3.2.32).

For small values of J , we can see a negative peak at early times that is
enhanced by the presence of the counterterm. This is followed by a rapid
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growth, with the counterterm prescription overshooting the one without it.
As we increase the angular momentum, the rapid growth overcomes the neg-
ative peak, resulting in a growth rate that starts increasing from the begin-
ning. As the extremal limit J → M` is approached, the saturation value
drops and the effect of the counterterm becomes negligible. Qualitatively,
the dependence on the angular momentum closely parallels the dependence
on the charge observed in (higher dimensional) charged, non-rotating, AdS
black holes [49]. It is important to underline that the early-time negative
peak turns into a negative divergence in the non-rotating case, which is a
peculiarity observed for neutral AdS black holes [49]. The inclusion of the
counterterm is essential to have this divergence (see fig. 18 and fig. 2 in [49])
and we correctly reproduce it provided we include the counterterm.

In fig. 3.3 we illustrate the dependence on the counterterm scale Lct in
the result of eq. (3.2.31). The three plots correspond to those in fig. 3.2 and
Lct increases from the top to the bottom. Qualitatively, a large countert-
erm scale effectively acts as a reduction of the angular momentum J , and
viceversa. For instance, in the leftmost panel it is quite clear that increas-
ing Lct makes the negative peak at early times deeper. In the rightmost
panel, we explicitly see that the counterterm contribution becomes negligible
approaching extremality.
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Figure 3.3: π dCA
dtb

with M = 2, ` = G = 1 and J = 0.1 (left), J = 1 (center),

J = 1.999 (right). In the three panels we explore the dependence on the
counterterm scale: Lct = 0.1 (pink), Lct = 1 (blue), Lct = 10 (purple),
increasing from the top down. In dotted black the late time value (3.2.32).

3.2.4 Complexity of formation and variations

In (3.2.29), we see that holographic complexity contains a UV-divergence.
The growth rate is unaffected by it, a simple reason being the fact that
UV-divergences are not related to the black hole interior and are hence time-
independent. Here we want to analyze a finite quantity and we need to
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obtain it from (3.2.29). We have already regularized our result by means of
a UV cutoff rmax, so we only need to properly subtract the divergent part.
Following [78], we will subtract the holographic complexity related to two
copies of the vacuum, the latter being global AdS3. The reason why two
copies are subtracted is due to the fact that eternal AdS black holes have
two asymptotic boundaries and hence twice the usual UV-divergences, while
the choice of the spacetime to subtract is quite arbitrary. In principle, one
could have chosen to subtract the holographic complexity for two copies of the
zero-mass black hole, which is a completely fine choice for a vacuum in three-
dimensional gravity. One could also subtract the holographic complexity for
an excited state, for another black hole, but here we would like to mimic
what was done in [49, 78] for a direct comparison. There, the holographic
complexity for global AdS3 was found to be

C(AdS)
A =

1

4πG

{
2r(AdS)

max

(
1 + log

Lct
`

)
+ π`

}
, (3.2.38)

where, in principle, the radial location of the regulator surface in the vacuum
could be different from the one in the black hole, i.e. r

(AdS)
max 6= rmax, and we

need to be careful about cutoff matching.

Fefferman-Graham cutoff matching. We now employ the Fefferman-
Graham (FG) expansion [48, 79] to relate rmax and r

(AdS)
max . First of all, we

need to put both the rotating BTZ metric and the global AdS3 one in the
FG form

ds2 =
`2

z2

[
dz2 + gij(z, x

i)dxidxj
]
, (3.2.39)

where

z ∼r→∞
`2

r
+
c1

r2
+
c2

r3
+ ... (3.2.40)

and the coefficients ci are fixed by the condition

`

z
dz =

1√
f(r)

dr . (3.2.41)

Recall that f(r) is given in (3.1.2) for the rotating BTZ, while for global AdS3

one considers (3.1.14) with M = − 1
8G

and J = 0. In the case at hand, we can
integrate (3.2.41) exactly and fix the arbitrary constant in such a way that,
at leading order in a large-radius expansion, z = `2

r
. The cutoff radius is then

given by evaluating the result at z = δ, which is a small cutoff position near
the boundary in FG coordinates that is common to every asymptotically-AdS
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geometry. We obtain

rmax =
1

4`2δ

√
16`8 + 8`4(r2

+ + r2
−)δ2 + (r2

+ − r2
−)2δ4

∼δ→0
`2

δ
+

(r2
+ + r2

−)

4`2
δ + ... =

`2

δ
+ 2GMδ + ... ,

r(AdS)
max =

`2

δ
− δ

4
,

(3.2.42)

which differ by an O(δ) term. Since the latter does not yield any finite

contribution to CA, only vanishing ones as δ → 0, we simply set rmax = r
(AdS)
max

from now on.

Complexity variation. Now that the cutoffs are matched, we compute

∆CA(tb) = CA(tb)− 2C(AdS)
A (3.2.43)

which, using (3.2.29) and (3.2.38), leads to

∆CA(tb) =− 1

4πG

{
2π`+ 2(rm1 + rm2) log

Lct
`

+ r+ log
(r+ + rm1)(r+ + rm2)

(r+ − rm1)(r+ − rm2)

+ rm1 log
(r2

+ − r2
m1)(r2

m1 − r2
−)

r4
m1

+ rm2 log
(r2

+ − r2
m2)(r2

m2 − r2
−)

r4
m2

}
.

(3.2.44)

Since (3.2.7) can only be solved numerically, we proceed by plotting the
complexity variation (3.2.44) in fig. 3.4, fixing the value of microcanonical
variables.
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Figure 3.4: π∆CA(tb) with M = 2, ` = G = α = Lct = 1 and J = 0.1 (left),
J = 1 (center), J = 1.999 (right). CA with the counterterm is depicted in
solid blue, in dashed red without.
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The panels reflect what observed in analyzing the growth rate. At late
times, for any value of J , ∆CA grows linearly in tb, with a slope that does
not depend on the counterterm. The early-time behavior depends instead on
the value of J . For small enough angular momentum, ∆CA initially decreases
before increasing monotonically in time, while for larger values of the angular
momentum it immediately increases. The exact evolution also depends on
the presence of the counterterm, which produces a finite difference in the
complexity variation at early times. This contrasts with the non-rotating
BTZ case, where the counterterm contribution vanishes at tb = 0 [49].

Complexity of formation. Let us now study (3.2.43) at tb = 0, namely
the complexity of formation. This is intended as the extra complexity needed
to prepare the rotating TFD state with respect to two copies of the vacuum.
We start by studying semi-analytically its dependence on the angular mo-
mentum J , see fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: π∆CA(tb = 0) with M = 2, ` = G = α = Lct = 1 as a function of J .
In solid blue with the counterterm, in dashed red without. In the extremal limit
J →M`, the complexity of formation diverges.

The complexity of formation at J = 0 correctly coincides with the non-
rotating BTZ value obtained in [78], namely

∆C(J=0)
A (tb = 0) = − `

2G
, (3.2.45)

independently from the inclusion of the counterterm. As a function of J ,
the complexity of formation initially decreases, with the counterterm giving
a larger negative value. Then, it starts increasing and turns positive till
diverging in the extremal limit J →M` (or r+ → r−) as

∆CA(tb = 0) ∼ − 1

2πG

(
r− log

8(r+ − r−)

r−
+ π`+ 2 r− log

Lct
`

)
. (3.2.46)
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The divergence comes from both bulk and joint terms, while the counterterm
only provides a finite contribution. The behavior at extremality is analogous
to the one observed in eternal charged AdS black holes [49], telling us that,
according to CA, the boundary CFT state with T = 0, `ΩH = 1 is infinitely
more complex than at positive temperature and subluminal angular velocity.
Finally, let us remark that, despite the complexity of formation is quickly
increasing as one approaches the extremal limit, for fixed J near extremality
the growth in time of ∆CA stays finite and in fact slower than for smaller
values of J (see again fig. 3.2).

3.2.5 Grandcanonical ensemble

For later comparison with the toy-model of the rotating TFD in chapter
4, we consider the grandcanonical ensemble and study the previously pre-
sented results for holographic complexity in terms of the thermodynamic
variables (T,ΩH). In the following figures, obtained again semi-analytically,
we consider the entire parameters range, including the low-temperature re-
gion where AdS would dominate the grandcanonical ensemble.

In fig. 3.6, we plot the CA growth rate, complexity variation and com-
plexity of formation. The complexity growth rate increases with ΩH . In
particular, the saturation value (3.2.32) diverges when `ΩH → 1, as can be
checked substituting (3.1.20) into (3.2.32). This is the critical angular ve-
locity limit, in which the Einstein universe conformal to the AdS boundary
rotates at the speed of light [66]. For fixed angular velocity `ΩH , the com-
plexity of formation is linear in the temperature. However, the slope changes
sign in the CA prescription, being positive only for large enough angular
velocity. In the low-temperature limit `T → 0, all curves tend to

∆CA(tb = 0) ∼T→0 −
`

2G
, (3.2.47)

independently of ΩH , which coincides with the complexity of formation in
the non-rotating BTZ first evaluated in [78]. At fixed `T , the complexity
of formation diverges as the speed-of-light rotation limit is approached, i.e.
`ΩH → 1. In this limit, r± → ∞ and rm1 = rm2 are forced to do the same.
However, from (3.1.20) we realize that their differences, for instance r+− r−,
are all finite. For the location of the tips of the WDW patch at tb = 0 we
explicitly have:

rm1 = rm2 ∼
π`2T

1− `ΩH

. (3.2.48)

Substituting into (3.2.44), we obtain the leading divergence in the critical
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velocity limit `ΩH → 1:

∆CA(tb = 0) ∼ `2T

2G(1− `ΩH)
log

`2

4L2
ct(1− `ΩH)

. (3.2.49)
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Figure 3.6: Above: time dependence of (left) π dCA
dtb

and (right) π∆CA for

` = G = T = 1 and ΩH = 0.1 (dotted magenta), ΩH = 0.5 (solid olive),
ΩH = 0.9 (dashed green). Below: complexity of formation π∆CA(tb = 0) for
` = G = 1 and (left) ΩH = 0.1 (dotted magenta), ΩH = 0.5 (solid olive),
ΩH = 0.9 (dashed green), (right) T = 0.1 (dotted gray), T = 1 (solid blue),
T = 10 (dashed red).

The linearity of the complexity of formation in the temperature is stable
against variations of the counteterterm scale Lct, as illustrated in the left
panel of fig. 3.7. There, from the dashed red curve, we also see that linearity
is lost if we remove the counterterm from the CA prescription. The right
panel instead illustrates that, in the critical limit `ΩH → 1, the complexity
of formation is positively divergent provided we include the counterterm,
while it diverges negatively otherwise. Indeed, for the latter situation we can
derive, in the same limit,

∆CA(tb = 0)−∆C(counterterm)
A (tb = 0) ∼ − `2T

2G(1− `ΩH)
log

4π2`2T 2

α2(1− `ΩH)
.

(3.2.50)
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Figure 3.7: The plots illustrate the dependence on the counteterterm scale
Lct of the complexity of formation π∆CA(tb = 0), for ` = G = 1. (Left)
ΩH = 0.5 and in solid lines, Lct = 0.1, 1, 10 increasing from the top to the
bottom, (right) T = 1. In dashed red, the complexity of formation without
the counterterm (α = 1).

3.3 CV for the rotating BTZ

In this section we apply the CV prescription to the rotating BTZ. As for CA,
tb is the boundary time and rmax is a large cutoff. Again, we consider J > 0
and evolve the system forward in time with tL = tR = tb

2
≥ 0, as depicted in

fig. 3.1 (right).

3.3.1 Evaluation of the maximal volume slice

Recall that CV requires to identify the maximal volume bulk time-slice of
codimension-1 that ends on the boundary time-slice where the CFT is de-
fined. This problem would ask for a maximally extended spacetime. How-
ever, due to the Left-Right symmetry in the rotating BTZ, we focus on half
spacetime and adopt the ingoing EF coordinate system of (3.1.8). To ease
the reader, we report the metric that will be used in this section:

ds2 = −f(r)dv2 + 2dvdr + r2 [dΦ− ω(r)dv]2 (3.3.1)

Firstly, we need to parametrize the generic bulk time-slice before max-
imizing its volume. Since we expect it should share the axial symmetry of
the ambient spacetime, the generic parametrization we start from is

xµ(λ,Φ) = (v(λ), r(λ),Φ) . (3.3.2)

The volume of the slice is computed by

V =

∫
dΦ

∫
dλ
√
|h| , (3.3.3)
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where h is the determinant of the induced metric hab = gµν∂ax
µ∂bx

ν . Hence

V = 2π

∫
dλ r

√
2v̇ṙ − f(r)v̇2 , (3.3.4)

where dotted quantities are differentiated with respect to λ.
Secondly, we need to maximize (3.3.10) with respect to the embedding

functions r(λ) and v(λ). In order to do this, let us define the “Lagrangian”

L(r(λ), ṙ(λ), v̇(λ)) = r
√

2v̇ṙ − f(r)v̇2 . (3.3.5)

Since L does not depend on v, we can obtain a conserved quantity

E = −∂L
∂v̇

=
r (f(r)v̇ − ṙ)√
2v̇ṙ − f(r)v̇2

. (3.3.6)

Exploiting the reparametrization invariance of the volume, we are free to
choose λ in such a way that

r
√

2v̇ṙ − f(r)v̇2 = 1 , (3.3.7)

which leads to

V = 2π

∫
dλ = 2π

∫ rmax

rmin

dr

ṙ
. (3.3.8)

The profile of the embedding functions for the maximal volume slice is then
determined by solving the system of differential equations of (3.3.6) and
(3.3.7): {

v̇ = E+r2ṙ
r2f(r)

ṙ2 = r2f(r)+E2

r4

. (3.3.9)

Therefore, considering now the Left-Right symmetry, the volume of the max-
imal slice in the full spacetime is

V = 4π

∫ rmax

rmin

dr
r2√

r2f(r) + E2
, (3.3.10)

where rmin is determined by ṙ = 0. The latter condition is equivalent to

r2
minf(rmin) + E2 = 0 (3.3.11)

and since E2, r2
min are squares, it clearly needs to be f(rmin) ≤ 0, which

means that rmin lies between the inner and the outer horizons. We can also
see this from fig. 3.1 (right). Besides, notice that v̇|rmin > 0 since v = t+r∗(r)
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and time evolves forward. So, from the first of (3.3.9) we can conclude that
E < 0 and hence

E = −rmin
√
−f(rmin) . (3.3.12)

Finally, we need to relate rmin and E with the boundary time tb. No-
tice that, using the definition (3.1.8) together with (3.3.9) and the fact that
r∗(∞) = 0, we have

tb
2
− r∗(rmin) = v∞ − vmin =

∫ v∞

vmin

dv =

∫ ∞
rmin

dr
v̇

ṙ

=

∫ ∞
rmin

dr

[
E

f(r)
√
r2f(r) + E2

+
1

f(r)

]

=

∫ ∞
rmin

dr

[
E

f(r)
√
r2f(r) + E2

]
− r∗(rmin) ,

(3.3.13)

so that the boundary time can be expressed as

tb
2

=

∫ ∞
rmin

dr

[
E

f(r)
√
r2f(r) + E2

]

= −
∫ ∞
rmin

dr

[
rmin

√
−f(rmin)

f(r)
√
r2f(r)− r2

minf(rmin)

]
,

(3.3.14)

where in the last line we used (3.3.12).
Putting all together, the holographic complexity according to CV for the

rotating BTZ is given by

CV (tb) =
4π

G`CV

∫ rmax

rmin

dr
r2√

r2f(r)− r2
minf(rmin)

, (3.3.15)

where rmin(tb) is determined numerically by inverting (3.3.14). In what fol-
lows, we furthermore set `CV = `.

3.3.2 Growth rate of CV

Instead of directly differentiating (3.3.15) with respect to tb, let us rewrite it
as

CV =
4π

G`

{∫ rmax

rmin

dr

[√
r2f(r) + E2 + E

f(r)

]
− E

(
tb
2
− r∗(rmin)

)}
,

(3.3.16)
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where we used (3.3.10) and (3.3.14). Taking advantage of them, we can take
the tb-derivative and recalling that both E and rmin depend on tb there is a
cancellation of terms leading to

dCV
dtb

= − 2π

G`
E =

2π

G`
rmin

√
−f(rmin) . (3.3.17)

Let us start by investigating its late-time behavior. In order to do this,
we define

W (r) = r
√
−f(r) (3.3.18)

so that (3.3.11) can be rewritten as

E2 −W 2(rmin) = 0 . (3.3.19)

There are two positive roots for this equation:

r
(±)
min =

√
(r2

+ + r2
−)±

√
(r2

+ − r2
−)2 − 4`2E2

2
. (3.3.20)

For tb = 0 we know that, by symmetry, rmin = r+, which implies E = 0.
Therefore, we learn that the correct solution for rmin is the largest root,
namely r

(+)
min. As time goes on, E2 necessarily increases till the two roots

coincide, i.e. r
(+)
min = r

(−)
min = r̃min. This happens at

Ẽ2 =
(r2

+ − r2
−)2

4`2
, r̃2

min =
r2

+ + r2
−

2
, (3.3.21)

which turn out to be the late-time values of E2 and r2
min. To clarify the latter

statement, consider (3.3.14). The denominator of the integrand contains a

zero as r → rmin that goes like

√
(r − rmin)(r − r(−)

min), where we identified

r
(+)
min = rmin. As long as this is the case, the integral is convergent and tb is

finite. However, it is only when r
(+)
min = rmin = r

(−)
min that the integral diverges

as r → rmin, giving tb → ∞. Besides, it is easy to check that r̃min is an
extremum for W (r). Therefore

dCV
dtb

=
2π

G`
W (rmin)

∼tb→∞
2π

G`

{
W (r̃min) +

1

2
W ′′(r̃min)(rmin − r̃min)2

} (3.3.22)

and since

W (r̃min) =
r2

+ − r2
−

2`
,

W ′′(r̃min) = −
4(r2

+ + r2
−)

`(r2
+ − r2

−)

(3.3.23)
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we get
dCV
dtb
∼tb→∞

π(r2
+ − r2

−)

G`2
−O

(
(rmin − r̃min)2

)
. (3.3.24)

So, we learn that the late-time limit is a constant, again, but differently from
the CA prescription it is approached from below. In particular, using CV,
the bound

dCV
dtb

< 8π(M − ΩHJ) (3.3.25)

is never violated, where we used (3.1.12), (3.1.5) to express the result in terms
of thermodynamic quantities. We know that at early or intermediate times
nothing special happens because we know that E = 0 at tb = 0 and then it
can only decrease, so there is no way to overshoot the saturation value at
some time and then come back to it. This expectation is confirmed looking
at fig. 3.8, were we plotted (3.3.17) through numerical inversion of (3.3.14)
to extract rmin(tb). We observe a dependence on the value of the angular
momentum that is qualitatively similar to the one of CA, with the growth
rate decreasing as extremality is approached. On the other hand, the growth
rate using CV is always positive and monotonically increasing, contrarily to
CA.
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Figure 3.8: dCV
dtb

with M = 2, ` = G = 1 for J = 0.1 (dotted purple), J = 1

(green solid) and J = 1.9 (dashed blue).

3.3.3 Complexity of formation and variations

The rate of growth of CV is UV-finite as for CA, but the total complexity
diverges as

CV ∼
4π

G
rmax , (3.3.26)
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which is the same divergence one finds for (twice) global AdS3
5

C(AdS)
V =

2π

G

∫ rmax

0

dr
r√

`2 + r2
=

2π

G
(rmax − `) , (3.3.27)

Analogously to (3.2.43), we define the UV-finite complexity variation by sub-
tracting twice the constant AdS value from the rotating BTZ one

∆CV (tb) = CV (tb)− 2C(AdS)
V , (3.3.28)

which we plot as a function of boundary time in figure 3.9 (left).
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Figure 3.9: (Left) ∆CV (tb) for J = 0.1 (dotted purple), J = 1 (solid green)
and J = 1.9 (dashed blue). (Right) ∆CV (tb = 0) as a function of J . In both
plots M = 2, ` = G = 1.

For tb = 0, this defines the complexity of formation and since the radial
integration runs all the way to the bifurcation surface rmin = r+, it can also
be evaluated explicitly in terms of complete elliptic integrals:

∆CV (tb = 0) =
4πr+

G

{
`

r+

+K

(
r2
−

r2
+

)
− E

(
r2
−

r2
+

)}
(3.3.29)

In the extremal limit J → M` (or r+ → r−), this yields a logarithmic
divergence

∆CV (tb = 0) ∼ 4πr−
G

(
−1

2
log

r+ − r−
8r−

+
`

r−
− 1

)
. (3.3.30)

5Again, in principle one should be careful and appropriately match the cutoffs for these
two different spacetimes. In the same way as for CA, also here this procedure turns out
to give only corrections that vanish in the limit where the cutoff is removed. Therefore we

set rmax = r
(AdS)
max .
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Notice that the leading term is (2π)2 the one of (3.2.46) obtained using CA,
and analogous to the divergence observed in the extremal limit for charged
black holes [49]. A plot showing the dependence on the angular momentum
J of the complexity of formation is reported in fig. 3.9 (right).

As for CA, dCV
dtb
∼ 0 near extremality. Thus, even though the complexity

of formation increases rapidly as we approach the extremal limit, at fixed
values of J near extremality ∆CV increases only slightly in time (see fig. 3.9).
Finally, we notice that CV, and in particular the complexity of formation,
always gives positive results, in clear opposition to CA.

3.3.4 Grandcanonical ensemble

We plot in fig. 3.10 the CV growth rate, complexity variation and complexity
of formation in terms of the thermodynamic variables (T,ΩH).
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Figure 3.10: Above: Time dependence of (left) dCV
dtb

and (right) ∆CV for

` = G = T = 1 and ΩH = 0.1 (dotted purple), ΩH = 0.5 (solid green),
ΩH = 0.9 (dashed blue). Below: ∆CV (tb = 0) for ` = G = 1 and (left)
ΩH = 0.1 (dotted purple), ΩH = 0.5 (solid green), ΩH = 0.9 (dashed blue),
(right) T = 0.1 (dotted pink), T = 1 (solid brown), T = 10 (dashed orange).

As for CA, for fixed angular velocity `ΩH , the complexity of formation
is linear in the temperature. This is evident in the CV result (3.3.29) over
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which we have analytic control and translates into:

∆CV (tb = 0) =
4π`

G

{
1 +

2π`T

1− `2Ω2
H

[
K
(
`2Ω2

H

)
− E

(
`2Ω2

H

)]}
. (3.3.31)

Contrarily to the CA proposal, the complexity of formation is everywhere
positive and increases with the temperature. At fixed `T , the ∆CV (tb = 0)
is also divergent in the limit of critical angular velocity `ΩH → 1, as can be
obtained expanding (3.3.31):

∆CV (tb = 0) ∼ 2π2`

G

`T

1− `ΩH

(
log

8

1− `ΩH

− 2

)
. (3.3.32)

This is precisely the same divergence structure as for CA (3.2.49).

3.4 CV2.0 for the rotating BTZ

Now we consider the alternative proposal for holographic complexity ad-
vanced in [57], called CV 2.0 conjecture. Recall that this conjecture proposes
that the complexity of a CFT state should be dual to the spacetime volume
of the WDW patch multiplied by the pressure, see (2.4.4).

We can immediately evaluate CV2.0 and its growth rate using a portion
of the results for CA. Indeed, the volume of the WDW is given by

VWDW = −4G`2Ibulk , (3.4.1)

where Ibulk has been obtained in (3.2.15). Therefore

CV 2.0(tb) = −Ibulk
2

= − 1

8G

{
2 (rm1 + rm2 − 4rmax)− r+ log

(r+ + rm1)(r+ + rm2)

(r+ − rm1)(r+ − rm2)

}
,

(3.4.2)
from which it follows the growth rate

dCV 2.0

dtb
=
r2
m2 − r2

m1

8G`2
. (3.4.3)

Its late time limit

lim
tb→∞

dCV 2.0

dtb
=
r2

+ − r2
−

8G`2
(3.4.4)

agrees with the one found in [57], namely

dCV 2.0

dtb
= P (V+ − V−) , (3.4.5)
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where

V± = πr2
± (3.4.6)

are the thermodynamic volumes associated with the outer and inner horizons.
The saturation value is reached from below in the CV2.0 prescription. Indeed,
as time increases, rm1 tends to r− from above while rm2 tends to r+ from
below. One can check this explicitly using the late time expansion for rm1

and rm2 given in (3.2.35).

As for CA and CV, the divergence of CV 2.0(tb) exactly cancels when sub-
tracting two copies of global AdS3 CV2.0 complexity

∆CV 2.0(tb) = CV 2.0(tb)− 2C(AdS)
V 2.0

= −1

2

[
Ibulk − 2I

(AdS)
bulk

]
=

1

8G

{
2π`− 2(rm1 + rm2) + r+ log

(r+ + rm1)(r+ + rm2)

(r+ − rm1)(r+ − rm2)

}
.

(3.4.7)
We study this difference and the growth rate semi-analytically. Sample plots
are shown in fig 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: (Left) dCV 2.0

dtb
, (center) ∆CV 2.0(tb) and (right) ∆CV 2.0(tb = 0) as a

function of J for M = 2, ` = G = 1. In the left and center panels: J = 0.1
(solid purple), J = 1 (dashed green) and J = 1.999 (dotted blue).

Comparing with figure 3.8, we see that the results for CV and CV2.0 are
qualitatively similar. The late time limit, although different in the two cases
because of the overall relative factor in the definitions, is approached from
below. Moreover, both quantities grow monotonically with the boundary
time. In the near extremal limit, ∆CV 2.0(tb) is almost constant in time, as in
the CA and CV proposals. Also the complexity of formation ∆CV 2.0(tb = 0)
as a function of the angular momentum J (see fig. 3.11) resembles the results
for CV (see fig. 3.9), is always positive and diverges in the extremal limit
J → `M .
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3.5 Holographic complexity for Kerr-AdS4

In this section, we set the stage for the study of holographic complexity of
CFT states dual to Kerr-AdS4 black holes. Contrarily to other black hole
geometries analyzed in literature in the context of holographic complexity,
Kerr-AdS4 is technically more involved because the metric components not
only depend on the radial coordinate, but also on one of the angles. For this
reason, we will only be able to extract the late-time limit of the CA growth
rate and the complexity of formation using CV.

3.5.1 Metric and thermodynamics

The metric of Kerr-AdS4 is usually presented in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates
and reads (see e.g. [67])

ds2 = −∆

ρ2

(
dt− a

Ξ
sin2 θdϕ

)2

+
ρ2

∆
dr2+

ρ2

∆θ

dθ2+
∆θ

ρ2
sin2 θ

(
adt− r2 + a2

Ξ
dϕ

)2

(3.5.1)
with

∆ = (r2 + a2)

(
1 +

r2

`2

)
− 2mr ,

ρ2 = r2 + a2 cos2 θ ,

∆θ = 1− a2

`2
cos2 θ ,

Ξ = 1− a2

`2
,

(3.5.2)

where (m, a) denote the mass and spin parameters, respectively. Analogously
to the more familiar Kerr metric, there is a curvature singularity at r = 0, θ =
π
2
, with the topology of a ring. On the other hand, coordinate singularities

can be found in correspondence of the zeroes of ∆. Defining

mextr(a) =
`

3
√

6

√(1 +
a2

`2

)2

+
12

`2
a2 +

2a2

`2
+ 2

×
×

√√√√√(
1 +

a2

`2

)2

+
12

`2
a2 − a2

`2
− 1 ,

(3.5.3)

the value of m for which ∆ = 0 has a double positive root, the geometry
describes a naked singularity for m < mextr, an extremal black hole for
m = mextr and a black hole for m > mextr, with outer event horizon at
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Figure 3.12: Fixed θ projection diagrams of Kerr-AdS4.

r = r+ and inner Cauchy horizon at r = r−. Notice there is also a parameter
singularity at |a| = `, where Ξ vanishes. Without loss of generality, we will
assume a > 0 and, in what follows, we will consider the black hole solution
with m > mextr and a < `. In particular, we will be interested in the critical
limit a → `, for which the three dimensional Einstein universe at infinity,
where the dual CFT is defined, rotates at the speed of light [66, 67, 80]. In
fig. 3.12, we depict two fixed θ diagrams of the Kerr-AdS4 black hole.

The thermodynamic quantities characterizing the Kerr-AdS4 solution are:

M =
m

GΞ
,

J = aM ,

S± = π
r2
± + a2

GΞ
,

T± =
r±

4π(r2
± + a2)

(
1 +

a2

`2
+ 3

r2
±

`2
− a2

r2
±

)
,

Ω± =
a

`2

r2
± + `2

r2
± + a2

.

(3.5.4)

Let us make a comment on the latter quantity, in particular Ω+. Sometimes,
it is useful to express the metric in the so called ADM form:

ds2 = −N2dt2 +
ρ2

∆
dr2 +

ρ2

∆θ

dθ2 +
Σ2 sin2 θ

ρ2 Ξ2
(dϕ− ωdt)2, (3.5.5)
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where

N2 =
ρ2∆∆θ

Σ2
,

Σ2 = (r2 + a2)2∆θ − a2∆ sin2 θ ,

ω =
aΞ

Σ2

[
∆θ(r

2 + a2)−∆
]
,

(3.5.6)

N being the lapse function and ω the angular velocity. Notice that

ω(r+) = ΩH =
aΞ

r2
+ + a2

6= Ω+ , (3.5.7)

which means that, in the Kerr-AdS4 case, the chemical potential for the
angular momentum is not the angular velocity of the event horizon. This
mismatch can be traced back to the fact that (3.5.1) is asymptotically rotat-
ing, namely

Ω∞ = ω(r →∞) ∼ − a
`2
. (3.5.8)

Hence, contrarily to flat `→∞ cases and to the rotating BTZ in (3.1.1), the
relevant thermodynamic quantity is the angular velocity of the event horizon
seen from an asymptotic observer, namely

ΩH − Ω∞ = Ω+ , (3.5.9)

which coincides with the angular velocity of the rotating Einstein universe at
infinity [66, 67]. Notice that the latter rotates at the speed of light `Ω+ = 1
either when a = ` or if r2

+ = a`. In addition to the cosmic censorship
constraint m > mextr and the causality constraint a < `, we further restrict
the analysis to `Ω+ < 1, which also automatically implies the former two.
We impose this new constraint because it is only in this case that a timelike
Killing vector can be globally defined outside the outer horizon, which means
that the black hole can be properly put in thermodynamic equilibrium with
rotating thermal radiation at asymptotic infinity [66]. Relatedly, as soon as
this bound is violated, the black hole exhibits superradiant instability, which
means that the black hole is unstable to losing energy and angular momentum
in gravitational and scalar modes that are reflected and amplified in the
AdS potential [81, 82]. In dual terms, `Ω+ < 1 represents the speed-of-light
upper bound to the rotation of the boundary state, a necessary requirement
to define a consistent thermodynamics. In fig. 3.13, we depict the allowed
region of parameter space satisfying the three constraints in green, both for

(a,m) (left panel) and for
(
r+
`
, r−
r+

)
(central panel) variables. This region

is bounded by the intersection of the speed-of-light critical curves: a = `
in dotted orange and r2

+ = a` in solid red. In particular, extremal black
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holes always rotate faster than the speed of light and are hence unstable
towards radiating away their angular momentum. Notice also that, within
the solutions satisfying the three constraints, large Kerr-AdS black holes
with r+ � ` have r− � r+. In fig. 3.13 (right panel) we also depict how
the allowed (a,m) region maps to the (J,M) space. It is worth noticing that
the a = ` curve maps to M,J →∞. Finally, notice that the set of solutions
with m = 0, a < ` parametrize empty AdS4 in oblate coordinates. We thus
include also this set of solutions in the allowed green region in the figure
(fig. 3.13 left panel). These solutions correspond to complex values of the(
r+
`
, r−
r+

)
variables and are thus not present in the central panel of fig. 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: In filled green the allowed region satisfying the three constraints

in the space of parameters, both in the (a,m)-plane (left),
(
r+
`
, r−
r+

)
-plane

(center), and (J,M)-plane (right) for ` = 1. In the left panel, we also include
the empty AdS4 line of solutions with m = 0 in oblate coordinates. In dashed
blue the extremality curve, in dotted orange the parameter singularity a = `,
in solid red the other instability bound r2

+ = a`.

To conclude, we comment on the extended thermodynamics of the Kerr-
AdS4 black hole. The pressure and thermodynamic volumes in this case are
given by [83,84]

P =
3

8πG`2
,

V± =
4π

3

(
r±(r2

± + a2)

Ξ
+ aGJ

)
.

(3.5.10)

Notice that the latter, contrarily to the rotating BTZ case, does not coincide
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with the spatial volume contained within the horizon radii. Indeed∫ r±

0

dr

∫ π

0

dθ

∫ 2π

0

dϕ
√
|g| = 2π

∫ r±

0

dr

∫ π

0

dθ
ρ2 sin θ

Ξ

= V± −
4π

3
aGJ ,

(3.5.11)

where we see an offset rotational term proportional to a2. The mismatch
between the naive geometric volume and the thermodynamic volume is a
feature of d+ 1 > 3 rotating black holes.

3.5.2 CA growth rate at late times

In order to study the growth rate of holographic complexity we choose, as
for the BTZ black hole, to time-evolve forward in both asymptotic regions
in a symmetric fashion, so we pick time to flow upward on both sides of the
Kerr-AdS4 black hole diagram in fig. 3.12, with tL = tR = tb

2
.

WDW patch. First of all, for CA we need to define the WDW patch, which
is the codimension-0 region of spacetime bounded by lightlike hypersurfaces
v = const. and u = const.. The latter are a suitable set of Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates

v = t+ r∗(r, θ) , u = t− r∗(r, θ) , (3.5.12)

which are horizon-penetrating and adapted to surface-forming congruences of
null geodesics. Focusing on v = const., in order for it to be a null hypersurface
it needs to be

gµν∂µv∂νv = 0 , (3.5.13)

which leads to the following PDE:

∆(∂rr
∗)2 + ∆θ(∂θr

∗)2 =
(r2 + a2)2

∆
− a2 sin2 θ

∆θ

. (3.5.14)

In order to solve it, [85] adapted to Kerr-AdS the approach of [86] for null
hypersurfaces in the asymptotically flat Kerr geometry.6 In particular, one
introduces an auxiliary function ζ = ζ(r, θ) and defines

Q2 = (r2 + a2)2 − a2ζ∆ ,

P 2 = a2
(
ζ ∆θ − sin2 θ

)
.

(3.5.15)

6We found a typo: there is an extra Ξ factor appearing in [85].
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The PDE (3.5.14) is then solved by

∂rr
∗ =

Q

∆
, ∂θr

∗ =
P

∆θ

, (3.5.16)

provided d2r∗ = 0 for consistency, which in turn implies that the auxiliary
function ζ must have a differential of the form

dζ =
1

µ

(
−dr
Q

+
dθ

P

)
, (3.5.17)

with µ = µ(r, θ). This in principle allows solving for the relevant hyper-
surfaces and its induced metric, but the solution is implicit away from the
special limit m = 0 [85]. Nonetheless, as we will see, to obtain the late-time
growth rate of CA we do not need to explicitly solve the PDE for r∗.

The null normal one-forms associated to the null hypersurfaces defined
by (3.5.12) are readily obtained. Focusing on the future part of the WDW
patch and choosing them to be outward-directed from the interior of the
WDW patch, we get

kRµ = ∂µv =

(
1,
Q

∆
,
P

∆θ

, 0

)
, kLµ = −∂µu =

(
−1,

Q

∆
,
P

∆θ

, 0

)
.

(3.5.18)
The associated null vectors implicitly define a parametrization along the null
direction of the WDW in terms of the null generator λ, i.e., ∂λ = kµ∂µ.
Transverse directions to the null one are identified by two spacelike vectors
linked to the intrinsic coordinates yA on the lightlike boundary of the WDW
patch

eµA =
∂xµ

∂yA
. (3.5.19)

Noticing that (3.5.17) implies that ζ is constant along the null generators,
kµ∂µζ = 0, one could take

eµζ = µ

(
0,−P

2Q∆

Σ2
,
PQ2∆θ

Σ2
, 0

)
. (3.5.20)

Given the symmetry of Kerr-AdS4, one can choose the second intrinsic coor-
dinate to just coincide with ϕ,7 so that

eµϕ = (0, 0, 0, 1) . (3.5.21)

7There are some subtleties with the regularity of this choice at the horizon. In principle,
one would need to define a shifted angular variable similarly to the one defined for BTZ
in (3.1.8) (see [85]). This however does not have any impact on the result of our analysis.
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These are both orthogonal to kµ, namely eµζ kµ = 0 = eµϕkµ, and define the
non-degenerate transverse metric associated to the boundary of the WDW
patch

γAB = gµνe
µ
Ae

ν
B =

 µ2ρ2P 2Q2

Σ2 0

0 Σ2 sin2 θ
Ξ2ρ2

 (3.5.22)

with determinant
√
γ =

µPQ sin θ

Ξ
. (3.5.23)

The last piece of information we will need for our analysis concerns the
future and past null-null joints of the WDW patch. In this axially symmetric
solution, we expect them to be θ-dependent, meaning that, at each instant
of boundary time tb, the codimension-2 intersection of the codimension-1
lightlike boundaries of the WDW patch is not a round sphere. We then
parametrize the radial location of the joints as rm1 = rm1(θ) and rm2 =
rm2(θ), respectively for the future and the past. Analogously to the BTZ
case of (3.2.7), these are defined by

tb
2

+ r∗(∞, θ) = r∗ (rm1, θ) ,
tb
2
− r∗(∞, θ) = −r∗ (rm2, θ) , (3.5.24)

where r∗(∞, θ) denotes the r → ∞ limit of r∗. Differentiating with respect
to the boundary time tb and using (3.5.16), we obtain

∂rm1

∂tb
=

∆

2Q

∣∣∣∣
rm1

,

∂rm2

∂tb
= − ∆

2Q

∣∣∣∣
rm2

.

(3.5.25)

Notice that at late times rm1 → r−, rm2 → r+, and since ∆(r±) = 0, these
tb-derivatives both vanish.

We are now ready to evaluate the late-time limit of the CA growth rate
and show that it matches the extension of Lloyd bound to black hole solutions
with angular momentum advanced in [56]. Our result is derived using the
gravitational action prescription developed in [53], which appeared after [56]
and which, in particular, carefully takes into account the contribution of null-
null joints. We first consider the bulk term and null-null joint terms, which
turn out to be the only components of the gravitational action that survive
at late times after taking the tb-derivative. We then explain why the other
terms do not contribute.
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Bulk term. In complete analogy to what we did for the rotating BTZ, we
write

Ibulk =
1

16πG

∫
WDW

d4x
√
|g|
(
R +

6

`2

)
= − 3

4G`2Ξ

∫
dθ dr dt ρ2 sin θ

(3.5.26)

and exploit the Left-Right symmetry of the WDW patch to split each half
in three regions, so that

Ibulk = 2
(
I

(I)
bulk + I

(II)
bulk + I

(III)
bulk

)
(3.5.27)

with

I
(I)
bulk = − 3

4G`2Ξ

∫ π

0

dθ sin θ

∫ r+

rm1

drρ2

(
tb
2

+ r∗(∞, θ)− r∗(r, θ)
)
, (3.5.28)

I
(II)
bulk =

3

2G`2Ξ

∫ π

0

dθ sin θ

∫ rmax

r+

drρ2 (r∗(r, θ)− r∗(∞, θ)) , (3.5.29)

I
(III)
bulk =

3

4G`2Ξ

∫ π

0

dθ sin θ

∫ r+

rm2

drρ2

(
tb
2
− r∗(∞, θ) + r∗(r, θ)

)
. (3.5.30)

Here rmax = rmax(θ) is a time-independent UV cutoff that regularizes the
bulk integral (see app. A). The UV-divergent contribution to Ibulk is contained

in the exterior part I
(II)
bulk , which is then time-independent and the CA growth

rate is UV-finite also for Kerr-AdS4. On the other hand, I
(I)
bulk and I

(III)
bulk

depend on tb both directly, through the appearance of tb in the integrand,
and via the time dependence of the WDW tips, which represent the extrema
of the radial integral. However, using (3.5.24) and (3.5.25), we can see that
the contribution from the latter vanishes. Therefore, for the growth rate of
the bulk action we obtain

dIbulk
dtb

= − 1

4G`2Ξ

∫ π

0

dθ sin θ
{
r3
m2(θ)− r3

m1(θ) + 3a2 cos2 θ [rm2(θ)− rm1(θ)]
}

(3.5.31)
approaching

lim
tb→∞

dIbulk
dtb

= −
r3

+ − r3
− + a2 (r+ − r−)

2G(`2 − a2)
(3.5.32)

at late times.

Null-null joints. Next we evaluate the contribution of joints at the two-
dimensional tips of the WDW patch. For the future null-null joint at r = rm1,
we have

I
(future)
joint =

1

8πG

∫
N∩N

d2y
√
γ log

∣∣∣∣kL · kR2

∣∣∣∣ . (3.5.33)
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The two intrinsic variables are given by ϕ and ζ, so the integration in ϕ can
be performed straight away. Using (3.5.18), which yields

kL · kR
2

=
1

2

(
1

N2
+

Q2

∆ρ2
+

P 2

∆θρ2

)
=

1

N2
, (3.5.34)

one thus have

dI
(future)
joint

dtb
=

1

4G

[
∂

∂tb

∫
dζ
√
γ log

(
− 1

N2

)]∣∣∣∣
r=rm1

, (3.5.35)

were we noticed that at the joint N2(rm1) is negative. Using (3.5.20) to
change integration variable from ζ to θ and the fact that the entire time
dependence comes from the dependence on tb of the joint location rm1(θ), we
arrive to

dI
(future)
joint

dtb
=

1

8G

∫
dθ sin θ

∆

Q

∂

∂r

[
Σ2

Q∆θΞ
log

(
− 1

N2

)]∣∣∣∣
r=rm1

. (3.5.36)

In the late-time limit, rm1 → r− and the expressions appearing in (3.5.36)
are thus evaluated at the innner horizon, implying in particular ∆(rm1) →
∆(r−) = 0. With this in mind, it is then easy to check that at late times
the only terms that survive are those where the tb-derivative acts on the ∆
factor contained within the lapse function N (see (3.5.6)). In particular, the
derivative acting on the log-term yields ∆′

∆
. Using the explicit expressions

one can then verify that

Σ2

Q∆θΞ

∣∣∣∣
r=r−

=
(r2
− + a2)2

Ξ
, (3.5.37)

where the numerator simplifies with the 1
Q

∣∣
r=r−

in front of the derivative in

(3.5.36). The remaining ∆ simplifies with the one coming from the derivative
of the log-factor, so that one is left with ∆′

Ξ
and the integral over θ. Perform-

ing the latter and adding the contribution for the past null-null joint, one
finally gets

lim
tb→∞

dI
(NN )
joint

dtb
=

∆′(r+)−∆′(r−)

4GΞ

=
2r3

+ − 2r3
− + (a2 + `2)(r+ − r−)

2G(`2 − a2)
.

(3.5.38)
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Vanishing contributions. We now show that all remaining terms in the
WDW action (2.3.13), namely the GHY terms at the regularized boundary,
the null-time joint contributions and the counterterm, do not contribute to
the CA growth rate at late times. In particular, while the GHY and joints
are time-independent, and hence give a vanishing growth rate at any time,
the growth rate of the counterterm only vanishes as tb →∞.

First, we consider the GHY term associated to the cutoff surface near the
Right boundary. Schematically this reads

IGHY =
1

8πG

∫ 2π

0

dϕ

∫ π

0

dθ

∫ tmax

tmin

dt
√
|h|K

∣∣∣∣
r=rmax

. (3.5.39)

The integrand and the cutoff surface are time-independent. The integral in dt
similarly gives a factor that does not depend on tb, as the range of integration
only depends on the choice of rmax:

tmax − tmin =

[
tb
2

+ r∗(∞, θ)− r∗(rmax, θ)
]
−
[
tb
2
− r∗(∞, θ) + r∗(rmax, θ)

]
= 2 [r∗(∞, θ)− r∗(rmax, θ)] ,

(3.5.40)
so that

dIGHY
dtb

= 0 . (3.5.41)

With a completely similar reasoning, given the time-null joints lie on the
cutoff surface at rmax, we have

dI
(NT )
joint

dtb
= 0 . (3.5.42)

Finally let us consider the counterterm action

Ict =
1

8πG

∫
N
dλ d2y

√
γΘ log (LctΘ) , (3.5.43)

with Θ = ∂λ log
√
γ, and focus again on the Right-future boundary of the

WDW patch. The integration runs over ζ, ϕ and the null coordinate λ, which
can be expressed in terms of the auxiliary null vector Ñµ associated with kµ,
such that Ñµkµ = −1. For the Right-future boundary of the WDW patch
under consideration we have

dλ = −Ñµdx
µ = −N

2

2
(dt− dr∗) . (3.5.44)
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Given the independence of the integrand from ϕ, one can perform the corre-
sponding integration. Using the condition of being on the boundary of the
WDW patch, namely dv = dt + dr∗ = 0, with (3.5.17) and (3.5.44) we can
change the remaining integration variables to r∗ and θ through

dλ = N2dr∗ ,

dζ =
1

µQ2

(
−∆dr∗ +

Σ2

P∆θ

dθ

)
.

(3.5.45)

This gives an integral of the form

Ict =
1

4G

∫
dθ dr∗

∆ρ2 sin θ

ΞQ
Θ log (LctΘ) , (3.5.46)

where the time dependence is implicitly contained in the extremum of inte-
gration corresponding to the tip of the WDW, i.e., in r∗(rm1, θ). Taking the
time derivative with (3.5.24), we obtain

dIct
dtb

=
1

8G

∫
dθ

∆ρ2 sin θ

ΞQ
Θ log (LctΘ)

∣∣∣
r=rm1

. (3.5.47)

For us here it is then enough to notice that in the late time limit rm1 → r−
and the integrand vanishes because of the ∆ factor. Therefore

lim
tb→∞

dIct
dtb

= 0 . (3.5.48)

Late-time growth rate. Combining the non-vanishing bulk contribution
(3.5.32) and the null-null joint one (3.5.38), we obtain the saturation value

lim
tb→∞

π
dCA
dtb

=
r3

+ − r3
− + `2 (r+ − r−)

2G(`2 − a2)

= (M − Ω+J)− (M − Ω−J) .

(3.5.49)

In writing the second equation we used the relations ∆(r±) = 0 and the
thermodynamic quantities in (3.5.4). Similarly to the lower dimensional BTZ
case, the limit (3.5.49) saturates the bound of [56] (but not the one of [30]
here). While in the BTZ case we were able to show that the limiting value was
approached from above and the bound was violated at intermediate times,
we cannot draw a conclusion with our analysis of Kerr-AdS4. Nonetheless,
we expect the bound to be generically violated, as this is what happens in
the non-spinning limit [49].
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In the critical limit a → `, for which the conformal boundary rotates at
the speed of light, the late time limit (3.5.49) diverges. This is apparent
from the intermediate expression in eq. (3.5.49) since r− < r+ (see central
panel of fig. 3.13), and mimics the behavior we observed in the rotating BTZ.
Though, notice that for small black holes with r+ < ` the saturation value
does not diverge in the speed-of-light limit, which corresponds in this regime
to r2

+ → a`.

The works [71, 72] studied holographic complexity for odd-dimensional
Myers-Perry black holes with equal angular momenta in each orthogonal
plane. For large black holes, they highlighted a direct connection between
CA, CV and thermodynamic volume. For the growth rate at late times,
taking the large black hole limit with r−

r+
held fixed, it was shown in [71, 72]

that at leading (divergent) order T+S+ − T−S− ∝ P (V+ − V−) and

lim
tb→∞

dCA,V
dtb

∝ P∆V (3.5.50)

where ∆V = V+ − V− is the difference between the thermodynamic volume
of inner and outer horizon, see (3.5.10). Using (3.5.4), the limiting value for
the Kerr-AdS complexity growth rate (3.5.49) can be rewritten as

(M − Ω+J)− (M − Ω−J) = T+S+ − T−S− − P (V+ − V−) , (3.5.51)

Explicitly, and factorizing common factors, we have:

T+S+ − T−S− =
r+`

2

2GΞ(`2 − r+r−)

(
2
r2

+

`2
+ 1−

r3
+r−
`4

+
r−
r+

− 2
r3
−

r+`2
−
r4
−

`4

)
,

2P∆V =
r+`

2

2GΞ(`2 − r+r−)

(
2
r2

+

`2
+ 2

r+r−
`2
− 2

r2
−

`2
− 2

r3
−

r+`2

)
.

(3.5.52)
As apparent in fig. 3.13, the large black hole limit r+

`
� 1 can here only be

taken consistently in the regime r−
r+
� 1. In particular, to remain within the

allowed parameters region we need to take r+
`
� 1 while taking r−

r+
to zero

as r−
r+
∼ `4

r4
+

or faster. Taking this limit then implies that the only divergent

term inside the parenthesis of both expressions is 2
r2
+

`2
, giving at leading order

T+S+ − T−S− = 2P∆V (3.5.53)

compatibly with the claim (5.1.5) in [71,72].
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3.5.3 Complexity of formation from CV

We now evaluate the complexity of formation according to the CV proposal
which, by symmetry, is dual to the volume of the t = 0 slice of Kerr-AdS
(3.5.1). Such maximal volume slice anchored on the tb = 0 surface on the
boundary intersects the bifurcation surface and is straightforward to evaluate.

In Boyer-Lindquist (BL) coordinates, the regularized volume of the max-
imal t = 0 slice of (3.5.1) gives

CV (tb = 0) =
4π

G`

∫ π

0

dθ sin θ

∫ rmax

r+

dr
ρ

Ξ

√
(r2 + a2)2

∆
− a2 sin2 θ

∆θ

. (3.5.54)

We follow the standard holographic procedure to fix the UV cutoff δ in
Fefferman-Graham coordinates, which corresponds to a θ-dependent bulk
cutoff rmax in BL coordinates (see app. A, eq. (A.1.5)):

rmax =
`2

δ
− δ

4

(
1 +

a2

`2
sin2 θ

)
+

m

3 `2
δ2 + . . . . (3.5.55)

From this we evaluate the complexity of formation, namely the additional
complexity needed to prepare the rotating TFD state of two boundary CFT
copies, as compared to preparing the individual vacuum states. In BL coordi-
nates the boundary asymptotic metric has rotation and the natural vacuum
to consider is the solution (3.5.1) with m = 0, which is AdS4 in oblate
spheroidal coordinates. We thus consider the variation

∆CV (tb = 0) =
4π

G`

∫ π

0

dθ sin θ

{∫ rmax

r+

dr
ρ

Ξ

√
(r2 + a2)2

∆
− a2 sin2 θ

∆θ

−
∫ r

(m=0)
max

0

dr
ρ

Ξ

√
(r2 + a2)2

∆|m=0

− a2 sin2 θ

∆θ

}
.

(3.5.56)

Once we take δ → 0, the difference between rmax and r
(m=0)
max and the θ-

dependence in (3.5.55) have no influence on ∆CV (tb = 0) (see app. A). There-
fore, we can use a unique θ-independent cutoff rmax in both expressions and
perform the integration numerically.

To make further contact with the BTZ case, for which we adopted the
asymptotically non-rotating coordinates system (3.1.1), we shall consider
Schwarzschild-like coordinates also in the case at hand. This is the situa-
tion in which the CFT background metric is not rotating and all rotation
is in the states. We explicitly verify in app. A that ∆CV (tb = 0) evaluated
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Figure 3.14: ∆CV (tb = 0) as a function of m and a, for G = ` = 1. From the
bottom up m = 1, 3, 5, 10, 20.

in Schwarzschild-like coordinates subtracting twice the holographic complex-
ity of a fixed time slice in global AdS4 coincides precisely with the result
obtained in (3.5.56).

We plot the holographic complexity of formation according to the CV
prescription in fig. 3.14, where we focused on the parameters a and m. The
behavior of ∆CV (tb = 0) has analogies with the one observed for the BTZ
black hole (see fig. 3.9), but the comparison requires some care. In particular
from fig. 3.14 one can observe a divergent behavior in the limit a → `,
which is qualitatively similar to the one observed in the rotating BTZ case
in the (extremal) limit J

M
→ `. However, notice that in the allowed region

of parameters for Kerr-AdS4, the limit a → ` is always sub-extremal and
can only be taken for large enough values of m, since for smaller m the
bound r2

+ < a` is stronger than the bound a < ` (see fig. 3.13). This is
reflected in fig. 3.14 by the lower mass curve ending at some finite value
of a, as well as in the in the plots for the complexity of formation as a
function of microcanonical thermodynamic variables in fig. 3.15. In terms of
the latter, for any finite M the only relevant bound is r2

+ < a`, as shown in
fig. 3.13. These differences between Kerr-AdS4 and BTZ reflect the fact that
one has to impose multiple conditions on the Kerr-AdS4 parameters to avoid
superluminal rotation, while for the rotating BTZ black hole there is a single
bound J

M
< ` .

Grandcanonical ensemble. Let us now analyze the grandcanonical en-
sable variables T and Ω+. First of all, from (3.5.4) we observe that there
are two branches of Kerr-AdS4 black holes, small and large ones, as well as
a minimal value of the temperature within the physical space of solutions
(see fig. 3.16). This minimal value depends on the chemical potential for the
angular momentum and, for subluminal velocities 0 ≤ `Ω+ < 1, it ranges
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Figure 3.15: ∆CV (tb = 0) as a function of M and J , for G = ` = 1. From
the bottom up M = 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200. As made explicit in the
left panel, J spans the full range allowed by the condition `Ω+ < 1, or
equivalently r+ <

√
a`, which provides the most stringent bound for any

finite M . In the right panel ∆CV (tb = 0) is plotted as a function of the
dimensionless combination J

M`
= a

`
. Each curve stops at the limiting point

r+ =
√

J`
M

, corresponding to the superimposed green dotted curve. ∆CV (tb =

0) remains finite, but as J
M`
→ 1 it rapidly increases as a function of M .

between
√

3
2π
≥ `Tmin >

1
2π

.
For both branches, we plot ∆CV (tb = 0) at fixed `Ω+ (left panels) and

fixed `T (right panels) in fig. 3.17. As for the rotating BTZ (see fig. 3.10),
∆CV (tb = 0) for large black holes is always positive, increases with the tem-
perature and diverges in the critical angular velocity limit `Ω+ → 1. How-
ever, as opposed to BTZ, the dependence on the temperature is not linear,
and fixed `T curves approach different values as `Ω+ → 0. Instead, the
holographic complexity of formation for small black holes behaves very dif-
ferently: it decreases and goes to zero as `T → ∞, while it only slightly
decreases as `Ω+ varies from 0 to 1 at fixed `T .

We conclude this section by comparing our large Kerr-AdS4 case with
large odd-dimensional Myers-Perry black holes having equal angular mo-
menta in each orthogonal plane studied in [71,72]. They found that the holo-
graphic complexity of formation is controlled by the thermodynamic volume
rather than by the entropy,8 with a scaling that depends on the spacetime
dimensionality d + 1. In particular they claim that for r+

`
� 1 and fixed r−

r+

(see eq. (4.20) in [72])

∆CV (tb = 0) ∼ S+ log
ΩH

T
+ f̃

(
r−
r+

)
V

d−1
d

+ , (3.5.57)

8The proportionality to the entropy was highlighted in [78].
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Figure 3.16: At fixed angular potential, here Ω+ = 0.5 and ` = 1, for each
value of T there are a small and large black hole branch. Within the physical
parameter space of fig. 3.13, there exists a minimum value of the temperature
for such black hole solutions.

where f̃ is a function of the fixed ratio r−
r+

and V+ the thermodynamic volume.

In [71,72], the V+-dependence of ∆CV for large odd-dimensional Myers-Perry

black holes was obtained both in the r−
r+
→ 0 limit, where V

d−1
d

+ ∼ S ∼(
r+
`

)d−1
, and in the extremal limit r−

r+
→ 1, where V+ ∼ S

d+2
d

+ ∼
(
r+
`

)d+2
.

In the Kerr-AdS4 case we are not able to verify independently these scaling
behaviors because, within the region of parameters space covered by the
physical solutions (see center panel of fig. 3.13), taking r+

`
� 1 consistently

forces also r−
r+
� 1. In other words, large Kerr-AdS4 necessarily have a small

inner horizon and the r+
`

scaling is everywhere fixed: V 2/3 ∼ S ∼
(
r+
`

)2
, so

that one cannot distinguish between the entropy and thermodynamic volume.
Notice that, despite r−

r+
→ 0 is sometimes called “static” or “non-rotating”

limit, this is an abuse of language. Indeed, when r−
r+
→ 0 we have a → `

for large Kerr-AdS4 black holes, which is the limit for which the conformal
boundary rotates at the speed of light. Besides, in [71, 72] they consider
the extremal limit without worrying about the thermodynamic stability of a
CFT dual. As we mentioned, a necessary consistency condition is `Ω+ < 1,

while `Ω
(extremal)
+ > 1. Hence, while it should be possible to formally take the

r− → r+ limit of volumes and actions, as in [71, 72], one should be careful
when relating them to complexity, which is a property of the quantum CFT
state. The d = 2 case of rotating BTZ was very special because there was no
obstruction in taking the extremal limit. However, the rotating BTZ does not
follow (3.5.57) and has V+ ∝ S+, so there would be no distinction between
scalings.
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Figure 3.17: ∆CV (tb = 0) for G = ` = 1 in the grand canonical ensemble for
large black holes (upper panels) and small black holes (lower panels). (Left)
Temperature dependence for Ω+ = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9 from the bottom up. (Right)
Angular velocity dependence for T = 0.9, 1, 1.1 from the bottom up.
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Chapter 4

Circuit Complexity of a
rotating TFD

In this chapter we will extend the procedure outlined in section 1.4 for eval-
uating circuit complexity of TFD states in free QFT to the case of rotating
TFD states. So, we are leaving the bulk to directly compute circuit complex-
ity in a QFT toy-model: a scalar field on a circle. Although the toy-model
does not have a holographic dual description, we will look for universal prop-
erties that should characterize complexity. In particular, we will compare
the behavior of the complexity of formation in the grandcanonical ensemble
with the one obtained holographically for the rotating BTZ in chapter 3.

4.1 Rotating thermofield double states

The rotating TFD state [9, 26, 87] describes an entangled state of two CFT
copies on the Right and Left asymptotic boundaries of the eternal AdS black
hole geometry:

|rTFD〉 =
1√

Z (β,Ω)

∑
n

e−β(En+ΩJn)/2e−i(En+ΩJn)t |En, Jn〉L |En, Jn〉R ,

(4.1.1)
where En and Jn label energy and momentum eigenstates, β is the inverse
Hawking temperature of the dual black hole and Ω is the chemical potential
for the angular momentum. In writing the dynamics in (4.1.1), we have taken
a symmetric time tR = tL = t

2
to match the holographic model and evolved

with the “deformed Hamiltonian” on both sides. Another possibility would
be to evolve with the “undeformed Hamiltonian”:

|rTFD〉 =
1√

Z (β,Ω)

∑
n

e−β(En+ΩJn)/2e−iEnt |En, Jn〉L |En, Jn〉R . (4.1.2)

121
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We will consider the two options in what follows and, in both cases, turning-
off the angular potential Ω leads to

|TFD〉 =
1√
Z (β)

∑
n

e−βEn/2e−iEnt |En〉L |En〉R , (4.1.3)

representing the TFD state dual to the (non-spinning) black hole [9, 87].
In our case, the CFT is two-dimensional and the black hole is the ro-

tating BTZ. Ideally, one would like to evaluate complexity for this state in
a holographic CFT2, but a consistent definition of complexity in QFT, and
particularly in CFT, is still lacking, with the majority of results available so
far concerning Gaussian states in free theories (see e.g., [37,41,42,88–106]).1

In order to make a qualitative comparison with the holographic results ob-
tained in chapter 3, we will follow the approach of [37]. As we will show
explicitly, it is easy to give an effective description of the rotating TFD state
(4.1.1) in terms of the non-rotating one (4.1.3). Analogously to what hap-
pens for the charged TFD studied in [98], which can also be given an effective
description in terms of (4.1.3), we can then make use of available complexity
result in the non-rotating case to estimate circuit complexity of the rotating
TFD state.

Spinning scalar field on a circle. The toy-model is exactly the same
QFT model of section 1.4, but in the present situation we also have the
angular momentum operator, that in 1+1 dimensions with a compact spatial
direction coincides with the linear momentum operator

J = −
∫ L

2

−L
2

dx π∂xφ

=
∑
k

pk

(
a†kak +

1

2

)
,

(4.1.4)

where the first line is the standard QFT linear momentum and the second
line is obtained from the Fourier expansions (1.4.60). Therefore, we can
simultaneously label Hamiltonian and momentum eigenstates in terms of
the particle number eigenstates |n〉k:

H |n〉k = Ek,n |n〉k = ωk

(
n+

1

2

)
|n〉k ,

J |n〉k = Jk,n |n〉k = pk

(
n+

1

2

)
|n〉k .

(4.1.5)

1 An interesting approach based on the Euler-Arnold formalism to study complexity in
chaotic quantum systems was developed in [107,108].
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Rotating TFD from non-rotating TFD. Given the free QFT structure,
which yields mode-factorization, the rotating TFD state can be written as
the product of rotating TFD states of single Right-Left couples of harmonic
oscillators, each labeled by the mode number k:

|rTFD〉 =
⊗
k

|rTFD〉k . (4.1.6)

Making the eigenvalue structure explicit, the single-mode rotating TFD then
takes the form

|rTFD〉k =
1√

Zk(β,Ω)

∑
n

e−(β2 +it)(En+ΩJn) |n〉k,L |n〉k,R

=
1√

Zk(β,Ω)

∑
n

e−(β2 +it)(ωk+Ω pk)(n+ 1
2) |n〉k,L |n〉k,R ,

(4.1.7)

with normalization factor

Zk(β,Ω) =
e−

β
2

(ωk+Ω pk)

1− e−β(ωk+Ω pk)
. (4.1.8)

At this stage, if we define for every single mode an effective inverse temper-
ature and an effective time as

βk = β

(
1 + Ω

pk
ωk

)
,

tk = t

(
1 + Ω

pk
ωk

)
,

(4.1.9)

it is then immediate to see that the rotating TFD state can be effectively
written as a non-rotating TFD state:

|rTFD〉k =
1√

Zk(βk)

∑
n

e
−
(
βk
2

+itk

)
ωk(n+ 1

2) |n〉k,L |n〉k,R . (4.1.10)

We shall notice that as long as |Ω| < 1, the effective inverse temperature
(4.1.9) is non-negative and only vanishes in the limiting case where |Ω| → 1
with m → 0. Besides, t = 0 implies tk = 0, which is an important con-
dition when computing the complexity of formation. A completely similar
reasoning goes through if we choose to time-evolve with the undeformed
Hamiltonian, as in (4.1.2). The only difference being that the effective rep-
resentation (4.1.10) would only involve an effective inverse temperature, but
not an effective time. This simple identification, valid for each mode k, al-
lows to borrow and adapt the results of [37] for non-rotating TFD states.
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Let us mention that a similar identification can be performed in the charged,
non-rotating TFD states of [98]. There, however, the absolute value of the
chemical potential, through the identification of the effective temperature,
sets a lower bound on the mass parameter m. This, in particular, prevents
them from taking the m→ 0 limit in the charged case, while in the present
rotating TFD there is no such obstruction.

4.2 Evaluation of circuit complexity

In chapter 1 we presented the basic ingredients for evaluating circuit com-
plexity. Recall that we are measuring the complexity of a unitary operator
that prepares a target state starting from a reference state. In the case at
hand, the target state is the rotating TFD (4.1.1), the reference state is the
ground state of the ultra-local Hamiltonian

Href =
∑
k

µ

(
a†kak +

1

2

)
, (4.2.1)

where we already expressed everything in momentum space, and the unitary
is an element of Sp(4N + 4,R), where N + 1 is the number of modes.

Recall that we are adopting the approach by Nielsen, according to which
circuit complexity can be estimated by measuring the length of the shortest
geodesic connecting reference and target in circuit space [34–36]. Thanks
to mode-factorization, this complexity problem enormously simplifies, ef-
fectively letting us focus on a single Sp(4,R) factor, one for each mode.
The problem further simplifies to Sp(2,R) in the diagonal basis, where the
single-mode TFD factorizes into two pieces. In what follows, we are going
to choose two different ways to measure distances in circuit space. Since
in [37] it seemed to share some similarities with holographic computations,
we will consider the F1 cost function in the physical basis, whose underlying
group structure is Sp(4,R). We also consider a riemannian measure, the
Fκ=2 cost function which, being basis-independent, allows us to focus on a
single Sp(2,R) factor by choosing to compute it in the diagonal basis. See
(1.3.14) for the details of our choices.

Regarding the riemannian cost here adopted, we already presented in
(1.4.65) the final result for the circuit complexity of the non-rotating TFD.
The rotating case, thanks to our mapping, is simply given by substituting,
mode by mode, β and t in (1.4.65) with the effective values βk and tk in
(4.1.9). In particular, we will always measure complexity by the length of
the straight-line circuit, hence identifying the reference scale µ with the gate
scale µg. The non-riemannian cost is a bit more tricky. Indeed, the F1 would
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require an optimization procedure different from the riemannian optimiza-
tion, while here we simply evaluate the length of the straight-line circuit
using the non-riemannian cost, as was done in [37]. So, the F1 cost function
used in this way only provides upper bounds on the circuit complexity. For
completeness, it is convenient to report the result obtained in [37] with the
F1 straight-line circuit for the non-rotating TFD and adapt it to our rotating
case through the substitutions β → βk, t→ tk, that is:

C1 =
1

2

∑
k

√
2

∣∣∣∣∣ log

(
f

(+)
k +

√(
f

(+)
k

)2

− 1

)
cos θ

(+)
k

+ log

(
f

(−)
k +

√(
f

(−)
k

)2

− 1

)
cos θ

(−)
k

∣∣∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣∣∣ log

(
f

(+)
k +

√(
f

(+)
k

)2

− 1

)
sin θ

(+)
k

+ log

(
f

(−)
k +

√(
f

(−)
k

)2

− 1

)
sin θ

(−)
k

∣∣∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣∣∣ log

(
f

(+)
k +

√(
f

(+)
k

)2

− 1

)
cos θ

(+)
k

− log

(
f

(−)
k +

√(
f

(−)
k

)2

− 1

)
cos θ

(−)
k

∣∣∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣∣∣ log

(
f

(+)
k +

√(
f

(+)
k

)2

− 1

)
sin θ

(+)
k

− log

(
f

(−)
k +

√(
f

(−)
k

)2

− 1

)
sin θ

(−)
k

∣∣∣∣∣ ,

(4.2.2)

where

f
(±)
k =

1

2

(
µ

ωk
+
ωk
µ

)
cosh 2αk ±

1

2

(
µ

ωk
− ωk

µ

)
sinh 2αk cosωktk ,

tan θ
(±)
k =

1

2

(
µ

ωk
+
ωk
µ

)
cotωktk ±

1

2

(
µ

ωk
− ωk

µ

)
1

tanh 2αk sinωktk
,

αk =
1

2
log

(
1 + e−

βkωk
2

1− e−
βkωk

2

)
= arctanh e−

βkωk
2 > 0 .

(4.2.3)
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4.2.1 Complexity of formation

In this subsection we analyze the complexity of formation of the rotating
TFD state

∆C = C (|rTFD(t = 0)〉)− 2C (|0〉L ⊗ |0〉R) (4.2.4)

for the two cost functions described above. Using the effective description
(4.1.9)-(4.1.10), the complexity of formation reads

∆C1 = 2

N/2∑
k=−N/2

αk , ∆Cκ=2 = 2

N/2∑
k=−N/2

α2
k . (4.2.5)

Notice we have written the above formulae making explicit a UV cutoff on
momenta. These are actually UV-finite quantities and N can be taken to
infinity. However, we are not able to sum the series analytically in general
and thus we use a large finite N to evaluate them and produce plots. The sum
runs over positive and negative momenta, whose contributions are related by
α−k(Ω) = αk(−Ω). For simplicity and without loss of generality, we will
assume 0 ≤ Ω < 1.

In view of comparing with the holographic results, we will be particularly
interested in the conformal limit m → 0. In this limit the complexity of
formation exhibits an IR divergence due to the zero-mode

α0 =
1

2
log

(
1 + e−βm/2

1− e−βm/2

)
∼ −1

2
log β m , (4.2.6)

In the remainder, to evaluate complexity numerically and produce plots for
the conformal limit, we will introduce an IR regulator by using a small non-
vanishing mass. Finally, in the rest of our analysis we will consider the
compact spatial dimension of the system L to be fixed. We will measure
dimensional quantities with respect to the scale set by L, which we therefore
simply set to L = 1.

Dependence on the temperature. At low temperature the complexity
of formation is dominated by the zero-mode, which is the least suppressed as
T → 0:

∆C1 ∼ 2 arctanh e−
m
2T ,

∆Cκ=2 ∼ 2 arctanh2 e−
m
2T .

(4.2.7)

As the temperature increases, the contributions of the other modes become
relevant. Contrarily to the non-rotating case, for each positive-negative mode
pair labeled by k > 0, we have αk < α−k at finite T . Besides, the larger Ω, the
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Figure 4.1: Complexity of formation for different values of Ω as a function
of the temperature T , with L = 1, N = 20000 and m = 10−6. From the
bottom up: Ω = 0.1 (green), Ω = 0.5 (violet) and Ω = 0.8 (blue). The left
panels illustrate how well, for sufficiently large temperatures, the complexity
of formation agrees with the analytic expression (4.2.12) and (4.2.13) (dashed
lines). The right panels show that for sufficiently low temperatures the Ω-
independent zero-mode contribution (4.2.7) (dashed black) dominates the
sum over modes.

more important the negative mode contribution with respect to the positive
one. This can be seen from the explicit expression (4.2.3) and the definition
of the effective inverse temperature (4.1.9). In fact, the non-vanishing angu-
lar velocity Ω implies a smaller effective temperature for positive modes as
compared to negative ones. The effect is evident for m = 0, where we can
write for positive (negative) modes

αk = arctanh e−
π|k|(1±Ω)

T . (4.2.8)

The resulting dependence on the temperature for a small value of the mass is
reported in figure 4.1. There, we observe that after an intermediate tempera-
ture regime the complexity of formation shows a transition to a linear regime
at high temperature. In the conformal limit m→ 0 we are able to extract the
high-temperature behavior analytically. We isolate the contribution coming
from the zero-mode and remove the momenta cutoff from the sum, i.e., we
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work with the full N =∞ series

∆C1 ∼ log

(
4T

m

)
+ 2

∞∑
k=1

{
arctanh

[
e−

πk(1+Ω)
T

]
+ arctanh

[
e−

πk(1−Ω)
T

]}
.

(4.2.9)
We then re-express the series using the Euler-MacLaurin formula

b∑
k=a

fk =

∫ b

a

dkf(k) +

p∑
j=1

Bj

j!

{
∂(j−1)

∂k(j−1)
f(k)

∣∣∣
k=b
− ∂(j−1)

∂k(j−1)
f(k)

∣∣∣
k=a

}
+Rp ,

(4.2.10)
where Bj are Bernoulli numbers, Rp the remainder and p a positive integer.
Rather than using the explicit expression for the reminder, we use the fact
that Rp satisfies the general bound

|Rp| ≤
2ζ(p)

(2π)p

∫ b

a

∣∣∣ ∂p
∂kp

f(k)
∣∣∣ , (4.2.11)

where ζ is the Riemann zeta function. We then select a value of p such that
the right hand side shows no divergences as T → ∞, which ensures that
Rp is not divergent either. The remaining terms in the Euler-MacLaurin
formula can then be evaluated explicitly and the structure of divergences
in T obtained. In the case at hand, with p = 2, the finite sum gives a
logarithmic divergence in T , which combines with an analogous one coming
from the integral to cancel the log T coming from the zero-mode contribution
to ∆C1. The only remaining divergent term comes from the integral and gives

∆C1 ∼
π

2

T

1− Ω2
+ log

1

m
+O(1) . (4.2.12)

In writing this expression we kept explicit the zero-mode logarithmic di-
vergence in m → 0. With an identical strategy, we can isolate the high-
temperature divergence structure for the Fκ=2 cost function in (4.2.5), which
in the conformal limit can be written as

∆Cκ=2 ∼
1

2
log2

(
4T

m

)
+2

N/2∑
k=1

{
arctanh2

[
e−

πk(1+Ω)
T

]
+ arctanh2

[
e−

πk(1−Ω)
T

]}
.

(4.2.13)
The analysis is similar, but the α2

k contributions giving raise to a richer struc-
ture of divergences. Using the Euler-MacLaurin formula, the integral still
gives both the leading divergence and subleading ones. The latter combine
with analogous terms coming from the finite sum and the resulting expression
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is

∆Cκ=2 ∼
7ζ(3)

2π

T

1− Ω2
− 1

2
log2 T

−
(

log2

[
1

π2(1− Ω2)

]
+

11 + 9 log 2

6

)
log T

+ log T log
1

m
+

1

2
log2 1

m
+ 2 log 2 log

1

m
+O(1),

(4.2.14)

where again we isolated the zero-mode divergences. The leading divergence is
again linear in T with the same Ω-dependence of the linear coefficient for both
cost functions. The linear behavior qualitatively matches the one observed
for both the CA and CV holographic prescriptions, see (3.2.49), (3.3.31) and
fig. 3.6, 3.10. Next to the leading linear divergence, the Fκ=2 cost has a
number of subleading divergences which are completely absent for the F1

cost, such as the mixed log T logm term originating from the zero-mode.
For finite values of m, as shown in fig. 4.2, the leading divergence of the

complexity of formation remains linear in T and with the same slope obtained
in the conformal case, see (4.2.12) and (4.2.14).
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Figure 4.2: Complexity of formation for different values of m as a function of
the temperature T , with L = 1, N = 20000 and Ω = 0.3. From the top down:
m = 10−6 (orange), m = 10 (red) and m = 100 (blue). The large-T behav-
ior is linear with a slope matching the one obtained in the massless limit,
reported in (4.2.12) and (4.2.14) for ∆C1 and ∆Cκ=2 respectively (dashed
black).

Dependence on the angular velocity. The dependence on the angular
velocity is reported in fig. 4.3 for different values of the temperature and a
fixed mass close to the conformal limit, and in fig. 4.4 for different values of
the mass at fixed temperature. The plots show a clear divergent behavior in
the critical limit Ω→ 1. Again, we can extract the divergences analytically
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Figure 4.3: Complexity of formation as a function of the angular velocity
Ω. For any curve, L = 1, N = 20000 and m = 10−6. From the bottom up:
T = 10 (solid green), T = 50 (solid pink) and T = 100 (solid orange). Dashed
curves represent the Ω → 1 divergences plus the zero-mode divergence ob-
tained analytically in (4.2.15) and (4.2.16). Notice that the complexity of
formation evaluated with the two costs approach the limiting value from
opposite directions.

in the m → 0 limit. As apparent from (4.2.9) and (4.2.13), the divergence
structure is linked to the one for the high-temperature limit. The main
differences are that when taking Ω→ 1 only the second of the arctanh terms
in (4.2.9) and (4.2.13) will be divergent, and that the zero-mode contribution
is independent from Ω, while it was divergent in T . Thus the recombination
of the various contributions and the final result are slightly different from the
high-temperature case. In particular, for Ω→ 1 one gets

∆C1 ∼
π

4

T

1− Ω
+

1

2
log (1− Ω) + log

(
1

m

)
+O(1) (4.2.15)

and

∆Cκ=2 ∼
7ζ(3)

4π

T

1− Ω
− 1

2
log2

(
1

1− Ω

)
−
[
log

T

π
+

11 + 15 log 2

12

]
log

(
1

1− Ω

)
+

1

2
log2 1

m
+ (log T + 2 log 2) log

1

m
+O(1) .

(4.2.16)

Thus, the leading divergence has the same behavior for the two cost functions.

Comparing with the holographic analysis, we can see that the leading
divergence in this case differs from the holographic one. In particular, for
both CA and CV we have found a divergence with an additional logarithmic
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Figure 4.4: Complexity of formation as a function of the angular velocity Ω
for different values of m. For all curves L = 1, N = 20000 and T = 100.
From the top down: m = 10−6 (orange), m = 10 (red) and m = 100 (blue).
The divergent behavior as Ω→ 1 is evident for both cost functions.

factor (see (3.2.49) and (3.3.32)) of the form

∆C(tb = 0) ∼ T`

1− ΩH`
log

1

1− ΩH`
. (4.2.17)

Dependence on the mass. To conclude, we briefly comment on the de-
pendence on the mass parameter. As already pointed out, the complexity of
formation diverges in the conformal limit m→ 0 with a behavior set by the
zero-mode. At leading order

∆C1 ∼ log
4T

m
, ∆Cκ=2 ∼

1

2
log2 4T

m
. (4.2.18)

As the mass is increased, the complexity of formation monotonically de-
creases and approaches zero. This is illustrated in the logarithmic plots in
fig. 4.5, where we can see that, at large m, ∆C decreases exponentially in m

T

with a slope that is larger for smaller values of Ω. This can be understood as
the rotating TFD state and its complexity getting increasingly close to the
direct product of two copies of the vacuum state as the mass gets larger.

4.2.2 Time dependence

In this subsection we analyze the evolution of circuit complexity. We will
consider how complexity varies as compared to its initial t = 0 value

δC(t) = C(|rTFD(t)〉)− C(|rTFD(0)〉) . (4.2.19)

As described above, C(|rTFD(t)〉) is evaluated using the results of [37] sum-
marized in (1.4.65), (4.2.2), (4.2.3) and the effective description for the ro-
tating TFD state outlined at the beginning of this section. At the practical
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Figure 4.5: Complexity of formation as a function of the mass m. Plots have
been produced with L = 1 and N = 20000. Three values of the temperature
are reported, T = 1 (dotted-dashed lines), T = 10 (solid lines) and T = 50
(dotted lines), but are indistinguishable. For each T from the bottom up:
Ω = 0.1 (green), Ω = 0.5 (violet) and Ω = 0.8 (blue). The logarithmic scale
shows how the complexity of formation decreases exponentially in m

T
, with a

coefficient fixed by Ω.

level it boils down to evaluate these expressions by plugging in for each
mode the effective inverse temperature and time of (4.1.9). As it was the
case for the complexity of formation, also δC(t) is a UV-finite quantity, but
we employ a cutoff N

2
in the sum over momenta as in (4.2.5) in order to nu-

merically evaluate δC(t) and produce the plots. We shall notice that, away
from t = 0, δC(|rTFD(t)〉) depends on the reference state scale µ. We will
set µ = 1 = µg for the rest of the section and produce additional plots to
illustrate the µ dependence in appendix B.

In figures 4.6, we analyze the time dependence in the near conformal
limit, at fixed angular velocity and as the temperature increases. For both
cost functions, we observe an oscillatory behavior, with the amplitude of
the oscillations increasing with the temperature. At low temperature, the
zero-mode dominates the sum giving δC(t). It is clear from the left panels
of fig. 4.6 that δC(t) is indistinguishable from the zero-mode alone. As the
temperature increases, the contribution of the various modes becomes more
and more relevant. The zero-mode still sets the overall shape for the time
dependence, but the superposition of the other modes yields the oscillatory
behavior reported in the central and right panels in fig. 4.6. The periodicity
of the oscillation can be understood from (1.4.65), (4.2.2), (4.2.3), combined
with the effective mode-by-mode redefinition of time according to (4.1.9).
For illustration, let us focus on the simple massless case, disregarding here
the zero-mode divergence. When Ω = 0, oscillations are governed by half
the circle length: the argument of the trigonometric functions governing the
time evolution is of the form 2π|k|t

L
, and the absolute values appearing in the
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cost functions effectively halve the periodicity. For non-vanishing values of
Ω, the positive and negative k modes have periodicity (respectively):

t ∼ t+
L

2|k|
1

1± Ω
. (4.2.20)

Besides having different periodicity, positive and negative modes contribute
with different amplitudes. As T increases, negative modes with a given k have
larger amplitudes compared to the corresponding positive k modes. The net
effect is that, for the cases reported in fig. 4.6, the oscillatory behavior is
predominantly dictated by the contribution of the lower negative k modes
(see also appendix B). Indeed, one can check that the periodicity of the larger
spikes in the central and right panels of fig. 4.6 matches (within the zero-mass
approximation) the one for negative modes in (4.2.20). Of course, also the
value of the angular velocity affects the amplitude of the oscillations. This
is illustrated in fig. 4.7, which is to be compared with the central panels of
fig. 4.6, and which shows the amplitude increases as we raise the value of Ω.
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of the complexity of the rotating TFD with the initial
t = 0 value subtracted, δC(t) = C(|rTFD(t)〉) − C(|rTFD(0)〉) for different
temperatures. Here L = 1, N = 1200, Ω = 0.6 and m = 10−6. The
temperature is increased from left to right: T = 0.1, 10, 100. The dashed
black curve in each panel is the zero-mode contribution, which dominates
the low-temperature regime.

There are some marked differences between the behavior of the Fκ=2

and the F1 as the temperature increases. While the contribution of the
different modes is always non-negative for the Fκ=2, and thus the oscillatory
behavior is always bounded form below by the value of the zero-mode, for
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Figure 4.7: δC(t) for the same variables as in the central panels of fig. 4.6
except for a lower value of the angular velocity Ω = 0.2. This implies a
shorter periodicity and lower amplitudes.

the F1 these contributions can also be negative. In particular, single-mode
contributions with small enough |k| can take negative values and the number
of such modes increases with the temperature. Together with the dominance
of the (positive) zero-mode contribution at lower temperature, we realize
that the F1 result can be negative as the temperature is increased. We shall
remark that this is not in contradiction with the form of the F1 cost, since
we are looking at variations of complexity with respect to its initial t = 0
value. Therefore, this only indicates that for large enough T complexity can
decrease as time passes, which is similar to what happens in the non-rotating
case [37].

So far we discussed the behavior of complexity in the small-mass limit.
A finite mass mitigates the difference in amplitudes of positive and negative
modes, which is practically absent for large enough values of m. Similarly, the
difference in periodicity, which in the massless limit takes the form (4.2.20),
gets attenuated by a finite mass and removed in the large mass limit. This
can be seen in fig. 4.8. We see that for smaller values of the mass parameter
the oscillatory pattern of the lower |k| modes can still be resolved. Besides,
the zero-mode, which still gives the dominant contribution for small enough
values of m, provides the enveloping oscillatory behavior with period π

m
. As

the mass parameter is increased, the zero and lower |k| modes get compara-
ble amplitudes and close-by periodicities, making it hard to identify regular
patterns.

Alternative time evolution. Another natural way of evolving the TFD
state is to use the undeformed Hamiltonian, as in (4.1.2). The result is
reported in fig. 4.9. The main difference with respect to the previous case
lies in the fact that, in the mode-by-mode mapping of the rotating TFD into
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Figure 4.8: Evolution of δC(t) as the mass parameter is increased. From left
to right m = 0.1, 1, 10 both in the upper and lower panels. Here L = 1,
N = 1200, Ω = 0.6 and T = 10, as in the central panels of fig. 4.6 (where
m = 10−6). At lower values of the mass, the zero-mode contribution (dashed
black line) is still dominant and sets an overall oscillating behavior on top of
which one can observe a pattern similar to the one in fig. 4.6. As the mass
increases, this regular oscillatory pattern is destroyed.

the non-rotating one, one needs to define a k-dependent effective temperature
only, but not an effective k-dependent time. Hence tk = t and the periodicity
of oscillations is now set by L

2
, just like in the non-rotating case with Ω = 0.

Negative and positive modes with the same |k| now oscillate with the same
frequency, but the angular velocity Ω still affects the amplitudes. Also the
role of the zero-mode remains completely unchanged as compared to the
evolution with the deformed Hamiltonian considered above.
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Figure 4.9: δC(t) evolution with undeformed Hamiltonian. F1 (left) and Fκ=2

(right) for L = 1, N = 1200, Ω = 0.6 and m = 10−6, T = 10. The dashed
black curve represents the zero-mode contribution.



Chapter 5

Conclusion

In this thesis we studied how the presence of angular momentum, or angular
velocity, affects the complexity of TFD states. In case the latter admit a
holographic dual description in terms of an eternal AdS rotating black holes,
there are different conjectures for a holographic estimation of the complexity
of rotating TFD states in a strongly-coupled CFT: CA, CV, CV2.0 and
many more. On the other hand, if the rotating TFD has no holographic
dual description, one is forced to directly compute complexity by educated
generalizations of gate-counting techniques involved in qubit circuits.

The rotating TFD states analyzed in the first part of this work are entan-
gled states of two copies of a CFT2, dual to rotating BTZ black holes, and of
a CFT3, whose dual is the Kerr-AdS4 geometry. In the second part we also
considered rotating TFD states entangling two copies of a non-holographic
QFT2 toy-model: a free scalar field on a circle.

5.1 Holographic complexity and rotation

For the rotating BTZ, we thoroughly analyzed holographic complexity ac-
cording to three different proposals. There are aspects about the influence of
rotation that mimic the ones related to a conserved electric charge observed
for (higher-dimensional) Reissner-Nordström AdS black holes in [49]. All of
CA, CV and CV2.0 agree on the vanishing of the complexity growth rate at
tb = 0 and on the saturation value at late times [30,56]:

lim
tb→∞

dC
dtb
∝ (M − ΩHJ) . (5.1.1)

This quantity vanishes for extremal BTZ black holes, which is a behavior
also observed in extremal Reissner-Nordström AdS black holes. The reason

137
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for this is pretty simple. The time-dependence of holographic complexity in
these setups lies between the inner and outer horizons. In the extremal limit,
this region tends to close, effectively cutting in half the geometry in the exact
extremal black hole solution. As we approach extremality, there is less and
less room for codimension-1 and codimension-0 probes to evolve, effectively
freezing in the extremal case.

While with CV and CV 2.0 the growth rate is always positive and mono-
tonically increases forever, fig. 3.8, for CA the intermediate evolution shows a
richer behavior, fig. 3.2. At fixed value of dimensionless mass `M , dCA

dtb
devel-

ops a negative peak at early times for small values of the angular momentum
J , as observed for charged black holes [49]. The negative peak is followed
by a phase where dCA

dtb
becomes positive and overshoots the late-time satura-

tion value, which is then approached from above. Therefore, CA growth rate
reaches the late-time value from the opposite direction with respect to CV
and CV2.0, in agreement with what is observed for two-sided black holes,
including charged ones [49].

This general behavior is largely independent from the counterterm ac-
tion. Indeed, for non-vanishing angular momentum J and fixed mass `M ,
the qualitative behavior of dCA

dtb
is the same with or without counterterm (see

fig. 3.2). The choice of the counterterm scale Lct gives however quantitive
differences. As illustrated in fig. 3.3, the counterterm acts as an effective
reduction (enhancement) of the angular momentum for small (large) values
of Lct

`
. In general we also observe that the role of the counterterm becomes

less and less pronounced as one approaches the extremal limit J → M`. In
the opposite J → 0 limit, where the effect of the counterterm is most pro-
nounced, we smoothly recover the neutral case results of [49]. In particular,
the counterterm is essential to obtain the early-time negative divergence in
the non-rotating limit.

The time dependence of the complexity variation ∆C(tb) = C(tb)−2C(AdS)

directly follows from dC
dtb

, except for its value at tb = 0, also known as the
complexity of formation. Comparing fig. 3.4 and 3.9, we see that while
the CA variation can assume negative values, the CV result is always non-
negative. In both cases, ∆C(tb) diverges in the extremal limit J →M`. This
divergence is due to the fact that, as we approach extremality, a deep throat
of infinite extension develops outside the horizon, so that the geometry is
affected by an IR divergence.

The complexity of formation ∆CA(tb = 0) heavily depends on the presence
of the counterterm action. This is best appreciated looking at the dependence
from the temperature `T , while working at fixed chemical potential `ΩH

(fig. 3.6). From fig. 3.7 it is clear that tuning the value of the counterterm
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scale Lct one can change the value (and the sign, for large enough `T ) of the
complexity of formation. Another key observation one can draw from fig. 3.7
is that the inclusion of the counterterm is essential in the CA prescription
to obtain a linear behavior in T , similarly to CV (see fig. 3.10). A notable
difference regards the slope, which is always non-negative for CV but it can
be negative for CA depending on the interplay between Lct and ΩH .

We need to mention that the linear behavior in T of the complexity of
formation for the rotating BTZ black hole is in tension with the hypothesis of
a third law of complexity advanced in [49]. Indeed, as we take `T → 0 keeping
the chemical potential `ΩH fixed, we do not obtain a divergent complexity
of formation. Rather, we obtain a finite result for both CA and CV and,
in particular, the zero-temperature limit reduces to the corresponding finite
complexity of formation of neutral BTZ1 [78]. This contrasts with what is
observed for spherical Reissner-Nordström AdS4 black holes, where ∆CA(tb =
0) diverges logarithmically as `T → 0 at fixed chemical potential [49]. A
similar logarithmic divergence was also found for higher-dimensional rotating
black holes. In particular for odd-dimensional Myers-Perry AdS black holes
with equal spin parameters, [72] claim that for fixed `ΩH and r+ � `, both
the CA and CV complexity of formation exhibit a logarithmic divergence
as `T → 0. Notice that this limit cannot be studied for Kerr-AdS4. As we
discussed in sec. 3.5, within the physical space of solutions satisfying `Ω+ < 1,
which is necessary to have a proper dual state in the CFT description, there
exists a minimum positive temperature value that can be attained, and it
is therefore not possible to study the `T → 0 limit. On the other hand, it
would certainly be possible to formally study the extremal limit r− → r+

but, besides landing outside the black hole solutions with CFT duals, it
would require a thermodynamic ensemble different from the grandcanonical
one.

We noticed that the limit `ΩH → 1 at fixed `T is an interesting one
to study, as it corresponds to the critical angular velocity limit, in which
the Einstein universe conformal to the AdS boundary rotates at the speed
of light [66]. Taking this limit in the rotating BTZ, both the complexity
growth rate and the complexity of formation diverge. The late-time limit of
the complexity growth rate diverges as

lim
tb→∞

dC
dtb
∝ (`T )2

1− `ΩH

(5.1.2)

for every of the analyzed holographic complexity proposals. The complex-

1We do instead have a logarithmically divergent behavior in the extremal limit J →M`,
or equivalently r+ → r−. This however implies the simultaneous limit `T → 0 and
ΩH`→ 1.
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ity of formation diverges as well, with the leading divergence taking the
schematic form

∆C(tb = 0) ∼ `T

1− `ΩH

log
1

1− `ΩH

(5.1.3)

for both CV and CA prescriptions (though with different prefactors, see
(3.2.49) and (3.3.32)). It is also interesting to notice that the CA divergence
is always positive, independently from the choice of Lct. Without the inclu-
sion of the counterterm, one would instead get a divergence with the same
structure but opposite sign, as made explicit in eq. (3.2.50) and fig. 3.7. The
fact that the complexity of formation can diverge is not new, as this is what
typically happens in extremal black holes. However, here we are not even
near-extremal since r+−r− is finite due to `T > 0. In particular, a divergent
complexity growth rate is rather intriguing, especially if we think that these
divergences are consequences of the speed-of-light rotation. Indeed, this is
the first time a complexity growth rate is shown to diverge for a finite value
of the physical parameters.

Part of these results carry over to the Kerr-AdS4 black hole and we com-
pared our findings with [71,72], concerning holographic complexity in higher
odd-dimensional Myers-Perry AdS black holes with equal angular momenta.
The reduced symmetry of Kerr-AdS4, as compared to the latter setups, makes
evaluating holographic complexity for generic tb computationally challenging.
Using the results of [85] for null hypersurfaces foliation of Kerr-AdS, we were
able to work out the late-time limit of the CA growth rate. Carefully taking
into account all terms for the action defined on the WDW patch, we explic-
itly showed that this is given by the difference in internal energies between
the inner and outer horizons, as first advanced in [56]:

lim
tb→∞

π
dCA
dtb

= (M − Ω+J)− (M − Ω−J) . (5.1.4)

While for the BTZ case there was no obstruction in taking the extremal
black hole limit, here the extremal solution sits outside the allowed region of
parameters, as depicted in fig. 3.13. Restricting to the physical region of Kerr-
AdS4 black holes with holographic dual, one first gets to another interesting
limiting value, `Ω+ = 1, which separates the region of solutions with sub-
luminal rotation from the super-luminal ones. As explained in sec. 3.5, in
terms of the parameters defining the geometry, this translates into either the
critical value J

M
= a = `, for black holes with r+ ≥ `, or into r2

+ = a`,
for black holes with r+ < `. We find that fixing the mass parameter m,
the CA growth rate diverges in the limit a → `, where the metric exhibits
a parametric divergence. On the contrary, the late-time growth rate of CA
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remains finite as r2
+ → a` (see discussion around 3.5.49). A similar behavior

was observed for the complexity of formation that we were able to evaluate
holographically with the CV proposal. Again, at fixedm one finds a divergent
complexity of formation only for black holes with r+ ≥ `. That is, the result
diverges only when the critical angular velocity limit Ω+` = 1 is reached via
a→ `. This is shown in fig. 3.14 and fig. 3.15. In the grandcanonical ensemble
variables T and Ω+, there are two branches, of small and large black holes,

and these exist for temperatures T > Tmin(Ω+), with
√

3
2π
≥ `Tmin >

1
2π

for
0 ≤ `Ω+ < 1. The holographic complexity of formation for large black holes
has similarities with that of the rotating BTZ found using CV: it increases
with the temperature and it positively diverges in the critical limit `Ω+ → 1.
The main difference lies in the non-linear dependence on the temperature.
Small black holes have instead a markedly distinct behavior: ∆CV (tb = 0)
goes to zero as `T → ∞ and it is approximately constant in the chemical
potential `Ω+.

In [71, 72] a direct connection between CA, CV and thermodynamic vol-
ume was highlighted for odd-dimensional Myers-Perry AdS black holes with
equal angular momenta in each orthogonal plane. We found that our Kerr-
AdS4 computation of the CA growth rate is indeed compatible with the claim
of [71, 72] that, at leading order for large black holes with r+ � `,

lim
tb→∞

dC
dtb
∝ P∆V , (5.1.5)

where ∆V = V+ − V− is the difference between the outer and inner hori-
zon thermodynamic volume. In the large black hole limit r+ � `, the same
authors also found that the complexity of formation is controlled by the ther-
modynamic volume rather than by the entropy, with a scaling that depends
on the spacetime dimensionality d+ 1, see (3.5.57). Our result is again com-
patible with this claim, but unfortunately we cannot test it independently.
This is because in the large black hole limit, within the region of parameters
covered by the physical Kerr-AdS4 solutions we considered, the scaling of the
entropy and thermodynamic volume is everywhere fixed, just as it happens
for non-rotating and charged black holes, as well as for the rotating BTZ.

5.2 Circuit complexity and rotation

In the second part of this thesis we employed Nielsen approach to study
complexity directly in a QFT. This would be a very hard task outside the
free QFT cases, so we stick to them for a preliminary investigation of the
circuit complexity of rotating TFD states. In particular, the target state of
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interest is the rotating TFD entangling two copies of a free scalar QFT on a
circle, with non-vanishing momentum along the compact spatial direction:

|rTFD〉 =
1√

Z (β,Ω)

∑
n

e−β(En+ΩJn)/2e−i(En+ΩJn)t |En, Jn〉L |En, Jn〉R .

(5.2.1)
We adapted and extended the analysis concerning the non-rotating TFD
state of [37]. At the technical level, we showed how the factorization into
momentum modes, a peculiarity of free QFT, can be used to provide an
effective description of (5.2.1) in terms of non-rotating TFD states. In par-
ticular one can draw a mode-by-mode matching between the rotating and
non-rotating TFD introducing a mode-dependent redefinition of tempera-
ture and time. This is similar to what happens for the charged TFD state
analyzed in [98], with a relevant difference. In the charged case, in order for
the effective description to make sense, one needs to impose a lower bound
on the mass parameter of the free scalar field, which is set by the chemical
potential conjugate to the electric charge [98]. Instead, the chemical poten-
tial Ω for the angular momentum does not set any bound on the mass, so
that one can consider arbitrarily small masses with the caveat of being non-
vanishing because of the zero-mode divergence. We also restricted ourselves
to 0 ≤ Ω < 1, which is the speed-of-light bound on the angular velocity.

Notice that since our analysis follows from the one in [37], the same
caveats apply. In particular although we evaluated complexity for the Fκ=2

and the F1 cost functions, the straight-line circuit used in both cases was
proven to be optimal only for the Fκ=2. Thus , for the F1 cost our result only
provides an upper bound on the value of circuit complexity.

The presence of a chemical potential Ω affects positive and negative mode
contributions to circuit complexity in a different manner. As compared to the
Ω = 0 case, where positive and negative k-mode pairs contribute equally, a
non-vanishing Ω enhances the amplitude of negative k modes and suppresses
that of positive ones. The angular velocity plays a similar role in the time
evolution of the rotating TFD state (5.2.1). It gives different periodicity to
negative and positive modes, enlarging the period of the oscillations for the
negatives modes as compared to positive ones (see eq. (4.2.20)). Overall,
the time dependence of the complexity variation δC(t) = C(|rTFD(t)〉) −
C(|rTFD(0)〉) for both cost functions exhibits an oscillatory behavior (see
fig. 4.6 and 4.8). The zero-mode sets the overall shape, and the superposition
of the other modes yields the oscillations. Their amplitude is amplified as we
increase the temperature or the rotational speed. While we cannot directly
compare to the charged TFD state analyzed in the decompactified limit in
[98], our results are fully compatible with the non-rotating TFD state on a
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circle studied in [37] (see fig. 6 there). There, the high-temperature behavior,
as shown in the rightmost panels of our fig. 4.6 and 4.8 at Ω 6= 0, was
interpreted as a saturation resulting from the presence of many modes non-
trivially contributing to the circuit complexity sums at high temperatures. In
studying the time dependence, we also observed that, from the point of view
of the CFT, another natural way of evolving the TFD state is by means of
the undeformed Hamiltonian, see (4.1.2). This leads to a different oscillatory
pattern of δC(t), the main difference being that the chemical potential Ω now
only affects the amplitudes, but not the periodicity (see fig 4.9). It would be
interesting to explore how different time evolutions are implemented in the
dual out-of-equilibrium black hole description, and how such choices affect
the holographic complexity evolution.

Despite the clear differences between a free QFT and a strongly-coupled
chaotic CFT, our rotating TFD can be taken as a toy-model for a qualitative
comparison with the holographic results obtained in the BTZ analysis. In
fact, we can identify similarities between the holographic and QFT results in
particular limits. First of all, the complexity of formation at high tempera-
ture increases linearly with T both in the QFT model, see (4.2.12)-(4.2.14),
and in the BTZ holographic calculations for any of the complexity measures
analyzed, see (3.3.31) and fig. 3.6,3.10. The overall coefficient is proportional
to 1

1−Ω2 both for circuit complexity and for CV. Besides, it is interesting that
in the speed-of-light rotation limit Ω → 1, the complexity of formation di-
verges in all considered cases. However, the leading divergence differs: for
the QFT case it goes like 1

1−Ω
, while in the holographic results there is an

additional logarithmic factor, see (5.1.3).

Finally, both CA and circuit complexity in the toy-model have arbitrary
scales intrinsic to their definitions. Although it is not clear yet how these
scales are related on the two sides of the duality, we can make the following
observation. In the QFT model the complexity of formation is independent
from the arbitrary scale µ entering the definition of the reference state, ex-
actly as in the neutral TFD case analyzed in [37]. On the other hand here,
in contrast with the non-rotating BTZ case, the holographic complexity of
formation evaluated with CA directly depends on the counterterm scale Lct.
This contradicts the suggestion that µ and Lct should be connected [51], as
was also argued in [55] following different arguments.

5.3 Outlook

This last section of the thesis is dedicated to discuss future directions for
exploring the interplay between complexity and rotation.
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Fixing the counterterm scale. The interesting works [109, 110] suggest
a slight modification of the CA proposal. Instead of introducing the coun-
terterm in order to achieve reparametrization invariance for the gravitational
action, they choose a particular parametrization of the null boundaries of the
WDW patch, one for which its gravitational action vanishes when calculated
on the vacuum AdS state. In this way, the vacuum geometry has vanishing
holographic complexity and can be then interpreted as the reference state in
a holographic setup. This is interesting because, at the moment, the holo-
graphic counterpart of the reference state, namely of a disentangled state with
vanishing complexity, is far from clear. Besides, this method automatically
eliminates every UV-divergence from CA, so that the holographic complexity
in a black hole background becomes a UV-finite quantity. Moreover, using
this approach, it can be shown that the saturation value of the CA growth
rate is approached from below, with a monotonic behavior that mimics the
one of CV and CV2.0, contrarily to the original CA prescription, and agrees
with the “generalized Lloyd bound” of [56].

Let us comment on some specific findings. In [109] the “modified-CA”
was computed for the non-rotating BTZ black hole:

CA−mod =
2M

π
|tb| . (5.3.1)

The tb = 0 value, which should be interpreted as the complexity of formation,
does not match (3.2.45) and is instead zero. Besides, in the modified-CA it
seems that a saturation value for the growth rate is not a late-time behav-
ior, but rather a behavior that is manifest at any tb. The situation for the
rotating BTZ studied in [110] is more similar to ours, since the constant sat-
uration value is only approached at late times. The main difference, as we
mentioned, is that the latter is never overshot at intermediate times. About
the complexity of formation, the one obtained with modified-CA is always
positive, contrarily to standard CA, and it diverges in the extremal limit as
we found. The authors of [110] also tackled the computation of the late-time
limit in the Kerr-AdS4 black hole, with a final result that agrees with ours.
However, it seems that, using modified-CA, the late-time limit is approached
from below also for the Kerr-AdS4 solution. It would hence be interesting
to see whether the standard CA prescription agrees, but our expectation is
that it should not.

On the other end, we know that the counterterm is important, for instance
to reproduce the switchback effect. At the moment, there is no indication
that modified-CA reproduces it too. In order to build a potential bridge
between the two proposals, looking at (3.2.38), we can see that a suitable
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choice of Lct would give C(AdS)
A = 0:

L∗ct = `e−(1+ π`
2rmax

) . (5.3.2)

According to this choice, L∗ct depends on the cutoff rmax and is equal to `
e

as
rmax →∞.

Path-integral optimization. The very first attempt to define complex-
ity directly in the CFT goes under the name of Path integral optimiza-
tion [111–116]. The rough idea is that complexity should count tensors in the
optimal tensor network needed to prepare a CFT state through (euclidean)
path integral, an idea inspired by the observation [117] that MERA2 tensor
networks resemble spatial slices of asymptotically-AdS spacetimes in a dis-
crete fashion. Path-integral optimization proposes to geometrize this tensor
network optimization.

In the previously mentioned literature, many different states where ana-
lyzed, from the vacuum to the TFD and more. However, the rotating TFD
state has not been path-integral optimized so far. We tried to tackle this
problem and found that the procedure in rotating setups requires some ad-
ditional care and cannot straightforwardly be applied. Our partial findings
appear to agree on the divergence in the complexity of formation both in
the extremal and critical angular velocity limit. However, we do not have a
complete answer to include in this thesis and leave it for future work.

We need to mention that a holographic dual to the path-integral optimiza-
tion procedure has been recently put forward in [118,119]. It is still not clear
how this holographic proposal relates to CV and CA. In particular, much
work has been done in euclidean signature, while lorentzian time dependence
has not been studied yet. Nevertheless, in principle one could compare how
the complexity of formation behaves using different proposals. [118,119] tack-
led the study of rotating TFD states, but there is no explicit result against
which we can compare our findings regarding holographic complexity in the
rotating BTZ black hole. It would be very interesting to explore whether or
not there is some matching.

Generalized coherent states. We have shown that the TFD state can
be rewritten as (1.4.18), which is the form of a squeezed coherent state. The
latter admits a geometric and group-theoretic description in terms of Lie
groups and, actually, it is one instance of an infinite class of quantum states
called Generalized Coherent States (GCS). GCS constitute a huge theoretical

2Multiscale Entanglement Renormalization Ansatz.
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framework and a large branch of quantum mechanics, spreading from lasers
to nuclear physics and even path integrals. The interested reader is addressed
to [120,121] and references therein.

The most important thing to mention is that, thanks to the underlying
Lie group structure, GCS come with a natural notion of metric on the space
of states. If GCS are to be adopted to define complexity in a continuous
setup, one could hope that this natural notion of metric could effectively get
rid of the ambiguities in the definition of complexity. The first work that
proposed a connection between complexity and GCS was [114], where the
main focus was on the complexity of CFT2 states within the same Verma
module. The authors adopted a notion of complexity based on the Virasoro
symmetry group, in particular relating complexity with the action of Virasoro
coadjoint orbits. This proposal was recently explored in [122] and extended
to CFTd by using circuits made of symmetry generators of the lorentzian
conformal group SO(2, d). However, the complexity can only be calculated
for target states within the same Verma module and the TFD is outside the
range of applicability of their technique.

Here, we do not tackle the problem of computing the complexity of the
TFD entangling two copies of a CFT exploiting the framework of GCS, but
using the latter we want to make manifest that there is a natural geometry
underlying TFD states which may be useful to get a qualitative estimation
of the complexity of formation. Indeed, (1.4.18) can also be written as

|TFD(t)〉k = e−i
ωk
2
t 1√

N(τk, τ ∗k )
|τ̃k〉 , (5.3.3)

where
τk = e−iωkte−

βωk
2 = e−iωkt tanhαk ,

|τ̃k〉 = eτka
†
k,La

†
k,R |0〉L |0〉R ,

N(τk, τ
∗
k ) = 〈τ̃k|τ̃k〉 =

1

1− |τk|2
.

(5.3.4)

The GCS metric is the Khäler metric related to the Khäler potential

K(τk, τ
∗
k ) = logN(τk, τ

∗
k ) (5.3.5)

and coincides with the Fubini-Study metric

ds2
FS =

dτkdτ
∗
k

(1− |τk|2)2 . (5.3.6)

The Fubini-Study metric is not new in the complexity literature [89]. Here,
the geometry arising from the structure of the single-mode TFD as a GCS
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turns out to be the Fubini-Study metric, which can also be written as

ds2 = dα2
k +

1

4
sinh2(2αk)dϕ

2
k , (5.3.7)

where

αk =
1

2
log

(
1 + e−

βωk
2

1 + e−
βωk

2

)
,

ϕk = ωkt .

(5.3.8)

Notice that the origin of the GCS manifold corresponds to the TFD at zero
temperature, namely to two copies of the vacuum state. Any other point
corresponds to a TFD with fixed values of temperature and time, as well
as fixed ωk that depends on the model under examination. The geodesic
equations are {

α̈k − 1
4

sinh(4αk)ϕ̇
2
k = 0 ,

ϕ̈k + 4 coth(2αk)ϕ̇kα̇k = 0 ,
(5.3.9)

where the derivatives are taken with respect to an affine parameter σ. It is
easy to show that the coordinate lines of αk are geodesics, namely

α̈k = 0 , ϕ̇k = 0 . (5.3.10)

The general solution is a straight line emanating from the origin

αk(σ) = αkσ + α
(0)
k , ϕk(σ) = const. (5.3.11)

and, since αk(0) = 0, it needs to be α
(0)
k = 0. Then, assuming complexity

is related to minimal distance in a continuous setup, using the “straight-line
circuit” one finds

C(GCS)
k = αk . (5.3.12)

Notice that this result does not depend on any reference or gate scale, nor on
time. Furthermore, in the free field theory toy-models, the total complexity
would be simply given by the sum of single-mode complexities, namely

C(GCS) =
∑
k

αk . (5.3.13)

Besides, it is easy to generalize the above construction to the rotating TFD
by introducing effective temperature and time thanks to the identifications
(4.1.9). According to this observation, it appears that the GCS geometry in-
trinsic to the (rotating) TFD states could capture the complexity of formation
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∆C1 in (4.2.5), where we recall that the computation there was performed in
the physical basis. More precisely3

C(GCS) =
1

2
∆C1 . (5.3.14)

We stress again that the results we obtained for circuit complexity using the
F1 cost function do not provide actual complexity, but rather upper bounds.
The fact that C(GCS) < ∆C1 could be a coincidence, but it is compatible with
this fact. On the other hand, the GCS geometry does not capture holographic
complexity behaviors obtained in the rotating BTZ case and, in particular,
the grandcanonical analysis would lead to the same results as the F1 cost
function.

It would be interesting to better refine these arguments and check whether
or not this GCS analysis can be pushed to a full-blown TFD entangling two
copies of a CFTd. In this way, specifically with d = 2, one could test if the
complexity of formation obtained from the GCS geometry of (rotating) TFD
states matches the holographic complexity in (rotating) BTZ black holes.
Besides, notice that while in Nielsen geometry coordinates are generic and the
physical parameters like temperature and time enter as boundary conditions,
in the GCS geometry coordinates are temperature and time, albeit made
dimensionless by means of a fixed ωk for every single factor.

The rotating TFD in higher dimensions. In this thesis we studied the
rotating TFD state in a two-dimensional QFT toy-model. This allowed us
to use the linear momentum as the angular momentum, which was crucial
for our computation since we could simultaneously label both energy and
momentum eigenvalues with the same quantum number n. Furthermore, in
1+1 dimensions the spatial dimension is either a line or a circle. In higher
dimensions the situation is more challenging. If the spatial directions are
compact the rotating TFD stops being a Gaussian state, even in a free QFT.
This is due to the curvature of the spatial sphere and prevents us from
applying the techniques of [37]. On the other hand, if the spatial directions
are flat, then the resulting Hamiltonian in momentum space is non-trivial,
with an interaction term related to the angular momentum. Also in this case
we cannot straightforwardly apply the machinery of [37].

In order to remain within the applicability regime of Gaussian states, in
2+1 boundary dimensions we could think about two kinds of toy-models.
Either we cut the spatial sphere into infinitely many independent circles

3Notice that while the r.h.s comes from a difference between lengths, the l.h.s. is just
a length. This is why we did not use a notation like ∆C(GCS).
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with varying radii, from the south to the north pole, or we consider the
harmonic oscillator on a spatial cylinder. In either ways, the rotating TFD
obtained entangling two copies of a free QFT3 on such manifolds is a Gaussian
state and circuit complexity can be potentially obtained using the techniques
of [37].
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Appendix A

Kerr-AdS: UV cutoff and
complexity of formation

In this appendix we analyze the UV cutoff and CV divergences for the Kerr-
AdS4 geometry. In particular, we verify that the complexity of formation
evaluated with respect to a rotating boundary metric by subtracting twice
the holographic complexity of the m = 0 solution, namely AdS4 in oblate
spheroidal coordinates, coincides with that evaluated with respect to a non-
rotating frame by subtracting twice the complexity of the global AdS4 vac-
uum.

A.1 Fefferman-Graham cutoff

First we bring the Boyer-Lindquist metric (3.5.1) in Fefferman-Graham form
[48,79],

ds2 =
`2

z2

(
dz2 + gij(x, z)dx

idxj
)
, (A.1.1)

with

gij(x, z) = g
(0)
ij (x) + z2g

(1)
ij (x) + z3g

(3/2)
ij (x) + . . . (A.1.2)

through the asymptotic change of coordinates [123]

r =
`2

z
− 1

4

(
1 +

a2

`2
sin2 θ̄

)
z +

m

3`2
z2 +O(z3)

θ = θ̄ − a2

16`6
∆θ̄ sin(2θ̄) z4 +O(z6) .

(A.1.3)
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We also write explicitly the Taylor expansion (A.1.2) for z → 0 of the non-
vanishing components of gij(x, z), which reads

gtt = −1− 1

2`2

(
∆θ̄ +

a2

`2

)
z2 − 4m

3`4
z3 +O(z4)

gθ̄θ̄ =
1

∆θ̄

{
`2 +

1

2

(
2− 3∆θ̄ −

a2

`2

)
z2 +

2m

3`2
z3

}
+O(z4)

gtϕ =
a sin2 θ̄

Ξ

{
1− 1

2`2

(
∆θ̄ −

a2

`2

)
z2 − 4m

3`2
z3

}
+O(z4)

gϕϕ =
sin2 θ̄

Ξ

{
`2 − 1

2

(
∆θ̄ −

a2

`2

)
z2 − 2m

3`2Ξ

(
2− 3∆θ̄ − 2

a2

`2

)
z3

}
+O(z4) .

(A.1.4)
Given these results, as per the standard holographic procedure, we set the
UV cutoff z = δ in FG coordinates, which via (A.1.3) corresponds to the
θ-dependent BL cutoff:

rmax =
`2

δ
− δ

4

(
1 +

a2

`2
sin2 θ

)
+

m

3`2
δ2 + . . . . (A.1.5)

A.2 Volume divergences

To obtain the UV-divergences of the volume for the t = 0 slice of Kerr-AdS4

we follow the general analysis for asymptotically-AdS spacetimes carried out
in [46].

We describe the codimension-1 submanifold via the embedding Xµ =
Xµ(τ, σa), where Xµ = {z, xi} and {τ, σa} are intrinsic coordinates on the
submanifold. In the τ = z gauge, the induced metric h on the bulk t = 0
surface has components

hzz =
`2

z2

(
1 + h(1)

zz z
2 + . . .

)
=
`2

z2
,

hθ̄θ̄ =
`2

z2

(
h

(0)

θ̄θ̄
+ h

(1)

θ̄θ̄
z2 + . . .

)
=
`2

z2
gθ̄θ̄ ,

hϕϕ =
`2

z2

(
h(0)
ϕϕ + h(1)

ϕϕz
2 + . . .

)
=
`2

z2
gϕϕ ,

(A.2.1)

where h
(0)
ab is the induced metric on the boundary time slice. We then intro-

duce a cutoff at z = δ and evaluate explicitly the divergent terms worked out
in [46]

V =
`3

2

∫ π

0

dθ̄

∫ 2π

0

dϕ
√
h(0)

[
1

δ2
+

(
Ra
a −
R
2

)
log

δ

`

]
+ . . . , (A.2.2)
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where Ra
a = h(0)abRab, and Rab denotes the projection of the boundary Ricci

tensor Rij[g
(0)] into the time slice, while R[g(0)] is the boundary Ricci scalar.

These are related through [46]

Ra
a =
R
2
− h(0)abh

(1)
ab (A.2.3)

and hence

V =
`3

2

∫ π

0

dθ̄

∫ 2π

0

dϕ
√
h(0)

[
1

δ2
− h(0)abh

(1)
ab log

δ

`

]
+ . . .

=
π`3

√
Ξ

∫ π

0

dθ̄
sin θ̄√

∆θ̄

[
`2

δ2
+ (2∆θ̄ − 1) log

δ

`

]
+ . . .

=
2π`6

a
√

Ξ δ2
arcsin

a

`
+ 2π`3 log

δ

`
+ . . .

(A.2.4)

The divergence structure of V thus depends on the spin parameter a but it
is completely independent form the mass parameter m.

Let us now consider Schwarzschild-like coordinates. This is the situation
in which the boundary metric is not rotating and all rotation is in the qun-
tum CFT states. Instead of evaluating this contribution by performing a
complicated change of coordinates to such coordinates system, here we can
simply consider the implicit coordinate transformation [66]

T = t ,

Φ = ϕ+
at

`2
,

y cos Θ = r cos θ ,

y2 =
1

Ξ

[
r2∆θ + a2 sin2 θ

]
,

(A.2.5)

which brings the m = 0 Kerr-AdS4 metric in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates to
the one of global AdS4

ds2 = −
(

1 +
y2

`2

)
dT 2 +

dy2

1 + y2

`2

+ y2
(
dΘ2 + sin2 ΘdΦ2

)
. (A.2.6)

Notice this maps y = 0 in global AdS to complex (purely imaginary) rmin =
ia, θ = π

2
in BL coordinates. This same change of coordinates can be in

principle applied to bring the Kerr-AdS4 metric to an asymptotically non-
rotating frame, and we can thus evaluate the complexity of formation of
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rotating TFD states on R× S2 as

∆C(Schw)
V (tb = 0) =

4π

G`

∫ π

0

dθ sin θ

∫ rmax(ymax)

r+

dr
ρ

Ξ

√
(r2 + a2)2

∆
− a2 sin2 θ

∆θ

− 4π

G

∫ π

0

dΘ sin Θ

∫ ymax

0

dy
y√

`2 + y2
,

(A.2.7)
where

r2
max(ymax) =

Ξy2
max − a2 sin2 θ

∆θ

. (A.2.8)

This coincides identically with ∆CV (tb = 0) (3.5.56), as follows from the
independence of the UV-divergences of the volume on m analyzed above and
the structure of the AdS4 term, which has vanishing contribution from the
lower integration extremum y = 0. The numerical integration also confirms
that ∆CV (tb = 0) = ∆C(Schw)

V (tb = 0).



Appendix B

Circuit complexity: modes and
µ-dependence

Mode analysis. In fig. B.1 we show separately negative and positive modes
contribution to the complexity variation δC(t). The plots explicitly illus-
trate the different periodicity of negative and positive modes, as reported
in (4.2.20), and the enhancement of the negative mode amplitudes over the
positive ones, as discussed in the main text. For the time evolution with the
“undeformed Hamiltonian” H (last two rows), there is no difference in the
periodicity of negative and positive modes, but the amplitude enhancement
persists.

Dependence on µ. In fig. B.2 we report sample plots illustrating how the
value of the reference state scale µ influences the picture of the complexity
time evolution.
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Figure B.1: Contributions of positive (left) and negative (right) modes to
the complexity variation δC(t) for the Hamiltonian evolutions H + ΩJ (first
two rows) and H (last two rows). Both positive and negative modes sum
include the zero mode contribution (in dashed black). The plots have been
produced choosing L = 1, N = 200, µ = 1, m = 10−6, Ω = 0.6, T = 10 as in
the central panels of fig. 4.6 and in fig. 4.9.
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Figure B.2: Complexity variation δC(t) obtained time-evolving with H +
ΩJ (first two rows) and H (last two rows). The plots have been produced
choosing L = 1, N = 200, m = 10−6, Ω = 0.6, T = 10, as in the central
panels of fig. 4.6. The left panels show the result for µ = 0.1 and the right
panels for µ = 10. While the periodicity of the oscillations is independent
from µ, the amplitude is clearly affected by it.
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